Manly Andrew Boy Charlton
Aquatic Centre
Post Project Review
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Purpose of report
The purpose of the Post Project Review is to finalise the project, assess the success of
the project and provide key learnings and improvement suggestions for future projects.
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Background
The Manly Andrew Boy Charlton Aquatic Centre (Centre) Development was initiated by
Manly Council in 1996 with the commissioning of a Project Feasibility Study undertaken
by J.A. Nicholas and Associates Annexure A. This was in response to the aging
infrastructure and pool plant and to meet the current and future demand of the community
to use the Centre.
The feasibility study recommended the that the best outcome for Council was to take up
“Option 4” which was to make additions to the existing centre by making an addition of an
indoor 25m pool, a children’s leisure pool and an program pool for exercise and
rehabilitation.
This option, as amended, was taken to community consultation in 2013, as detailed in the
June 2013 Elton Community Engagement Report in Annexure B. Post this consultation,
construction commenced in late November 2014 and the Centre was opened to the
public on August 13th 2016.
The new Aquatic Centre included the construction of a light filled, accessible indoor Swim
Centre, with walls that open to the northern aspect and onto the existing pools.
The Centre now contains:
•

A 25metre, 8 lane heated lap pool with ramp entry and

•

Spectator seating for 150 people.

•

A program pool for exercise and rehabilitation with ramp entry.

•

A children’s play and leisure pool with a beach entry.

•

Male and female change rooms and toilets.

•

Accessible showers and toilets.

•

A spa pool, sauna and steam room facilities.

•

Administration offices.

•

Gymnasium, group fitness and wellbeing rooms.

•

A café.

•

A crèche
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•

On-site parking for 54 cars including 4 accessible and 2 parents with pram
spaces.

In LM Graham Reserve, a separate community building that serves sporting clubs,
commuters and the general public was constructed as part of this project and contains:
•

Male and female change rooms

•

Accessible toilets

•

Public toilets

•

A community kiosk area managed by sporting clubs on weekends

•

A gas co-generation energy plant to run the old and new plant for the Centre.

•

Bicycle storage / bike parking racks

•

A bus shelter for commuters.

•

Landscaped gardens

•

Landscaped grassed spectator seating area.

•

Upgraded parking in Kenneth Rd.

During the construction of the new facilities, the existing swim centre facilities including
the 50 and 25 metre pools, babies and toddlers pools, remained open to the public at all
times. In addition, LM Graham Reserve continued to hold sporting activities including
soccer and cricket.
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Project Deliverables Review
Project Scope:
As noted in Annexure C, the proposed scope of the project taken to community
consultation consisted of:
•

Retaining the existing outdoor 25m pool, 50m pool and change facilities

•

Provision of new indoor multipurpose facility operating 12 months of the year
including:
o

a multi-lane 25m indoor pool

o

an indoor children’s play pool

o

an indoor program pool

o

an indoor spa and sauna facilities

o

a café with an outdoor eating area

o

covered outdoor spaces

o

community meeting rooms

o

a gym

o

a multipurpose wellness centre

o

change room facilities

o

upgraded amenities for the pool and the adjoining LM Graham Reserve

o

family change facilities
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o

improved change facilities for people with a disability

o

additional parking at site

o

underground car parking.

This scope of works was majoritively delivered. The items that were presented to the
community that were not delivered were:
•

community meeting rooms

•

underground car parking.

However, there were additional deliverables met by this project, including:
•

A gas co-generation energy plant to run the old and new plant for the Centre.

•

A bike storage area

•

A bus shelter for commuters.

•

Landscaped gardens

•

Landscaped grassed spectator seating area to LM Graham Reserve.

Project Budget
The original construction cost estimate for the project was stated publicly as $15m, noting
that this estimate allowed for construction only. In 2013 a pre-construction Quantity
Survey was undertaken which brought the cost estimate of the project to around $21.3m.
This included a 7% contingency.
In 2014 the construction works package was let via a public Request for Tender. The
most competitive tender came in at $23,603,000 and was won by FDC Construction and
Fitout.
The full budgeted versus actual costs are as per the following table.
Phase

Budgeted
Cost

Actual Cost

Comments/Learnings

Design
Consultant

-

$ 2,244,529

Construction
Costs

-

$ 25,344,453

This included site remediation
works of $1.94m related to
cyanide that was dumped during
the decommissioning of the old
Gasometer that was demolished
by AGL in 1997. This
contamination was not identified
during the site investigations.

$ 27,588,982

Original budget as stated within
the Manly CSP.

Total Project
Cost

$ 18,030,000

It is important to note that the total project cost was reported to Council (Item No. 7.4 - 23
August 2016) as $27,356,250. Post this report the principle design consultant made a
claim of $232,732 under their rights within their contract. As part of this project review, it
is clear that the fee structure for the design consultants is unsatisfactory. The fee
structure within their contract was based on a percentage of the project costs. This is not
a common form of engagement within usual Council procurement practices and it has
been recommended that this form of contract model should not be used.
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With reference to the final project cost, a value for money comparative analysis of the
works delivered versus the total expenditure has not been conducted. However,
comparable aquatic centres redevelopments currently being undertaken show that this
level of spend for an aquatic centre redevelopment is not out of line with market.

Inner West Council:
https://www.innerwest.nsw.gov.au/develop/major-projects/council-projects/ashfieldaquatic-centre-project - current construction estimate $29.55m

City of Sydney:
https://www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au/vision/green-square/city-of-sydneydevelopments/gunyama-park-aquatic-and-recreation-centre - total budget for Green
Square Aquatic Centre and Gunyama Park - $76.5m

City of Parramatta:
https://www.cityofparramatta.nsw.gov.au/recreation-environment/swimming/aquaticleisure-centre-project-background - recommended option 1c within the business case $58.5m

North Sydney Council:
https://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/Business_Projects/Major_Projects/NSOP_Redevelo
pment - current project budget $28m

Project Timing
The project was forecast to be completed such that the Centre could open on 1 July
2016. Due to delays in construction, including the unforeseen site contamination
management requirements, the Centre opened for its first day of business on 14 August
2016. This delay of approximately 6 weeks to plan is considered not unreasonable on a
project of this size and complexity.
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Funding
As noted, the project’s final expenditure exceeded budget. The funding sources for this
project have been reported to Council ((Item No. 7.4 - 23 August 2016) and are provided
as updated below:
Amount

Source

$15,000,000

Low Interest Rate funding (LIRS). This loan was sourced from a
commercial bank at 5.56%. The NSW government subsidises 4% of
these interest payments so that the effective rate was 1.56%

$ 4,500,000

Section 94 funding

$ 7,886,732

Working capital

$

Grant funding from RMS– for Kenneth Road, roadworks.

202,250

$ 27,588,982

Total
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In consideration of the suitability of use of Section 94 funds to this project, this was
documented within the Manly Section 94 Developer Contributions Plan 2004 - As
Amended. As can be seen on page 44, the intention to utilise funds gained from
developer contributions for the embellishment of an “Indoor Aquatic Leisure Centre” was
specifically noted:
https://www.northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/Manly_Section_94_Contributi
ons_Plan_2004.pdf
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Benefits Realisation - Operational Delivery
The original projection for the Centre was to realise an increase in patronage to between
500,000 to 700,000 patrons per annum (Annexure A - J.A. Nicolas Feasibility Study –
1997). This projection was further acknowledged with the delivery of a 2014 Business
Case (Annexure D) which used a different methodology to propose patronage of 711,386
(delivering revenues of approx. $5.1m per annum and a net surplus of approx. $204k per
annum) and then also modelled a 90% and 80% scenario.
Baseline – 1 July 2012 to 30 June 2013
As noted in the report in Annexure D, the following figures are the most accurate account
as a baseline regarding the operation of the Centre prior to its redevelopment.
Financial Result
Revenue
User Fees and Charges
Lease/Rental
Revenue Total

$1,019,971
$130,931
$1,150,901

Expenditure
Wages and Salaries

$871,589

General Operating Expenses

$154,274

Utilities

$165,496

Other Expenses

$574,723

Expenditure Total

1,766,082

Operating Deficit

-$615,181

Attendances
In 2012/13 the Centre registered 231,000 visits.

Year 1 – 14 August 2016 to 30 June 2017
Financial Result
Revenue
User Fees and Charges

$4,256,353

Revenue Total

$4,256,353

Expenditure
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Employee Benefits & Oncosts

$3,037,705*

Materials and Contracts

$687,753

Other Expenses

$828,025

Internal Charges

0**

Expenditure Total

$4,553,483

Operating Deficit

-$297,130

* - This includes staff costs from 13 May 2016 (date of amalgamation)
** - these costs are included in Employee Benefits & Oncosts

Attendances
July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

March

April

May

June

TOTAL

Member Visits - 6 & 12
Month Fitness Centre
Members, 6 & 12 Month
Swim Pass Holders
Visit Passes - 10 & 20 Pool
Entry Passes, 10 & 20 Fitness
Centre Passes
Class Visits - Learn to Swim
and Squads
Single Entry Visits Adult/Child/Concession
Swim, Spectator, Free Under
4, Fitness Casual, Spa Sauna
Casual, Carnivals

0

2230

5270

5514

6107

6612

9457

8495

9164

7548

7495

8861

76,753

0

4109

9111

10188

10435

9106

11216

9088

8792

6734

5203

6552

90,534

0

0

208

1825

2708

1391

1666

3138

3984

2576

2807

3043

23,346

9042

19437

22852

23957

22963

29914

25735

17526

15365

12495

14137

213,423

Total

0

15381

34026

40379

43207

40072

52253

46456

39466

32223

28000

32593

404056

Year 2 – 1 July 2017 to 30 June 2018
Financial Result
Revenue
User Fees and Charges

$4,823,522

Revenue Total

$4,823,522

Expenditure
Employee Benefits & Oncosts

$3,000,435

Materials and Contracts

$851,718

Other Expenses

$957,963

Internal Charges

$39,092

Expenditure Total
Operating Deficit

$4,849,208
-$25,686

Interest on Loan and Local Infrastructure Renewal Scheme Subsidy
A loan of $15m was originally drawn in respect of the upgrade works. The loan is now
$9m after repayments. This loan was sourced at 5.56% and the NSW government
subsidises 4% of these interest payments so that the effective rate was 1.56% or
$140,400 net at the current balance.
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Depreciation
The current annual depreciation for the Centre totals to $565,753 per annum. Prior to the
redevelopment of the site the depreciation was $19,136 per annum.

Overheads
Council’s indirect costs such as Human Resources, Information Technology and Finance
have not been allocated as part of this analysis.

Attendances
Member Visits - 6 & 12
Month Fitness Centre
Members, 6 & 12 Month
Swim Pass Holders
Visit Passes - 10 & 20 Pool
Entry Passes, 10 & 20
Fitness Centre Passes
Class Visits - Learn to
Swim and Squads
Single Entry Visits Adult/Child/Concession
Swim, Spectator, Free
Under 4, Fitness Casual,
Spa Sauna Casual,
Carnivals
Total

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

March

April

May

June

TOTAL

7,648

8,927

9,311

11,210

11,326

9,364

11,272

10,932

11,202

10,327

10,714

9,878

122,111

4,687

6,474

7,860

9,541

9,217

9,048

10,463

9,463

8,785

7,671

7,420

6,959

97,588

2,622

3,210

3,482

3,871

4,371

2,265

2,752

4,648

4,911

3,868

4,735

4,148

44,883

13,453

12,696

18,352

23,181

22,070

20,349

27,193

25,303

22,048

21,670

15,620

15,516

237,451

28,410

31,307

39,005

47,803

46,984

41,026

51,680

50,346

46,946

43,536

38,489

36,501

502,033

Based on the above financial and non-financial data, the performance of the Centre,
while not yet delivering the full financial benefits projected, is trending towards the
numbers assumed within both the feasibility study and business case.
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Project Learnings
Key learnings additional to those noted in the report above are:
•

The contract and procurement model for the engagement of the architect and
consultant panel was not optimal, with the fee based on a percentage of the
project costs. This form of contract model should not be used if the scope and
therefore budget is not very well defined and the exposure to Council capped.

•

Updating the public on the actual budget was not transparent. Even though there
were internal reviews of scope and cost estimates, it does not appear that these
were effectively communicated with the community, with the initial $15m budget
estimate being the figure that appeared to be the most communicated.

•

The working relationship between Council & the builder may have been more
beneficial if a Design & Construct option was put in place. The interaction
between the design consultant and the project management team and builder
was not very collaborative or effective. As a result, throughout the project there
were a large number of design (services) coordination issues which needed to be
resolved.
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•

The effort in the sizing, design and installation of the co-generation system was
under-estimated. Further, the business case was based on gas prices which
have significantly escalated since this time and would likely not make the
installation viable should it be re-assessed today.

•

There was a mis-match of one of the strongest pieces of feedback from the
community (the need for more car parking) with the delivery scope of the project.
This desire and the absence of it within the final project delivery scope was not
adequately explained or communicated with the community.

Post-Completion Operational Centre Review:
The following comments and opportunities have been developed in conjunction with the
current manager of the Centre having now been in operation for 2 years.
Review Items

Comments

Overall impression of the Centre

- Overall aesthetics are positive; there is natural light and airflow in venue
and good ventilation through pool hall. There is an ease of people flow
between indoor and outdoor pool areas.
- Parking spaces limited in car park. Further parking was required to be
made available in the surrounding areas post-project.
- Pool hall lighting is good although it does create some glare on water

Layout & Functionality

- Indoor and Outdoor pool area functionality works well, sufficient open
space.
- Separation of Fitness Centre and Main Reception Desk is both positive
and negative. Positive in that membership enquiries in different locations
frees up the main reception area, however there is an increase in labour
costs as you have to staff both locations.
- Lack of loading dock area impacts on deliveries and trade access. In
particular regular pool chemical deliveries and WHS work around
created.
- Lack of fixed bench seating against walls meant providing a post project
work around and the purchase of moveable benches.
- There is a blind spot in the leisure pool where the blue wall impacts line
of sight with supervision - a work around has been put in place to ensure
water safety.
- The program pool layout being sloped entry point has meant work
around with managing swim school and lane allocation.
- The architect made the assumption that the indoor 25m pool would be
used for lap swimming. As such the pool depth of the 25m pool is too
shallow for diving blocks and too deep for learn-to-swim. It would have
been very beneficial to have consultation with future operator prior
design.
- Indoor pool hall acoustics are problematic (no baffling). The space is
very loud for reception staff hearing customers, phone calls and is also
challenging for lifeguard staff communication.
- Indoor pool hall temperature can be very warm; can be related to
roofing and glass panels within pool hall.
- Pool filtration not having dual filters and pumps for each pool increases
closure of pools for backwashing as no secondary filter to regulate
filtration. Filters have had to be serviced after 18 months as opposed to
specification of 5 years (overhaul and clean).

Maintenance

Maintenance requirements have been greater than expected, including:
•
•

A high number of plumbing repairs – tap and shower fittings.
A number of the pool dosing pumps have been replaced as not
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•
•
•
•

able to maintain chlorine demand.
A number of acid dosing pumps have been replaced as not able
to maintain demand to regulate Ph levels.
The mechanical seals were replaced on 3 heat exchange units
for indoor pools within 18 months
The mechanical seals replaced on 3 Cogen pumps within 18
months.
The steps leading to 25m pool had to be recoated 3 times as
non-slip coating wearing away due to high traffic.

Landscaping Maintenance

Lack of an irrigation system has made it difficult to maintain plants in the
car park.

Operational Issues

- With 3 additional bodies of water to manage comes a proportional
increase in labour costs – additional lifeguards.
- Maintaining venue presentation has been harder than expected with the
need for continual cleaning of the hard surface areas (white pool floor
tiles), glass balustrades and glass windows.
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Current Northern Beaches Council Controls
As part of this review, the following are considered current controls in place that will
reduce the risk of re-occurrence of some of the project issues:
•

There is an established Project Management Methodology through which
projects are being delivered by the Northern Beaches Council based on
PRINCE2, with governance controls relative to the size and risk profile of the
project. This methodology also stipulates the way Project Control Groups
operate and reporting requirements.

•

All projects of a cost greater than $10m are required to go through Office of Local
Government Capital Expenditure Review, and this process has subsequently
been followed for the other major projects delivered by the Northern Beaches
Council (eg: PCYC and Dee Why Car Park).

•

The Northern Beaches Council Community Engagement Policy and associated
framework has very clear processes to ensure transparency and community
involvement in major projects:
https://files.northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/policiesregister/community-engagement/community-engagement-policy/communityengagement-policy-nbc.pdf

•

Regularised and transparent notification and exhibiting of both the Developer
Contributions Plans (also previously known as Section 94 Plans) and Council’s
Operational and Capital Programs are in place for the Northern Beaches Council.

These controls, as well as the project specific learnings, will assist in ensuring the
improvements identified in this project review are realised within the organisation.
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Annexure A – Project Feasibility Study November 1997 - J.A.
Nicholas and Associates
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Annexure B – Elton Community Consultation Report – June
2013
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Annexure C – Scope of Project - Community Consultation
Detail – Elton Engagement Report 2013
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Annexure D – HS&F Swim Centre Business Case – March
2014
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1. Executive

Summary

and Recommendations

Review of Existing Operations

centre operates on a lean budget with minimum staffing and has been
operating in this mode for most of its life. The centre nevertheless is well maintained and
apart from specific problems is in remarkable good condition.

The swimming

~

The heating system is inefficient and is likely to result in high energy costs post 1999.
Consideration should be given to converting the heating system to heat pumps.

~

The facilities are well supported

~

an outdoor facility the centre performs exceptionally well and
positive financial outcomes.

~

The management

and has a solid base of regular users.

by the community

structure

is

regularly

is

As

achieving

efficient and providing high quality services to the users of

the centre.

become increasingly more difficult to maintain the present
due to issues outside of the control of management.

~

anticipated that it
financial performance

~

Although basic in terms of comfort and provision the buildings,

It is

are generally
~

in

will

plant and pool structures

sound condition.

although has identified opportunities for improving the centre and its
the most signiTicant limiting factor is the lack of indoor heated water
space. It wil! be difficult for management to enhance performance in the future
without appropriate facilities.

Management

'erformance

~

The industry as a whole will become more competitive as more indoor facilities become
available in metropolitan Sydney and customer expectations increase as a result.

Demographic

Analysis

a sizeable

market

~

There exists

~

Population projections indicate
conclude that market demand
time.

in

the Manly region to support expanded facilities.

a

slight decline

will

over

remain relatively

a period of years

which leads us to
constant over a long period of

~

Based on the Income distribution analysis affordability of services
and is better placed than the average metropolitan Sydney area.

~

The

age

distribution

indicates usage patterns

will

be consistent

is

not

a

critical issue

with Australian

trends.

The profile of Place of Birth cf residents in the Manly catchment area suggests that the
usage patterns will be similar to research findings in other parts of Australia.
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Market Potential
e

The market potential of the Manly Facilities is in the order of 700,000. With the current
attendances averaging 250,000 per annum there is considerable untapped market

available.
~

of the location of the Manly facilities which is somewhat isolated
geographically from the surrounding areas, the consultants have taken a conservative
'pproach to the market potential of any new redevelopment. A dilution factor has
been applied to the secondary catchment zone and predictions have been based on
500,000 user visits per annum.

~

The design of the facilities proposed in the concept designs while not able to provide
the same level of opportunities as a major state facility, it will provide a regional focus

Because

for

a broad range of activities.

Competing Facilities
~

Apart from the North Sydney Olympic Pool located on the fringe of the Secondary
Catchment, Manly Swimming Centre is the only outdoor 50m facility available to North
Shore Residents. It finds itself to be a popular target for not only residents located in
both catchments but for residents further afield.

~

Pools that currently pose the greatest threat to the Manly Swimming Centre include the
Warringah Aquatic Centre and the North Sydney Olympic Pool, purely because of their
proximity to the Manly Swimming Centre and the fact that they are both operational all
year round.

Aquatic Centre fapproximately 6 kilometres awayj is at times seen as a
reluctant alternative for users of the Manly Swimming Centre when water space for
competing users is limited. The all year operational status of the Warringah Aquatic
Centre is its greatest asset.

Warringah

~

North Sydney Olympic Pool, with its ability to operate an outdoor facility throughout
Summer and cover the pool during Winter is also considered a competitor of the Manly
Swimming Centre. Although located just within the secondary catchment, its 50m pool
component and its all year operational status is its greatest strength.

Community
~

~

Consultation

The main concerns arising from the community consultation process in relation to the
existing facilities were:
~
they were seasonally operated and during peak periods lacked sufficient water
~

space;
car parking was often

~

there was

a

difficult and sometimes dangerous; and
lack of protection from the elements in terms of cover and shade

The preferred development
~
~
~

for the Manly facilities included:

increased water space
indoor facilities; and
all year round operation

There was a very strong view amongst the community that the existing 50m pool and
grass surrounds should be maintained as an outdoor facility.
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Existing Pooi and Upgrading

Opportunities

~

The study has examined options of upgrading Manly Swimming Centre to provide a
year round facility, that builds on its existing assets. lt responds to the community
consuitaticn by way of improving the level of public amenity. (option 1.) The cost of
such an undertaking would be in the region of $600,000, for an end result that does not
provide any additional water space. Therefore only a marginal increase in the
potential earning capacity is possible.

~

The study recommends the addition of an arcade, pergola and spectator seating
structure to protect the 50m pool area from the westerly winds and provide additional
shelter. The upgrading of the change facilities would also help develop the centre into
an attractive out'door facility serving the immediate community and the peak summer
load for school carnivals and the like.

~

The study also explores other potential developments which could be undertaken to
meet the present demands. These could be implemented in stages and thought has
gone into avoiding any duplication
of work over the staged completion.

~

The swimming centre is centrally located within Manly, and is readily accessible by both
public transport and private vehicles. It is located adjacent to a large site that could
accommodate new indoor facilities while maintaining the use of the existing open air

pools at the centre.

~

The swimming centre also has the opportunity to work in conjunction with the other
facilities in LM Graham Reserve. All could benefit from the cross fertilisation of visitors
and creating a significant sporting facility within the Manly area.

~

A

of development
options have been developed to explore a mix of
and expenditure requirements. The development of the swimming centre
is dependent on the re-evaluation
of the present use of the LM Graham Reserve. Mfe
have examined two possible schemes for consolidating the present requirement of the
range

opportunities

playing fields.
~

The preferred sch'erne Master Plan: Option 1 utilises the old road reserve of Suwarrow
Street to relocate the playing field and allow for additional parking to be provided
between this and the swimming centre. The major benefit of this scheme is in the
central location of the parking and the potential to access this from both Balgowlah
Road and Kenneth Road.
~

a minimal upgrade to the centre to solve immediate
and to respond to user's concerns, parlicularly addressing an
extended opening season and providing additional shelter.
Option 2 considers a low scale development of Manly Swimming Centre to
enclose the 25m pool as a short term solution.
Option 3 considers replacing the current 25m pool and enclosing it. In this
option two separate locations are presented.
Option 4 considers a significant development of Manly Swimming Centre with a
new facility capable of 500,000 users per year.
Option

1

considers

difficulties

~
~

~

~

Only option 4 provides the opportunity
for significantly increased patronage and
revenue, that could be used to offset the capital cost of upgrading. It is recommended
that option 4 will provide the best response to community needs and provide Council
with the most cost effective operating solution.
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2. jntroduction
In February 1996, J.A. Nicholas 8, Associates Pty Ltd, Daryl Jackson Robin Dyke Pty Ltd and
Geoff Ninnes, Fong and Partners were commissioned by Manly Council to undertake a
review of the possible upgrading of its Swimming Centre and enhance its integration with
the L.M. Graham Reserve.

Study Aims S. Objectives
The aims and objectives of this study were to:
~
~

~
~

~

review the current operation of the facility;
assess the market and determine the potential of additional facilities;
identify market opportunities which will enable the complex to better meet the needs of
the community,
assess the proposed designs, component mix and layout of the facilities in terms of the
potential market;
undertake a financial analysis for the operation of the aquatic facilities;
identify key issues which need to be addressed in the provision and management of the
facilities.

Study Methodology
In

order to achieve the above study aims

a

series of tasks were undertaken.

They

are as

follows:

Paitici aVion Trends A review has been undertaken of national user trends in the aquatics
industry including current reports from Yictoria and South Australia.

compared

with demographics of the Sydney Metropolitan
differences that may be relevant to the project.

area to

identify any significant

Consultation
Consultations were held with various community groups
provide opportunities for input into design and planning of the proposed facilities.

Commun

Provision

ExisVin

A review

aquatic services provisions

of existing provision was undertaken
the area.

to

to determine the level of

in

expressed demand and the potential of the area.
A detailed financial analysis was completed
with information
expected outcomes, levels of usage, hours of operation and fees and charges.

on

a

Mana ement 0 tions A summary of the management options available to the Council has
been provided in order to identify the model best suited to the Council and the
Community.
Study Assumptions
The basis of the consultants analysis has relied on the accuracy of the research conducted
by previous studies. Assumptions have been made in terms of the population estimates for

the region.
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3. Review

of Previous Studies

the first stage of this project the consultants
that were available from the council .

undertook

As

a

review of literature and reports

included:
Financial and attendance records
Manly Swimming Centre User Swimming Result
Manly Swimming Centre Draft Plan of Management

This information
~
~
~

addition to the above, several meetings were held with officers of the Council to discuss
of issues regarding the Centre's limitations, technical efficiencies / deficiencies and
management practices. The most significant reports that have been prepared for the
centre were conducted by the Council staff and include the user survey for 1996 -97. The
draft management plans include a detailed SWOT analysis while the survey has provided a
great deal of information on users, their attitudes and usage patterns. Both of these reports
were well prepared and it is considered by the consultant team that there was no point in
repeating this work. What has been useful is to compare the results with industry standards
and other significant benchmark reports in Australia.
In

a range

Industry Trends

Over the past ten years there has been a great deal of research conducted in Australia
which detail a profile of user patterns of indoor pools and fitness facilities. Much of this
research is consistent in terms of findings and the variations that do occur tend to be the
result of individual centres deciding to position their market orientation in a specific
direction.
In 1987 a study was conducted for the Victorian Department
of Sport and Recreation
examining the Usage Patterns of Ten Indoor Swimming Centres in Victoria.i This study is of
particular relevance because the sample was very large, (19 QQQ users.) It covered both
metropolitan and country centres and results reflected what seemed to be happening
throughout the rest of Australia.

ln 1995 a further study was commissioned
(Aquatic Leisure Centre Visitors Survey 1994-95')
with the prime aim being to update the findings of previous research, identifying any

data for the future. In this case fourteen centres
were surveyed (not including those in the 1987 work) and included a more balanced
mixture between metropolitan and country centres. Although the research techniques and
methodology differed between the two studies the results indicate that very little has
changed over the past few years.
changes and to provide comparative

Two noticeable

differences in the results that were evident is that the use by females of
these centres is increasing and the level of usage by people in the secondary catchment
(beyond 5km of the centre) is also increasing. Research also conducted in WA, SA and
NSW also indicate very similar trends to the Victorian Studies.
When examining the user survey results of the Manly study there were striking similarities with
usage patterns of indoor pools though Manly ccnsists of outdoor facilities.

'sage
'quatic

~n

Patterns of the Ten Indoor Swimming Centres in Victoria,
Hole and Stewart Elkington 198'7.
Leisure Centre Visitors Survey 1994-95, Hepper Marriot and Associates Pty Ltd 1996
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An obvious difference occurs in the winter months when Manly is subjected to cooler
weather conditions. Indoor pools can expect a higher level of stability in attendance
patterns throughout the course of the year irrespective of weather condition.

Some of these similarities include the following.

1. There

a

very high proportion of users that visit the centre on a regular basis.
'Approximately 92% of Manly users visits between 1-4 times per week compared to the
Victorian studies of 80.3%
is

2. Although

indoor facilities provide a far greater opportunity for the development of
programmes and user options it is interesting to note that the purpose for visitation is
similar to industry trends. The majority of the users that visit do so for "lap Swimming"
(Manly 55% ) followed by recreational swimming (19%.) The next largest market in the
industry is swimming education programmes 13.2% compared to Manly attendances for
this purpose of only 4%. A probable reason for this difference is the lower water
temperatures
and the exposed nature of the facilities to the elements.

3. Comparisons of usage patterns and the time of the day also indicate that Manly has
morning}
very similar patterns
with the industry as a whole. There appears to be two very distinct

peak periods on a daily basis. The first occurs early morning from 5.30am - 10.00am
(35%} and the second late afternoon / early evening (30%.} Industry standards indicate
23.3% (early
and 38% (late afternoon / early evening} respectively.

4. The majority of users (84%} that visit the Manly facility are over the age of 24 years while
only 16% represent the age groups from 1-24 years. Although it is recognised that the
sample in the Manly study under represents the 16-24 age group the results are again
similar with what is happening throughout Australia. There is no doubt that there is a
mistaken belief that community swimming pools are essentially for children. Research
consistently indicates that adults are by far the majority of users of these types of
facilities.
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4.

Review of Existing Facilities

The review team inspected the Council's Swimming Centre to ascertain
facilities and the standard of construction and maintenance.

the provision of

General Cornrnents
Manly Pool was constructed in 1974. It was designed by Figgs and Jefferson Pty Ltd
Architects and is similar in design to numerous municipal pools of the post 1956 Olympics
period. The 25m, learners and wading pools were added by Crystal Pools Pty Ltd.

The season

is being extended this year to the end of June, due to public demand.
Its
success will indicate the popularity for a year round centre, although unless improvements
to patrons amenities, such as heated, enclosed change rooms and provision of wind
breaks, the lack of appropriate facilities will deter all but the hearty in bad weather.

The pool

is typical of outdoor municipal
pools of the time with an 8 lane, 50 metre
competition style pool supported by a smaller learn to swim and toddlers pool. The change
facilities are located at the Eastern end of the complex and are only partially roofed. They
could be described as rudimentary, with only basic finishes and furniture provided. Hot
water is provided to the showers by means of coin operated, timed switches. A dedicated
change facility for disabled users was recently provided.

centre was built approximately 2 metres above natural ground level. The
a wetland area prone to flooding, and it is assumed that this, combined
with an anticipated high ground water level lead to the elevated solution. This has resulted
in areas of rei'aining
wall and banks to the present boundaries.
This restricts the
opportunities for circulation and barrier free access for visitors to the centre.
The swimming

land was once

The landscaped area to the North and West of the pools is formed with grassed mounds
which are raised above the level of the pool concourse to provide spectator seating. It
then banks down steeply to Kenneth Road, with a mixture of established native planting to

the perimeter.

area to the North western corner is quite shaded and it is no doubt difficult to keep a
good cover of grass. The overall amount of grassed area for informal children's play or sun
baking is limited. Adjacent to the learners pool is a small fenced children's play area. Five
picnic type shelters are dotted around the landscaped area, which appear to be out of
place within a pool environment although are utilised as an area of seating under shade.
An informal area of stepped seating with shade cover exists on the northern side of the
deep end of the 50m pool.

This

The main pool has eight lanes which makes it ideal for school organisers who use eight
lanes to minimise the number of heats required in carnivals. The depth of 2.0 metres at the

deep end is suitable for water polo, although the lack of movable boom prevents
separation of the water area to enable the shallow end to be utilised for lap swimming.

the

The open areas around the pool have limited enclosure or shade, which provides school
organlsers with difficulties in adequately protecting children from the sun, or protecting
them from rain during carnivals. The street furniture fbenches, bins, tables and chairs), that
presently exists is a combination of different styles, collected over the years. The area is
illuminated by seven light towers, for night use. The pool area is enclosed to the North and
Western Boundaries by a 2m high cyclone wire fence, to which has attached shade cloth
to reduce the wind entering the grounds. This is only partially successful due to the low
height of the fence in relation to the height of the pool surround.
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5
The pool water quality is very good. The concrete pool concourse is approximately
metres wide and has experienced differential settlement particularly in the North-Western
The pool
corner, this has lead to some cracking which requires regular maintenance.
brick
wall.
face
retaining
300mrn
a
area
high
concourse is separated from the grass
by

adequate for the present facility. This is shared by users of
Access to the existing
L.M. Graham Reserve and experiences peak periods of demand.
parking is off Balgowlah Road and this intersection becomes congested at peak times. The
car park was originally connected to Kenneth Road until it was widened. The swimming
centre is near Pittwater Road which is the arterial road connecting Manly and the Northern
Beaches, and therefore has good accessibility from the surrounding suburbs.
Parking

adjacent to the pool

is

Public transport to the pool is reasonable, although no routes pass directly by the centre.
The location of the centre is not particularly well known, especially from the residents
outside the local area. increased signage from the major roads and on the building itself,
would help raise its profile.

a store room and small servery area which opens out to the covered
leased to a commercial operator and its small floor area and location away from
the entrance limits its potential earning capacity.

The kiosk comprises of

area.

It is

The clubroom, located between the entry and the plant room, was constructed some time
later than the main building. The fitout of the clubroom is utilitarian and offers only the
basic facilities for the members of the swimming clubs. It is also used as an office for
carnivals and as general storage for the swimming clubs.

situated at the Eastern end of the LM. Graham Reserve. This reserve
is located within a large area of recreational open space with numerous well established
native trees. The area to the South and East of Balgowlah Road contains a mixture of
detached dwellings and low rise apartment blocks. The sporting facilities within the L.M.
Graham Reserve include a cricket pitch with a turf wicket, 2 football ovals (one with limited
spectator seating around three sides,) three tennis courts and cricket nets.

The swimming

centre

is

the South Western corner of the reserve the Council runs a long term day care facility.
Adjacent to this a bowling club associated with the golf club. The grouping of such a
number of different community clubs could benefit an upgraded swimming facility in terms
of cross fertilisation of facilities.
In
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The Manly Swimming Centre comprises of:

Outdoor 50 metre x 21 metre - 8 lane pool

Tiled, Pool depth: 1.07m to 2.0m
Starting blocks at deep end

Exposed aggregate raised pool edge with
wetdeck return water channel
Fibreglass lined concrete tank
25.0m x 10.5m, 5 lanes x 2.0m wide
1.0 - 1.05m deep

Training Pool

Learners Pool

10,5m long x 300 mm deep,
tiled pool basin

Wading Pool

8 metre diameter x 175 to 375 mm deep water,
shade structure over tiled pool basin

Clubroom

This is

Kiosk

The kiosk is located at the northern end of the
amenities block, it has a direct delivery entry off

a simple but adequate

clubroom, b5m2

the street
The change rooms are basic and appear
adequate in size. They are open to the weather.

Change Rooms

disabled change room has recently been
provided.

A

Staff Room

14m2

Staff Amenities

24m~

Office

A

good sized office is located over the entrance
and has views over most of the pool area. It is air
conditioned.
The reception area is limited in space. There is
insufficient space for groups to wait before
entering the facility. There is little available space
for notices and no retail outlet.

Entry Pavilion

First Aid

adequate though has poor
the pool area.

This is

Room

with

visual

contact

e

Pool Blankets

Stored on mobile trolleys at the end of the pools.

Storage

There is

a small

maintenance

The exterior of the plant room is in good
condition, there is direct access to the plant room
from the street, an emergency shower is installed.
For plant condifion refer fo Geoff Ninnes Report.

Plant Rooms

J.A.

store located behind the front
a small garden shed for
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Constraints and Oppartunities

Constraints
The principle difficulties are the
to future development.
the present arrangement of
and
facilities
amount of available land adjacent to the existing
Swimming centre at the
of
the
location
the playing fields on the L.M. Graham Reserve. The
Balgowlah Roads, limits
and
Eastern end of the reserve near the busy junction of Kenneth
complex.
the possibilities for expansion and an alternative entry point into the
Manly pool has some constraints

The present location of the patron entry is restricted in space. There is insufficient distance
between the entry stairs and the drop-off area for the movement of school groups. This is
seen as a safety risk which should be alleviated. The present configuration of the car park
to the Western boundary would need to be reorganised to allow expansion in this direction.

between the pool deck area and the surrounding parkland would
appear to raise some concerns in terms of disabled access. The value of numerous
established trees around the site would also have to be considered in the planning of any
future expansion.

The level difference

anticipated high water table would have to be addressed
proposed levels of any new pools. As the area was once
requirements could increase the cost of a new development.

An

in

a

the determination of the
wetland, the foundation

The external appearance of the pool buildings is utilitarian and the angular roof forms are
difficult to adapt as might be required to enclose the change rooms. The change rooms
are presently open to the elements, and both male and female facilities are rudimentary.
Users complain that these facilities are cold in winter.

The condition of the 25m pool appears to suggest that it has a limited life span unless
extensive repair work is carried out. The fibreglass lining also requires regular maintenance
and it's replacement with ceramic tiles should be considered if the pool life is to be

extended.

0

ortunities

The present buildings are confined to the South-Eastern corner of the site which provides
the opportunity of including additional buildings without encroachment on the existing
pools or their services. The relationship between the buildings and the 50m pool is good,
with a Northerly orientation allowing good solar access to the pool area and the bulk of the
building shielding the pool from cold, Southerly winds.

a large amount of land to the

West, which is
making it a
facilities,
additional
controlled by Council and could be used to develop
if there
present
is
only
significant all-purpose aquatic centre. This development opportunity
of the present car park and playing fields adjacent to the
is a flexibility in the replanning
swimming centre. There is also the possibility of integrating the old Suwarrow Street Road
Reserve into the L.M. Graham Reserve to offset any loss of parkland.

The pool has the great benefit of having

Integration of the sporting facilities of the L.lvL Graham Reserve and the swimming centre
If the
would enhance the potential cross fertilisation of user visits to both ventures.
facilities
change
swimming centre were to expand space could be allocated for modern
and toilets for the playing fields. Security and maintenance could be managed by the
swimming centre to reduce ongoing costs. There would also be the opportunity for the
sporting teams to use the swimming centres facilities for training and fitness if dry facilities
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were also included into an expanded centre. This would allow the removal of the existing
toilet block and change rooms for the playing fields, thus adding to the amenity of the
Reserve. There also would be demand for an expanded kiosk/cafe which could service
both the pool complex and visitors to the Reserve. The optimum location of such a facility
would be within an entry foyer with an outlook over the pools.
The present centre is in good condition and is well maintained.
The water quality in the
pools is maintained at a high level. Parking at the pool is adequate, although on some
occasions when there is a major event being held on the adjacent oval, the parking on the
site is at a premium. If the centre were to expand, additional spaces would be required.
The width of the concourse to the 50m pool lends itself to the possibility of extension to 51.5
metres to accommodate a 1.5 metre wide pool bulkhead, which can be used as a
programming tool for dividing the pool tank into two, 25 metre water spaces. Such an
arrangement would permit two clubs to train at the same time, or the deep end could be
configured for Waterpolo and still provide 8, 25m lanes for lap swimming or water space for

casual swimmers.
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Financial Performance
The financial performance of the centre in recent years has indicated a modest annual
operating surplus. Recent events however may threaten this position with the advent of
higher energy costs from 1999 onwards. There is also concern that the extension of the
operating period to almost 10 months of the year could add to the difficulties of achieving
a balanced operating budget, even though there is significant demand from users.

The'inancial success of the centre is highly dependent on weather patterns
increases in seasonal inclement weather could adversely effect attendances.

and any

Essentially the centre has established a very strong user base for a centre of this type and is
pools in Australia.
much better than most outdoor swimming
currently performing
Management is clearly well respected by patrons and is providing an efficient and
effective service. It is unusual however for successful centres to achieve a high level of
performance by adapting a facility management role that exists at Manly. The relationship
with the providers of service is essentially as a "hirer of facilities" rather than the initiation
development and service delivery role that has evolved in those successful indoor facilities
in Australia. Not withstanding
this, the system of service delivery should not be changed if it
is successfully meeting the needs of its customers and is working well for the Council.

Usage patterns that have been identified in other sections of this report and previous
studies have illustrated that there is a very high demand on water space particularly at
peak periods of the day. This demand is somewhat less intensive during the cooler months
of the year.
Clearly the market positioning of the centre is focused on adult lap swimming, recreational
and to a lesser extents sports and educational use. This position is the result of
demand and available facilities. The centre, by providing only outdoor facilities is severely

swimming

limited in both the range of programmes

and consistency of service to enable broader

opportunities.
If sufficient space was available there would be a noticeable increase in sports use. It is
aquarobics and a wide range of other aquatic
normal for teaching programmes,
It can best
programmes to be conducted in spaces that have higher water temperature.
be illustrated in the figure overpage that there is a significant drop off in users during the
cooler months of the year. Although some groups of users are happy to continue
supporting the centre during the cooler months the conditions are not conducive for a
wide range of activities. It is not uncommon that water spaces for learn to swim, fitness for
the elderly, aquarobics, rehabilitation programmes to be heated to 30 C and are usually

enclosed.
the appropriate facilities and conditions are provided there would be increased usage
and opportunities which are currently not possible with the present facility.
lf
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Swim Centre Attendance
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Technical

technical review was carried out by Geoff Ninnes Fong and Partners to determine
heating options and to examine both the structural condition and hydraulic
systems at the centre.
A

alternative

included as appendix 1 of this report for detailed information.
In general it
concludes that the existing plant and pool structures are in a sound condition and only
mirior repairs are required. As the existing heating system is inefficient and is likely to result in
high energy cost post 1999 when electricity supply rates are reviewed consideration should
be given to converting the heating system to heat pumps. Details of operafing costs are
inciuded in the technical report.

This

report

is

Other recommendations

include:

~

Take the children's pools and 25m pool off the general circulation system.

~

Separately filter and heat each of these two pool systems (25 metre only

if

retained.)

Summary
In

reviewing the existing facilities, operation and performance

the following summaiises

the

consultants findings.
~

The facilities are well supported

~

As

by the community

and has a solid base of regular users.

an outdoor facility the centre performs exceptionally well and

is

regularly

achieving

positive financial outcomes.
~

The management

structure

is

efficient and providing high quality services to the users of

the centre.
~

~

anticipated that

become increasingly more difficult to maintain the present
financial performance due to issues outside of the control of management.
Although basic in terms of comfort and provision the buildings, plant and pool structures
It is

are generally
e

in

sound condition.

Management

although

performance

the most significant

space.

It will

be

without appropriate
~

it will

The industry as

available
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for improving
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the lack of indoor heated water

to enhance performance

in

the future

facilities.

metropolitan
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5. Demographic

Analysis

Catchment Poputatton

catchment area for the proposed centre is described as fa) the primary
catchment and jbj as the secondary catchment. This has been calculated by analysing
the populations by postcodes as recorded in the 1991 Census. Changes may have
occurred over the past five years but it is considered that any changes would not
significantly impact on the overall resulfs of our analysis. An analysis was also completed of
future population trends in fhe region to 2012.
The potential

Prima
Catchment The primary catchment includes those postcodes wifhin a 5km radius of
the proposed centre. The following table shows the breakdown of populations by
postcode and the primary catchment populafion figure.
It is important to point out some postcodes extend across the primary and secondary
catchment. To overcome the possibility of doubling population figures, percentages of
these postcodes were used to arrive at an estimated population for each catchment.

Table 1:
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Catchment The secondary catchment is defined
10km radius. Table two calculates the secondary catchment.

Second

as the area

within

a 5krn-

Secondary Catchment Population by Postcode

Table 2:

2060
2062
2063

3475
7877

2065

12248

100%
100%

12248

4353
5475
7877
15553

100/o
100%o

19441

2069
2070
2071

2085

2089
2090

100/o

12832
4278

100%
10/o

90%

5225
12983
10817

90/o

21110

100%

7690
13741
12546
11583
7980
6170

50%o

100/o

7690
13741
12546
28957
15959
15425

2099
2100
2101

7428
14231

50%

14856
14231
12832
10696
11233
10449
12983
12019
23456

100/o
100%%uo

40%
50%
40/o

the primary and secondary catchments are based on radius distances from the
centre the presence of physical barriers, namely the Sydney Harbour decrease the true
10km radii. Areas south of the Sydney Harbour Bridge have been excluded — f postcodes
2000, 2028, 2027, 2029 and 2030I Aquatic centres such as Andrew Boy Charlton and Prince
Alfred Park Pool would be more accessible for these residents.
Although

As

a

result the population

figures described

above are a more accurate indication of

market potential.
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Population Projections

Re ion An anaiysts ot future population trends was completed for area, spanning
30 June 1994 to 2012, and classified by sex and five - year age groups.

~The

from

This analysis was by postcodes relevant to the project rather than Statistical Local Areas to
enable a higher level of accuracy and validity.

These estimafes are speciTic to the area earlier identified as the defined catchments

centre.

for the

method, widely accepted as the most accurate. It involves applying fertility and mortality
rates and migration levels to the base population to produce a projected population,
which in turn becomes the base for projecting the next year, and so on.
Naturally, normal flucfuations in population dynamics make it hazardous to place too
much reliance on any particular figure in the table of results, especially age groups with
only small populations. The unpredictability of migration trends, at least from year to year,
should also be remembered when considering the projection results.

FeNI
and Mortal
Assum tions The fertility assumptions were based on average agespecific fertility rates observed in the specified regions between 1987 and 1994. Mortality
rates for the regions were based on the projected NSW age-specific mortality rates used in
the latest ABS population projections. These were calculated using NSW historical short-term
rate of mortality decline up to 2000, after that according to fhe Australian long-term rate of
mortality decline. The regions were ascribed the State projected mortality rates, then
adjusted to reflect any differences in their mortality patterns to NSW in recent years.
Mi raVion Assum

fions The migration assumptions used for fhe projections were based on
historical trends of net migration in the regions. Anticipated future levels on interstate and
overseas migration, together with any recent State Government population projections,
have also been considered in framing the assumptions.

The age/sex distribution for these assumptions were based on overseas and inter-regional
migration rates used in the calculation of published ABS SLA age/sex population estimates,
which originally derived from 1986 and 1991 Population Census migration data.
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Statistical Local Area SLA fo ostcode conversions To calculate postcode projections from
SLA projections, conversion results to 1991 SLA boundaries where necessary. This is to allow
the use of the SLA to Postcode Concordance which is compiled using 1991 Census data.
These almost entirely correspond with Australia Post boundaries, and do not necessarily
correspond to Census Collection Districts.

concordance was updated from 1991 to 1995 using ABS building approvals data as an
indicator of population change. This allows for cases where postcodes within SLAs have
populations growing at different rates. Furthermore, the building approvals data was
modelled for future years, allowing concordance to be extended to the projection horizon.

The

concordance
postcodes.

The

The results for

was then

used to convert

projections

each postcode were then summed to obtain a

of total persons

in SLAs

to

single projection.

to recognise that the projection results essentially reflect the assumptions
made about future fertility, mortality and migration trends. While the assumptions are
formulated on the basis of an objective assessment of demographic trends over the past
decade and their likely future dynamics, there can be no certainty that they will be
realised.
It is

important

three tables displays the results of the population projection analysis with
breakdown of females, males and the total of the two combined.

The following
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As indicated in Table 5. the population
figure in 1996 for the catchment area was
calculated at approximately 326,000. Our earlier calculations show a population figure of
279,340. We believe our initial figure gives a more accurate picture of the region's
population as we have taken into account man made and physical barriers and observing
that a portion of some postcodes fall outside the catchment zones, thus decreasing
the
figure of 326,000. Adjustments
have been made purely because portions of some
postcodes fall outside the catchment zones.

Growth Estimates

growth/decline

ln
will

2012.
For the years

order to assess the projection figures fairly, percentages of population
be used for the following periods: 1994 — 1996, 1996 — 2000 and 2000-

l994-1996:

325825 - 325504 x 100 =
0.10'25

504
For the years 1996 - 2000:

326 459 - 325 825 x 100 = 0.19/o
325 825

For the years 2000 —2012:

325 294 — 326 459 x 100 = -0.36%
326 459

The figures illustrate
demand for facilities
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Age Distribufion
The following table compares the age distribUtion
of the primary
catchment zones to that of the remaining Sydney Metropolitan residents.
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1995 for the Victorian Department of Sport 8, recreation examining
the Usage Patterns of fourteen Indoor Swimming Centres, reveal fhat over 50% of visitors to
aquatic centres were aged 20-39 years and that more visitors were in their 30's than in any
other age group.

A study

conducted

in

33.5% K 32.6% of fhe primary and secondary catchments zones respectively is represented
the above
by people aged 20 -39 years, a heavy user group of aquatic centres identified in
mentioned study.
The Victorian study also suggested a substantial move towards adult use of indoor aquatic
centres and that proportionally fewer young people are now visiting them.
The Manly region is heavily populated with elderly residents with almost 40% aged greater
fhan 40 years of age. At the other end of the scale only approximately 24% of the
catchment is represented by young people (age 0- 19) compared fo the Sydney average
of almost 21%. These figures strongly support a large potential market.
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Income Distribution
Income Distribution
Table 7:
:minuet:::HousehoM::Inc'ome'::::.:,".:::.':::-:.:::::%::::of::f~es

%:::of:::femwlei:::::::::::.::;::::.:::::::."::::;:Sydney"
.

:xiii:::Cofchmeif

$0-$3000

0.7%o

0.8%

0.7%o

$3001-$5000

0.4%

0.4/o

0.4%o

3.5%

5.5lo

$5001-$8000
$8001-$12000

5.3%

4.4/o

5.1%

$ 12001-$160QO

5.6%

4.6/o

7 3%o

$ 16001-$20000

54%

4.5%o

5.8/o

$20001-$25000

5.0/o

4.6%

5.8/o

$25001-$30000

5.8/o

5.5%

6.3%

$30001-$35000

5.1%

4.8%o

5.2/o

$35001-$4mNO

5.3%

5.0%o

5.5%

10.2Fo

9.7%

10.4%o

8.4/o

8.5%o

8.1%%uo

$60001-$700QO

5.5%o

5.7lo

4.8%

$ 70001-$800QO

4.4%

4.7%

3 7%o

5.6%

3«7%o

$80000-$ 100000

$ 100001-$120000

4.6/o

6.0%

2.4%

$ 120001-$150000

2.9lo

3.9/o

1.5%

Over $ 15Q 000

1.9%

2.8lo

0.9%

Partial Y Stated

11.8%o

12.4%o

14.2%

No Y Stated

2.8%

2.6lo

2.7%o
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Table 7 highlights differences found between the residents surrounding
centre and those remaining Sydney residents.

the Manly swimming

The table shows that a greater number of Manly residents fall into a higher income bracket
than the Sydney Metropolitan averages.
32.4% of residents residing in the primary
catchment and 37.2% of residents residing in the secondary catchment fall into a high
income bracket t& $50,000) compared to the Sydney average of 25.1%

Another significant difference lies in the over $ 100,000 income bracket. 9.4% and 12.7% of
the primary and secondary catchment zones respectively, earn over $ 100,000 per annum
compared to a Sydney average of only 4.8%
From this information we can conclude that there are no significant differences which
would suggest that usage patterns would differ from the usage patterns throughout
Australia. In fact, these tigures indicate the affordability of services is better positioned than
the Sydney Metropolitan Averages.

income distribution
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Place of Birth
Another useful demographic characteristic lies in examining the birthplace of users
of
recreational aquatic centres. Research (based on CERM - performance indicatorsj shows
that 84% of customers are Australian born, 14% of customers are born overseas in mainly
English speaking countries and 2% are born overseas in non-English speaking countries.
The following table summarises the birthplace of the residents in the primary and secondary
catchment zones and gives a comparison to Sydney Metropolitan average.

Table 8:

Place of bi

The above table illustrates that the Manly region has a high percentage of Australian
born
residents, residents born overseas in English Speaking countries, and a significantly
lower
proportion of residents born overseas in non English Speaking countries.

Statistics show that the majority of the population
supporting a large potential market.

fall into the higher

user category

50%%uo

O
Ol

r
0

40%%uo

30%%uo

o.
20%%uo

10%%uo

erseas:

Overseas: Non-English
Speaking

Engks

Speaking
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Summary of Demographic

Analysis

The demographic

is

region and

analysis

one where the

a proposed centre.

results contribute

to the overall assessment of

Catchment population and projection figures combined with Income, Age, Place
of
and Education Levels were all utilised for a thorough demographic analysis.
The following

is

a summary of this

analysis.

a sizeable

in

a

Birth

~

There exists

~

Population projections indicate a slight decline over a period of years which
leads us to
conclude that market demand will remain relatively constant over a long period
of

market

the Manly region to support expanded facilities.

time;
~

Based on the Income distribution analysis affordability of services is not a critical
issue
and
is
better
placed
than
the
average . metropolitan
Sydney
area;

~

The

~

The profile of Place of Birth of residents in the Manly catchment area
suggests that the
usage patterns will be similar to research findings in other parts of
Australia;

age

distribution

indicates usage patterns

will

be consistent

with Australian

trends;

6. Estimated

Market Potential

One key issue in the redevelopment of the Manly Swimming Pool
annual attendance's and usage patterns.

is

to accurately estimate

There are several models that can be applied which are based on historical data and
actual known performance of centres both in Australia and Overseas
The Germ Model

The research conducted by the Centre for Environmental and Recreation Management
fAdelaide University), reveals some interesting trends.
For the past four years fhis
organisation has been developing performance indicators with the assistance of more than
ninety centres throughout Australia. These centres have now been surveyed three times in
the past four years, wifh the results based on actual performance.

research indicates that indoor pools which have combined dry facilities attract a
medium catchment multiple of between 3.9 and 10.4 based on a population base within a
5km radius, (the catchment multiple is defined as the TOTAL ANNUAL ATTENDANCE'S =
POPULATION WITHIN 5KM OF THE CENTRE). The median of the top eight centres in Australia
This

is

7.6

It would be reasonable to expect that with an expanded facility with indoor heated pools
and an appropriafe mix of dry facilities the potential market for a facility would be a
conservative multiple of 5.0 With a population of 84,097 residing within the 5km zone, this
represents a otential of a roximate 420 485 users per annum.

The Dassett Model
lt has been our experience that the most reliable method of estimating
by combining:

projected market

is

~

Participation rates derived from the recreation participation surveys undertaken by the
Commonwealth
Department for Arts, Sports, the Environment, Tourism and Territories,
DASSElT).
This
study investigated participation in recreation activities over four quarters
f
during the period 1985/1986.

~

Data from "Usage patterns for Ten Indoor Swimming Centres in Victoria." This study was
undertaken by the department of Sporf 8, Recreation, (Vicforia), of Metropolitan and
country pools in 1987.

Based on the above, fhe Dassett participation rates shows that 3.8% of males and 4.3% of
females made use of public swimming pools in the week prior to the four quarterly survey
periods.
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Using this information

catchment area

will

has been assumed
use fhe facilities.
it

that 4% of the population

within

the primary

4% of 84, 09? = 3, 364 users

That is:

The Victorian study found that 51.4% of users will
48.6% will come from the secondary catchment.
6,728 regular users.

come from the
This

translates

primary catchment and
fo a market potential of

The Victorian study also identified that:

7.2% of participants visit every day
38.3% visit 3 times per week
34.8% visit once per week
19.7%visit once per fortnight
Therefore based on the Victorian Study:
7«2%

3S.3%
34.8%
19.7%

This

x
x
x
x

=
=
6,?28 =
6,?28 =

6,728
6,728

translates to

a

484

x 7
2,57? x 3

2,341 x 1
1,325 x 0.5

x
x
x
x

1?6,327
401,9S5
121,750
34,461

52
52
52
52

otential market of 734 523 users per annum for the region.

The market potential

attendances
available.

of the Manly Facilities is in fhe order of 700,000. With the current
averaging 250,000 per annum there is considerable untapped market

Because of the location of the Manly facilities which is somewhat isolated geographically
from the surrounding areas, the consultants have taken a conservative approach to the
markef potential of any new redevelopment.
A dilution factor has been applied to the
secondary catchment zone and predictions have been based on 500,000 user visits per
annum.
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Competing FaciTities
determine an
of both existing and proposed facilities was completed to
an important
is
market
the
of
Dilution
oversupply or under supply situation for the region.
component
the
and
consideration in the determination of the size of the facilities proposed
mix to be included.

An analysis

illustrate the range of facilities
The following inventory and map was developed in order to
included is a list of pools situated in
within a 5km radius of the Manly Swimming Centre. Also
aquatic centres which
the secondary catchment zone. Both lists will help us identify those
in the future.
are currently competing and any centre which may compete with Manly

Aquatic facilities / Swimming

pools situated in the primary and secondary catchment

listed as follows.

Inside 5km radius:

Freshwater Swim Centre

2. Harbord Diggers

3.

Manly Leagues Club

5km - 10km:

1. Castle Cove
2'.

Kerry Johnston Swim

3.

Killarney Heights

4.

NSW

School - 90 Pringle Ave, Belrose

Academy of sport

5. North Sydney Olympic Pool

6.

Unlimited

Fitness

7. Willoughby Leisure Centre
8. VYarringah Aquatic Centre
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are

1. Freshwater

Swim

Centre: 12 Kolloora Ave Harbord:

- 3 lane pool and

2. Harbord

is

utilised for private learn

to

This

centre consists of an indoor 15m

swim only.

ers: Evans Street Harbord: The Harbord Diggers Club offers

Di

pool and spa.

indoor swimming

Dry facilities

a 25m - 6 lane

on offer include large weights

room

consisting of pin loaded weights, air pressure machines, and free weights. Also located
at the club are multi functional aerobics room, cardio boxing facilities, super circuit
facilities and cardio equipment.

over the Manly Swimming
However,

it

programmes

3. Mani
Club

Warrin
is

similar

Centre

does not compete
with

The greatest advantage

in

that the Harbord Diggers has

the dry facilities and programmes on offer.
terms of water space offered and associated

is

the Manly Swimming Centre.

ahLea ues Club: 563 Pittwater Rd Brookvale: Manly Warringah Leagues
the Harbord Diggers in terms of facilities offered. It consists of an indoor

lane pool, spa, circuit room, aerobics room, weights room including cardio
Again the fact that the Club offers dry facilities and
equipment and creche.

25m

—6

beneficial, however the Leagues Club caters to a different market than
the Manly swimming centre in terms of swimming facilities offered.
programmes

is
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Pools located within primary catchment
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Castle Cove Swim School: 26 Holi Street Castle Cove Castle Cove Swim School is primarily
a private learn to swim operation. It consists of two indoor heated swimming pools, a 18m4 lane pool and a 10m pool. The 10m pool is again used primarily for learn to swim classes
and the occasional aqua-aerobic group.
Castle Cove swim school

is

open throughout the entire year

with

a two

week break over the

Christmas Holidays.

Castle Cove Swim School has extremely limited and 'awkward'arking

available.

Johnston SwimSchool: 90Prln le Ave Belrose: This learn toswim operationis basedin
private 12m 'backyard'utdoor
pool and again poses no threat to Manly Swimming

Kell

a

Centre.
Hei hts Pool: Trail Ave Killarne Hei hts KillarneyHeightsindoorpoolconsistsof
25m - 6 lane pool. It is primarily used for private learn to swim classes, the education

Killarne

one

market and for aquarobics.
The swim centre

is

open all year round

with

a two

week break over Christmas.

NSW Academ
of S ort- Narrabeen S ort 8, Rec Wakehurst Parkw
An 8 lane 25 metre
indoor pool, utilised primarily by two swimming squads. This pool is not open for public use.

Ol m ic Pool: Alfred South Street North S dne
North Sydney Olympic Pool.
now 60 years old has begun to show its age and has been experiencing a slow decline for
some years now.
North S dne

The pool currently operates as an outdoor pool from September to April, and is covered by
an air supported dome from April through to September to allow for winter swimming. The
pool is also closed for three weeks in April and two weeks in September. There are currently
two pools:
50m —8 lane pool, and
Toddlers pool.
North Sydney Olympic Pool also has
Wednesday, and Thursday Mornings.
swim/sports shop.

a

creche which

small

It runs

a

small

is

operational
Tuesday,
which doubles as a

cafe outside

Other facilities include an exercise bike room with limited equipment
change rooms.

and saunas available

in

Lap swimming,
user groups.
In

aqua-aerobics,

school coaching and training make up the majority of the

the near future major extensions and redevelopment's

are planned.

Fitness: Christie Street St Leonards
Unlimited Fitness is primarily a 'dry
Numerous facilities, are available which include a cardio studio (bikes, steppers,
treadmills 8, rowers), aerobics room, weights room, circuit room, and a tennis
basketball
Unlimited

fitness'entre.

j

court.

The swimming pool at the centre
squad training and lap swimming.

is

an indoor heated 25m - 5 lane pool and

is

used for

Other faciTities include a creche (operational Mon - Fri 6am - 9pm and Sat - Sun 8am - 7pm}
and a conference room.

Casual rates at

centre per visit are as follows:
$4.00
gym:
$ 10.00
aqua:
$6.00
aerobic:
$ 10.00
this

swim:

The centre

is

open all year round and provides undercover parking.

Warrin ah A uatic Centre: A vatic Drive Frenchs Forest Waningah Aquatic Centre has
combination indoor and outdoor facilities. Now in its seventeenth year of operation the
centre has one indoor 50m - 8 lane pool, and a diving pool with this same water space. This
pool utilises a boom to form two separate 25m water spaces.

Two pools

are outdoor. These include another 50m —4 lane pool which

a toddlers pool.

is half

covered and

The centre also has a creche which is operational Monday through to Friday 9am - 12noon.
Other facilities include a gymnasium, kiosk and sports / swim shop. The centre does not
have any spas or saunas and is open all year round.

hb Leisure Centre: Small Street Willou hb Willoughby Leisure Centre was opened
1990 and has numerous facilities. The centre contains an indoor 25m - 8 lane pool,
two leisure pools sharing the same water which are situated at different levels, a spa
adjacent to the 25 m pool, a sauna and a second larger spa. The centre also boasts a fully
equipped hi-tech gymnasium, a multi-purpose sports hall and a generous sized creche.
Willou
in July

Other facilities also include
spacious eating area.

a

kiosk known

as the "Flat rock Cafe" complemented

with

a

Pools located within the Secondary Catchment
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Future Proposals / Developments

information was also sought from neighbouring councils and other organisations to identify
any future proposals which may impact on the Manly Swimming Centre and any plans it
may have for the future.

The following

is

a summary of this

investigation:

Lane Cove Olympic Pool: (approx. llkm away) Lane Cove Council are close to final
negotiations regarding the redevelopment of the current Olympic Pool. The plans include
a centre which will provide an indoor 25m pool and leisure pool, which will complement
their already existing 50m outdoor pool.
North Sydney. (approx. 9km away} The North Sydney Olympic Pool has been earmarked
for development for several years. Exact details are unknown but plans are likely to be
initiated prior to the year 2000.

Chatswood: (approx. Skm away} Willoughby City Council have initiated studies for the
development of an indoor fitness centre in the Chatswood CBD which includes an indoor
25m pool plus additional dry facilities.

from the inventory of pools completed for both the primary and secondary
catchments that the Manly Swimming Centre is only 1 of 3 facilities that offer a 50m Olympic
it

can be seen

Pool.
Olympic Pool located on the fringe of the Secondary
"
Centre is the only outdoor 50m facility available to North
Catchment, Manly Swimmer
Shore Residents. It finds itself To be a popular target for not only residents located in both

Apart from the North

Sydney

catchments but for residents further afield.
Pools that currently pose the greatest threat to the Manly Swimming Centre include the
Warrtngah Aquatic Centre and the North Sydney Olympic Pool, purely because of their
proximity to the Manly Swimming Centre and the fact that they are both operational all
year round.
Warringah Aquatic Centre (approximately 6 kilometres away} is at times seen as a reluctant
alternative for users of the Manly Swimming Centre when water space for competing users is
limited. The all year operational status of the Warringah Aquatic Centre is its greatest asset.
North Sydney Olympic Pool, with its ability to operate an outdoor facility throughout
Summer and cover the pool during Winter is also considered a competitor of the Manly
Swimming Centre. Although located just within the secondary catchment, its 50m pool
component and its all year operational status is its greatest strength.
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7. Community Consultation
five
Consultation was scheduled over three nights f1 5th, 16th, 17th April 1997) with
consultation
separate community groups identified as being vital to the preliminary
process. These groups included:
~ Swimming / Sports Clubs
o Swimming Coach+ Selected Squad Representatives
~ Schools;
~ General Community Groups; and
Season Pass Holders
Community

consultation meetings with the swimming / sports clubs,
positive. However, only one
swimming coach and season pass holders was extremely
two written submissions),
receiving
Associates
school was represented (with J.A Nicholas 8
groups.
and no one attending the set meeting for general community

The response to the community

discuss several aspects of the
The Process Members of the identified groups were invited to
essential in determining relevant local
Manly Swimming Centre and input was considered
to gather
needs and establishing functional requirements. The process used was designed
information into key
as much information in a short period of time and then consolidate this
issues or findings.
It
'preliminary'ne.
The community consultation process was intended to be a
quickly
information,
was extremely effective is satisfying our objectives to gather as much
and effectively.

Summa~

reached with
relevant local needs and establishing functional requirements were
of the
members
select
the
from
major trends emerging. Very strong views were expressed
community
the
of
Details
often with a common ground established.
community
consultation process is contained in Appendix l.
As

a result

The following summarlses

the major points gained as

a result of community consultation.

Seasonal Operation
Limited Water Space
Car Parking
Lack of cover and shade facilities
menf

0

Increased water space

—

Preferred Develo

tions

additional 50m

Indoor facilities
All

year operation

with the major user
Itic above p ferred development options are a result of consulting
developed as a result of these
groups. Sh~ tom and long term strategic plans have been
meetings one%sian be tound in section 1 D ot this report.
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8. Nlarket

Positioning

Marketing

There are four

core market segments

using aquatic centres:

Recreation
Fitness

Education
Sport

to meet the needs of the whole market segment all of the time ti- .ce
needs to be an understanding of the opportunities available that best suit the facilities. This
is called "Market Positioning".
The current market position was identified earlier in this
While it is not possible

report.
Although some centres place a different emphasis on their market direction the most
signiTicant demand appears to be the fitness and recreation markets.
The sports and
education markets, although smaller are capable of high "repeat visit" patterns and should
not be under estimated in contributing to income. Evidence shows that the greatest single
contributor to income is generated from the fitness market segment.

of any new facilities should be as a multipurpose
teaching centre where opportunities for competitive aquatic sports
significance, but will not he allowed to dominate use of the facilities.

The market positioning

Principle usage them-~ should

sports, fitness and
assume some

will

be:

Learn to swim and water confidence;

and health;
Organised aquatic sporting activities; and
to a lesser extent, recreation activities.
Fitness

The design of the facilities proposed in the concept designs while not able to provide the
same level of opportunities as a major state facility, it wiil provide a regional focus for a
broad range of activities.

9.

Facility Design

The efficiency of a centre will largely be determined by the size and component mix of the
If a centre greatly exceeds market
faciNy to meet market demand comfortably.
requirements,
The larger the facility, the higher the
operating efficiency is reduced.
operating costs and if market is unable to fully utilise the range and extent of provision the
likelihood of operating deficits increases.
If

a

facility

is

there is a danger of placing the facilities under excessive load
a tendency of frustrating users and wiil impact on usage patterns of

undersized

demands which has
the facility.

is to provide an appropriate size and mix of facility that can
accommodate a broad range of market segments in the most efficient and effective way.

The objective in facility design

is a direct relationship
between the size of facility (expressed as square metres of
water space), and capacity in terms of annual user visits. Obviously the larger the facility
the greater the capacity while smaller facilities have limitations to programme a wide
range of activities.

There

As

a guideline, a factor

faciTity required

of 0.003 square metres per
or the capacity of facilities.

visit is

used to determine both the size of

SIZE OF FACIUTY REQUIRED = ANNUAL USER VISITS PER ANNUM X 0.003
CAPACITY OF FACIUTY = TOTAL WATER SPACE {sq. mefres) —: 0.003

There are many examples of facilities that exceed
are many examples of facilities that cannot achieve
anywhere near it's design capacity. It is, however, a useful gauge to determine whether a
facility or proposed facility is grossly undersized or oversized for a particular community

This

calculation

is

indicative

capacity levels and

only.

likewise there
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Pool Capacities

Pool capacities have been designed as a guide to determine the appropriate population
catchments to support a specific facility and the capacity of that facility in user visits per
annum.

Note:

A standard

factor of 0.003

is

used to determine

approximate

user capacity of

facilities.

the exception of a level 1 State facility the primary catchment is defined as a
—
the
five kilometre radius and the secondary catchment within a 5 10km radius of
method
as
a
time
travel
centre. In country districts catchments should also consider
of determining population densities.
With
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Core Components

Core components are
market needs.

Note:

illustrations

of the type and

mix of facilities required

to meet broad

also possible to combine other water spaces to the above core aquatic
components depending on need. These could include hydrotherapy pools, small
teaching pools and spa pools.
It is
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Pool Types

Manly FaciNies
To design an aquatic centre that will meet the demands of it's customers efficiently there is
a need to determine the appropriate level of facility required in terms of market potential.
This decision needs also to address the financial objectives of full cost recovery
in terms of
operating costs. Over sizing of this facility could incur a level of operating cost beyond the
ability of the market to support.

What has been proposed in the options for pool development is a strategy that is aimed
at providing indoor water space which compliments the present facilities.

ultimately

clearly a message from the initial community consultation that residents would
prefer that the existing outdoor 50 metre pool is to be retained in its present form. This is
seen by users as a major positive of the centre. There was also a similar view in retaining the
landscaped area adjacent to the pools.
There

is

There are concerns about the life of the small teaching pool
maintenance in years to come. The most logical proposal is to
development linked to the sports fields adjacent to the complex
recognised that this is the most costly scenario and Council

cheaper alternative.

which may require major
provide a completely new
as outlined in option 4. It is
may prefer to consider a
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10. Options

for Pool Development

A range of development options have been prepared illustrating a range of opportunities
for Council to consider. Mosf of these options are self explanatory but it is essential to note
a separate issue relating to what is considered external works. These items relate to the
existing water heating system which will, in the next few years will be uneconomical and
result in considerably higher operating costs.

Replacement of this system is essential. In association with these works are other elements
that should be done at the same time namely, improving the protection from the wind and
replacing the surface of the 25 metre pool {if it is not replaced.)
report also provides details of new designs entered in relation to pool hydraulics and
water treatment of children's pool. While new centres are required to confirm with theses
codes, older centres are exempt. At the present stage the Manly facilities do not comply
and while it is not formally required to change the present system consideration should be
given to modifying the children's pool and teaching pool.
This

OP1'ION 1
UPGRADE EXISTING FACILITIES

ln this strategy, the existing outdoor pools at Manly would be upgraded in response to the
communities needs. In doing so, it is accepted that there could be further development
and we do not propose to upgrade facilities that might soon be replaced. The upgrading
would respond to fhe proposed extended opening season and include measures to
improve bather comfort in the cooler months such as wind breaks and improved change
rooms.

Option 1 A

Option A has been included in the options presented to Council as a basic no frills option.
It does consist of the essential works and improving bather comfort with windbreaks and the
upgrading of the change room facilities.
Option 1B
This

option includes

a general facelift to improve fhe aesthetics of the centre.

option also provides a low cost proposal that appeals to the fitness market, elite
athletes and swim clubs market, however it has the least opportunity to change the nature
of the Council's pool operation from a passive service to pro-active service at a higher
value to the community.

This

If would not generate significant extra income, as it would only be vpgrading
current
outdoor facilities to current user expectations and not provide any new features to attract
new users and income.
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Existing

Fac TiIIVies

~

Enclose and upgrade change rooms, providing all weather heated change facilities
appropriate to a modern facility.
Replacement of dated fixtures and fittings.

~

Provide minor upgrade to entry areas and reception to indicate an improved facility
.and provide a safer and more protected entry.

~

of shelter between change facilities and pool, the addition of a covered
northern facade of the club room / plant room would create an
opportunity to upgrade and unify the appearance of the pool buildings while providing
a protected space to be used by swimmers before entering and after swimming.
Provision

arcade along the

~

Replace the inappropriate shelter outside the change room entrances and kiosk to
match the other proposed structures. This would provide a pleasant space where
patrons could shelter from the elements.

~

Provision for 64 extra

~

Provide

~

along western end of the 50m pool. This could be in the form of a
pergola to match the proposed arcade. In winter this would have panels added to
eliminate the strong westerly winds.

~

Upgrade the terrace seating with sun l rain shelter. This again would benefit the overall
image of the centre by incorporating this structure into the proposed framework of the
enclosing arcade and pergola structures.

~

Work

~

car spaces adjacent to

existing

car spaces.

a minor upgrade to kiosk to allow better presentation and service.

install windbreaks

to pool concourse and paths to improve disabled access.

Install wind

breaks to the North and East of the 25m pool at the edge of the pool

concourse.
~

Minor upgrade to external appearance, render brickwork and allow some work to roofs,
addition of new signage to building.

Pool Work

to pools, repairs to tiling.

~

General maintenance

~

Upgrade heating to pool.

~

Upgrade toddlers pool with water features.

'andsca
~

e Wcrk

Preparation of a detailed landscape plan to consolidate the existing perimeter planting
and the provision of intermediate planning to soften the extent of hard surfaces.
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~

Develop an overall strategy for the provision of shade structures including examining
removal and or relocation of the present shade structures and picnic shelters.

Pave the existing spectator area and provide 1m deep seating steps
~

Reorient the approach to the entry and provide a larger
area away from the edge of Balgowlah Road.

~, Provide

marshalling

and congregating

safety fencing to the edge of the road to restrict access Balgowlah Road at the

blind corner.
~

Provision has

been made for the inclusion of a children's playground

to the centre.

New Work

Provide roof to change rooms
change rooms with new furniture and heating

130m

Refurbish

Arcade
Pergola
Spectator seating
Renew roof of covered area
Refurbish front counter

90m'80m2

150m2
165m2
50m'5m~

Refurbish Kiosk
Wind break to 25m pool

45

Im

POOI. HEATING
ln addition to the above we have been asked to consider further the heating to the Manly
Pool. There are two ways of approaching the heating:
a) Heat Pump solely;
b) Heat Pump {smaller than {a) plus gas booster)

We have considered both options and the results are as follows, excluding mains upgrade.
A) Heat Pumps Only
I. Outdoor 50m 2-200kw carrier
II. Outdoor 25m 1-200kw carrier
III. Outdoor Childrens 1-50kw carrier

Heatin

I.
II.
III.

Total

Costs Per Year

$ 155,000
$90,000
$ 24 000
$269,000

$ 16,000/year
$ 10,000/year
$2,000/year

Total running cost $ 28,000/year
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B) Heat Pumps With
I. Outdoor 50m

II.

Gas Boost
1-250kw carrier
1-972mj gas heater

$95,000

$21 000
Total

$ 116,000

Total

$65,000
$ 18 600
$83,600

Total

$ 199,600

Outdoor 25m + childrens pool
1-125kw carrier
1-658mj gas heater

Operating Costs
I.

Heat pump

$ 12,662

Gas

$21,182
II.

Heat Pump

$8,905

Gas

$ 13,642
Total Heating Cost

$34,824

ln Summary
A heat pump with

gas boost system for all oufdoor pools is some $ 69,000 cheaper in base
cost excluding electrical and gas upgrade but some $ 6,000 more expensive to run on the

assumed tariffs.

there is an advantage in the combined system as
pure heat pump to pay for the extra cost of them.

Thus

it will

take 11

l~

years of saving in

location
While it is possible to strengthen the plantroom roof structure
the roof we believe this to be not a good idea due to noise

and place the heat pumps on
and visual pollution.

We consider the best place for the 50m pool heaf pumps to be either in the existing services
entry or excavated into the back on the other side of fhe service entry.
The 25m outdoor pool heating should be adjacent to
pool possibly to cut into the bank near the kiosk.
The gas heaters for all schemes would

be

in

a

new plantroom

beside fhe 25m

the plant rooms.

We do see an advantage for a heat pump gas boost system in its flexibility for cold winters
where a heat pump may be incapable of providing the necessary additional heaf.
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OPTION 2
UPGRADE 25m TO AI.I.ON YEAR ROUND USE

~Strate

The strategy in this option is to upgrade the existing 25m pool as an indoor
facility, and
provide improved year round facilities for teaching and general fitness users. In this
option,
access around the pool concourse would be improved, change rooms would
be
upgraded as per Option l.
The key aspect in providing year round facilities is protection from the wind. In
this strategy
a lightweight structure would be erected over the existing 25m pool to allow protection
from the elements, particularly wind and rain in winter and sun in summer.
The enclosure
would be designed to allow for natural ventilation in summer and allow passive
solar heat
gain in winter. The restrictions of the option are the limited size of the existing
pool, the
remote location of the pool in relation to entry and the limited life span of the
pool tank.
Essentially this option would only be seen as a low cost solution.

option would require significant investment without providing the range of facilities that
would generate significant additional income and should be viewed
as a short term
proposition.

This

Facilities as for

0

tion

1

and New Work

Provide low cost enclosure to 25m pool
Tile 25m pool
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OPTION 3A
REPI.ACE AND ENCLOSE THE

25 METRE POOL

Stra~ecrr

strategy is to replace the existing 25 metre pool with a 8 lane facility enclosed with an
appropriate building. This would enable all year round access for the core swimming
activities and in particular would provide significantly improved facilities for the teaching
programme.

This

OPTION 3B

option provides an alternative location for a new indoor 25m pool. This location is
better positioned if the project becomes a staged development and option 4 is chosen
with the costs associated with adding other components lower.
This
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OPTION 4
SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENT
INDOOR SWIMMING FACILITY

'EN

The strategy

that

indoor/outdoor

is adopted
by this option is the formation of a local/regiona!
aquatic centre at Manly, which has the following natural advantages:

~
~

An existing 50 metre x 8 lane outdoor pool can be reused.
An existing outdoor toddlers pool can be reused.

~

There

is

adequate land for expansion to accommodate a new pool and associated

fitness centre activities.
The present site. is centrally

~
~
~

located within the Council's boundaries.
easy reach of Condamine Street and Pittwater Road with good
access from Pittwater, Warringah, Mosman and North Sydney municipalties.
It has adequate space for parking.
Opportunities for joint sporting activities with other sports at LM. Graham Reserve.
It is

located

within

Given these advantages, it is considered that these can be enhanced by an expansion of
the present centre to provide year round aquatic and fitness facilities for the whole of the

Manly City

area for neighbouring

municipalities.

To meet the needs of the Manly Community
weather centre must provide facilities for.
~

~

o
~
~
~

~
~

~
~

and provide a viable facility,

Learn to Swim programmes
Department of Education Learn to Swim programmes
Adult Learn to Swim programmes
Squad training for one or more existing swimming c!ubs
Swimming for AUSSI
Recreational lap swimming for children and adults
Recreation aquatic activity for families
Therapeutic swimming for disabled children and people with disabilities such as arthritis
Swimming training for schools
Competition and training for Waterpolo
Competition swimming carnivals for schools

~

Aqua-fitness

Spectator facilities
Fitness activities, aerobics, aerobic theatre and weight machines for adults

~

regional all

Children's

~
~

a

Child minding

With facilities serving these needs the aquatic centre would provide
indoor/outdoor facilities that would be available year round. It would also
facilities in the region, such as North Sydney and Warringah by providing
facilities that would appeal to a wide range of the community. The centre
able to retain it's local character and level of service, dependent on the
structure.

a combined
outshine other

a

of

diversity

should

still

be

management

The size pfoposed does not inciude a full indoor 50 metre pool, but will provide a facility
that is realistic in size and capital cost, and therefore a facility that can be readily
managed to make an operating surplus.
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O tion 4 Facilities
and market analysis would be required to prepare a detailed brief for
of this nature. Therefore, the areas and sizes given should only be given as

Further investigation

a development
a guide.

as per Option 1, but add
New Indoor Facilities
New 25m x 8 lane pool with wet deck all round 1.1 to 1.4m deep
New free form leisure pool with wet deck — 400m~ of water, with 4 x 20 metre
teaching lanes, beach entry, and stepped sides
Additional features such as a Water Slide, Rapid River, Spa's, Steam Rooms and
other water features could also be included and would increase it's market

potential
Male and female change rooms - 120m2
Family/disabled persons change rooms - 10m2

The development

The summary
PARTNERSHIP

costs for the options can be found

in

the following table.

of costs was compiled from estimates prepared
and GEOFF NINNES FONG PARTNERS for this report.

by PAGE

KIRKLAND

The costs were derived from 1:500 sketch plans for the various options and information

provided by the consultancy team.
The figures represent only a broad order of costs and are subject to the development
of a
more detailed brief.
Furniture, fitout and equipment have been excluded for the new buildings.
Work outside the pool area (landscaping, relocation of existing services, relocation of
playing fields and the carparking) have been excluded.
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RECOhNNENDATIONS

From our assessment

described in detail in the study report, we consider that the Option
provide the best responses to community needs and provide Council with the most
cost effective operating solution is contained in Option 4.

that

will

We therefore recommend Option 4 be adopted, though it is possible to stage the
deveiopment over a number of years to enable Council to distribute the capital costs. it
would also be advisable to implement the reorganisation of the LM.Graham Reserve as
soon as possible, so as not to lose the opportunity for development.
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11. Financial

- Option

Projections

4

Financial performances will be determined by the location of the Centre,
component mix
of facilities, method of operation, programming policies, fees and charges, the
market
positioning of the Centre in terms of demand in the catchment area and how
the operator
interprets user trends in the industry.
For the purposes of estimating the financial projections the consultants
have developed a
profile of users based on industry standards and form the analysis of the
existing users of the
Manly centre. This process is representative only and is used to develop income
estimates.
Assumptions

are based on the potential demand and are detailed as follows

~

Male and female

will

~

Age distribution
0-15 years
15-25 years
25-40 years
40 + years

to be
30% (inc teaching programme)
25%
35%

be equally represented

is likely

10%

~

The strongest demand
(40%)

~

It

~

The majority

~

The strongest demand can be expected from the fitness market
(50%) followed by
recreation market (20%) learn to swim / education markets (15%) sports use
7% and
others making up the remainder (families etc)

can be expected

is likely

that

to occur between 5am

—

more

travel

of users 70%+ are

lily

than

85%

will

10.30am (25%) and 4pm - 8pm

to the

to stay at the centre between

centre

by

car

30-90 minutes

The annual attendance assumes patronage of 500,000 visits and takes
into account the
market positioning of the centre and the usage patterns described
in this report.
Attendances for the first year have been reduced by 20% to reflect
establishment of
programmes and services post construction.

of users is in broad categories only and should not be viewed as being
representative of the depth of programming proposed for the centre. It is
acknowledged
that there could be enormous diversity of activities related to the aquatic facilities
that may
eventually be provided.
The breakdown
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Projected Annual Attendances
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Fees and Charges

Based on current market rates a fee structure has been devised for the purpose of
estimating income. The schedule covers a general range of fees and is not intended to
reflect a final recommendation fee structure.
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lncame Estimates
Income estimates have been calculated using the data on projected attendances and the

fee structure.

General Entry

$384,000

$560,000

Students

$80,000

$ 125,000

$600,000
$ 137,500

Famiiies

$ 108,000

$ 150,000

$ 157,500

Adult 20 Visit

$96,000
$ 10,240

$ 140,000

$20,000

$ 150,0QQ
$22,000

Adult

$ 192,000

$256,000

$272,000

Student

$35,200

$48,000

$52,000

$ 137,500

Adults

Student 20 Visit
Fitness Centre

P rag rammes

Swimming

Lessons

$224,000

School Programmes
Aquarobics

$60,000

$ 125,000
$81,250

Fitness Classes

$60,000

$81,250

Catering Faciiities

$40,000

$50,0QO

Sports Shop

$ 12,000

$ 12,000

Pubic Phone

$ 10,000
$5,000

$ 7,500

$7,500

Lockers

$ 10,000

$ 12,000

$ 12,000

$87,500
$87,500

Other

Note: Income estimates for the swimming teaching programme should be reduced if
Council continues to contract these services out in the future implications in year 1 are less
$ 160 000, year 2 less $2Q0,000 and year 3 less $210,000.
The net losses after adjustments for labor costs for this programme
$32,354 Year 2, and $37,325 in year 3.
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Expenditure

Eslimaies

Salaries and Wages
Energy Costs

Chemicals

/

Water Treatment

Rates and Taxes fWater)

$ 1,119,717

$ 1,153,308

$ 1,187,907

$240,000

$260,000

$265,000

$40,00Q

$42,500

$45,000
$4,500

$35,000

$3,500

Maintenance

and Repairs
Grounds Maintenance

$ 17,QOO

$ 18,000

$45,000
$ 19,000

Telephone

$9.000

$9,500

$9,500

Advertising

$20,000

$22,500

$25,000

$25,QOO
$ 18,000

$27,000

$28,000
$20,000

Printing

and Stationary

Cleaning / Consumables

$ 'l9,000

Security Services

$4,500

Uniforms / Staff Development

Insurance
Provision for Building 8 Plant
Refurbishment

$7,500

$ 10,000

$ 10,500

$ 15,000
$30,000

$ 18,0QO

$ 19,000
$50,000

$50,000

Notes on Ex endilure

l. 0

eralin

Hours

The operating hours for the Centre have been based on the
assumption that the indoor
facilities would be opened from 6.00am - 9.00pm, Monday to
Friday and from 6.00am8.00prn, Saturday and Sunday, all year round.

The outdoor pool would remain
and closing in May. Operating

opened or closed depending
loadings.

2. Swimmin

Teachin

a seasonal

operation opening

in

September of each year

hours of the outdoor pool should remain flexible and be
on prevailing conditions, programme bookings and bather

Pro ramme

Cost of the swimming teaching programme should be reduced
if these services are
contracted. Cost should be adjusted down by $ 162,700 in year 1,
16?,500 in year 2 and
$
$ 172,672 in year 3.
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Total Sfaff Re uiremenfs
Full Time

Part Time/Casual

$468,066
$361,354

Sub Total
On costs 35%

$829,420
$290,29?

Total

$ T,T T9,717

Wage costs have been increased by 3% in years 2 and 3 to reflect CPI increases.
~4.

Ener

Energy costs are based on the assumption that fhe new facilities would
utilise heat pump
technology for heating. The estimated annual costs less recoverables would be in
the
vacinity of $ 180,000 maintaining main pool water temperatures at 28'C
indoors and 24 C
outdoors
A provisional

of $60,000 has been added for the heating of the outdoor pool during

sum

summer periods.

5. Chemicals

ater Treatment

Water treatment costs are based on the use of an ozone/chlorine water
treatment plant for
the new facilities and the maintenance of the existing chlorine system for
the outdoor pool.
b. Rates and Taxes
A provisional sum
in NSW.

has been allocated for water rates and have been based on other

centres

7. Maintenance
ln the first year of operation fhe proposed centre wouid
be under a defects iiability period
and no provision has been made for general maintenance. In years 2 and
3 a provisional
sum has been allocated.

8. Tele hone
A provisional

sum has

centres experiences

9.

been ailocated for telephone
of operating costs.

in terms

services and are based on other

and Markefin

Advertisin

A provisional sum has been allocated for advertising
costs for the Centre.
include the costs of preparing brochures for the Centre which are
included

centres.

T0. Prinfln

Sfationa

A provisional

similar centres

s
t

Post

This does
in other

not

cost

e

gas been ailocated for these costs and are based on the experience of
W.
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11. Cleanin

Materials

Funds for these items have been based on other centres
and includes all cleaning materials
and stores and consumable items.

12. Insurance
The anticipated cost for public liability, professional
indemnity
been provided and is based on other facilities of this type and and building insurance has
nature.

13. Note
The budgets illustrated

do not take into account depreciation costs, interest on loans
or
capital repayments. As each local government authority treats
these issues differently only
the operating costs have been shown.
Should

it

be necessary to

accordingly.

apply

these costs the net figures

need to be adjusted

Summary of Income and Expenditure
lt could be expected that the operating
report would be as follows:

performance

of a Centre as described

in this

Based on a capital cost of approximately
$7.0 Million which assumes no State or Federal
Government grants and the funding secured from borrowing's
at 89'er annum, it can be
seen that the Centre would usually achieve a commercial
return.

are raised from State and Federal Governments together
with Council contribution
from Section 94 funds and / or capital works
programrnes and assuming borrowing's of 50%
of the project costs it can be seen from the illustration
overpage that it would be many
years before debt could be retired based on an operating
surplus of $300,000 per annum.
lf funds
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'-

':YecIr':."::::::::-:::::.-."::Operiimj;::'"::"::::::-'::::.::-'::::::::lriferest -likeliest,
'8alctnce::.':::-:.:,',::;:::::::::::.:.
"::::::::
I:::::::RcIte
P. ""able:

2

10
12
14

15
16
17
18
19
21

23
24
25

28

31

32
33

35
36

$3,500,000
$3,480,000
$3,458,400
$3,435,072
$3,409,878
$3,382,669
$3,353,283
$3,321,546
$3,287,270
$3,250,252
$3,210,272
$3,167,094
$3,120,462
$3,070,099
$3,015,707
$2,956,964
$2,893,621
$2,825,110
$2,751,118
$2,671,208
$2,584,905
$2,491,698
$2,391,034
$2,282,316
$2,164,901
$2,038,093
$ 1,901,140
$ 1.753,231
$ 1,593,489
$ 1,420,968
$ 1,234,646
$ 1,033,417
$816,091
$581,379
$327,S89
$54,121

8%
8%

$2S0,000
$278,400
$276,672
$274,806
$272,791
$270,614
$268,263
$265,724
$262,982
$260,020
$256,822
$253,368
$249,637
$245,608
$241,257
$236,657
$231,489
$226,008
$220,090
$213,697
$206,793
$ 199,336
$ 191,282
$ 1S2,585
$ 173,192
$ 163,047
$ 152,091
$ 140,258
$ 127,479
$ 113,678
$98,771
$82,674
$ 65,288
$46,510
$26,232
$4,329

8%
S%
8%o

S/o
8%o

8%
8%
8%

S%%uo

8%
8%
S%%uo

8%
8%
B%%uo

8/o

8%
8%o

8%
8/o

8%
8/o

8%
8/o
8%o

8%
8%
8%
8%
8/o

NIL
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$20,000
$21,600
$23,328
$25,194
$27,209
$29,386
$31,737
$34,276
$37,01S
$39,980
$43,178
$46,632
$50,363
$54,392
$58,?43
$ 63,343
$ 68,5 l1
$ ?3,992
$ 79,910
$86,303
$93,20?
$ 100,664
$ 10S,?18
$ 117,415
$ 126,808
$ 136,953
$ 147,909
$ 159,742
$ 172,521
$ 186,322
$201,229
$217,326
$234,712
$253,490
$273,768
$295,671
$241,550

MANAGEMENT

$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,0QQ
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,0Q0
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
$300,000
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't2. Key issues
The estimates and predictions outlined in the
previous sections illustrate the potential of the
Manly facility post redevelopment.
While it is possible to predict outcome
with a
reasonable level of confidence and certainty the actual

dependant
usage.

performance of the centre will be
on the operators ability to control a range of
variables which will impact on

ln the mid eighties there would have
been only a few pools in Australia that recovered full
operating costs. Five years ago there were several
centres that had achieved full cost
recovery. Today there are many examples of centres
achieving this milestone with some
achieving a commercial return.

The reasons why some centres have been
able to record outstanding performance lies in
the way in which core issues are
This section discusses a range of strategic
managed.
issues
that have a direct relationship to financial outcomes
which need

to be resolved

stages of project development.
~Ptannin

a clear

it has iong been recognised that
appropriate
and concise direction of the management of management planning
community facilities.

in

the early

will

provide

Usually expressed as vision, goals, aims and
objectives, planning is a management tool that
defines the boundaries under which the Centre
can operate with an agreed common
purpose and performance.
It is important that broad aims
and objectives are developed for the proposed
aquatic
facilities at an early stage. This will enable
key stakeholders, the community and the
operators to fully

understand

the purpose and direction of the services provided.

Officers of the Council have taken the initial
step irI the direction by the preparation of a
detailed business plan in 1996. This plan should be
reviewed and include an integrated
strategy or medium term facility development.
~Desi n Design issues are intrinsicafiy
linked to the ability to programme facilities effectively.
The balance between shallow and
deep, informal and formal water spaces together with
the provision of complementary
components like gymnasium faciTities, aerobics rooms,
catering and sports retailing, ati have
a direct relationship to the ultimate

performance

the centres.

Evidence shows the indoor centres have

of services on a consistent basis which

a distinct advantage

patterns.

reflected

is

in

in providing

annual

of

a greater

attendances

range
and usage

O

The design of the facilities proposed
provides
is suitable for most aquatic
activities.
M~arkettn

There are tour

~

Recreation

~

Fitness

e

Education
Sport

a

core market segments
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While it is not possible to meet the needs of the whole market segments all of the time
there
needs to be an understanding of the opportunities available that best suit the facilities. The
redevelopment should seek to broaden its market thrust and build on the present strong
position it enjoys. Particularly in the education and sports markets which are limited
at
present because of facilities.

many years, it is
~

Programming

~

It is
lt is

~

is

new concept for swimming facilities.

the mechanism which enables the orderly allocation of space.

a valuable management tool that is often ignored in the industry.
a legitimated method of accommodating demand and helps to achieve
of facilities.

utilisation
~

a relatively

Programming

policies should be documented

optimum

and clearly understood by user groups.

lt is essential that the concepts of programming
become an integral part of management if
the proposed facility is to realise it's full potential, This can include a management role as
both "a hirer of facilities" and as an "iniTiator and developer of services" where the

opportunity

exists.

Research conducted by CERM throughout Austrarta and overseas has consistently
Identified that customers place greater emphasis on safe and secure car
parking, facility
cleanliness, and quality services rather than pricing issues.

~estate

One of the factors causing high operating deficits at local government swimming pools has

been the reluctance on the part of councils to regularly review and increase entry fees. In
many cases fees have not been reviewed in accordance with CPI and bear little
relationship to cost recovery or the value of the service provided.
It is interesting

CERM research
~
~

to note that the top eight performing
have:

centres

in Australia

Identified in the

substantially higher attendance rates and
charge twice as much in entrance fees.

of new and different types of facilities will enable the pricing strategy to be
more aligned to full cost recovery. It is important that the fee structure applied are set at
an appropriate level if the financial objectives of the Centre are to be met.

The introduction

*

to be flexible and responsive to user needs. Traditionally, local government
has shown a reluctance to divert authority to facility
managers and the marketing
momentum can be lost due to the bureaucratic processes that are in place.
management

In this environment,
decision making can be confusing and inconsistent, causing a lack of
direction for management. This can result in staff adopting a "caretaker" management role
instead of the dynamic and creative direction required if performance expectations are to
be met. Under these conditions there becomes a pre-occupation with servicing the
organisation rather than the customers.

lt is important that Council recognise the importance of
day to day management
provide a framework which Plows a reasonable degree of freedom and autonomy.
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and

Facfors lhfhich Affracf Peo ie To A uaiic Cenfres

Research undertaken by CERM to determine factors which attract the user to aquatic
centres identified a range of variabies and are ranked in the following order.

adequate and secure car parking;

~
~
~
~
~

cleanliness of the centre;
quality of equipment;
availability of water space;
friendly and competent staff;
value for money;
good design;
user comforts, eg. water and air quality; and
other amenities and variation, eg. gym, spa, sauna,

~
~

o
~

etc.

also compared the top eight performing and the eight bottom performing
following points summarise how the top and bottom centres compare.
It

centres. The

The Top Cenfres

~

have substantially higher attendance rates;
operated with budgets of over a million dollars per annum;

a much

wider range of programmes;

~

provide

~

are welt staffed, spending over four times as much on employing qualified staff;
charge twice as much in entrance fees;
recoup substantially less money from the kiosk etc. (which could suggest that users of
the bottom centres have more money to spend given the low entrance fees);
spend three times as much on energy;
spend more than twice as much on presentation, (cleaning and maintenance); and
equipment vaiued at five times the amount of poorer performing centres.

~
~
~

~
~

'ave

in addition

to the above.

in 1994 the South Australia Division of Recreation, Sport and
Racing commissioned a report to examine the Provision of Pubiic Aquatic Facilities.'his
study reported on the hallmarks of successful centres and current best practice in the
industry. These findings were summarised as follows:
~

Of the successful centres interviewed all had established
directions with documented management policies.

~

The Centres had a very good understanding
of their targets efficiently and effectively.

of the market and were meeting the needs

All of the successful centres were heavily programmed
services to the public.

offering

a wide range of quality

of the successful centres had realistic and affordable pricing structures which relate
to full cost recovery.

~

All

~

The management

place and were
~

clear and predetermined

of these facilities had flexibility to respond to demand
relatively free of rigid or political structures.

of the more successful centres had a good
range of activities.
All

'he

mix of facilities which

Provision of Public Aquatic Facilities, Hassell k, J.A. Nicholas
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wide

13. Nlanagement

Models

The management of communify swimming facilities in Australia has
essentially
distinct directions and are simply described as follows:
Direct Mono ement

Inde

~ owner operator
~ contract manager

ndent Mana ement

Indirect

~ commercial lease

taken three

ement

~ committee of management
~ commLInify recreation assoc.
~ contract services

Direct Management

Owner

0

erator As inferred, this model refers to a structure where the Local Government
undertakes to provide and operate public facilities in it's community. This is
the
most common form of management of swimming facilities fhroughout
Australia. The owner
takes full responsibility for all aspects of management of the Centre and.
Authority

~
~

Retains control over the centre;
Maintains control over all policy issues;
Ensures social equity objectives are met;

~

Sets fees; and

~

Employs and assumes responsibiTity for all staff.

Contract Mana er This form of management has been used extensively
by local government authorities for many years. Various arrangements
but key points include:
~
~

~
~
~

The
The
The
The
The

owner usually retains responsibility for all operating costs excluding labour,
owner defermines operating policies;
manager is usually contracted to manage the cenfre for a fixed fee;
manager may or may not be responsible for all staffing;
manager may or may not be granted rights to conduct programmes or

operate the
~
~

kiosk;

The owner may or may not retain all income; and
The owner has the discretion to determine the

respective parties.

J

A

country centres
have developed

in
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of the

indirect Management
Indirect management is a model that enables varying degrees of control over the
policy
and direction of the Centre but places the day-to-day management outside
government
confrol and interference.

of Mana ement
Under the Local
aufhority to establish committees with delegated
the commiftee is specifically formed to oversee
have representatives from the community actively
Committee

~

Ultimately,

responsibility

the centre.
~
~
~

~

Government Act, the Council has the
powers wifh predetermined limits. Usually

the management

~
~
~
~
~
~

facility and

can

The owner retains some control over the operation of the centre whilst not
involved in the day to day operation.
Terms of Reference are usually drawn up which establishes the limit of
their
authority.
The committee is usually required to report regularly to the owner.
Committees of Management have to rely on the parent authority for formal
resolution of issues.
The Parent Organisation
which establishes the committee usually has to
underwrite in terms of operating costs.
Staff employed in the operation are under fhe auspice of the owner and there is
therefore a dual reporting mechanism.

RecreaVion
Association
A Community
independent, legally incorporated body which manages
the owner for the community.

~

a

for the actions of the committee rests with the owner of

Commun

~

of

involved.

Recreation

Association

a recreation centre

an
on behalf of
is

The association consists of representatives or various groups.
All decisions are delegated to the association.
A legal agreement between the owner and the association is formulated.
Owners have little or no control over the day to day management of the centre.
Profits from the centre are retained within the community association.
The owner usually underwrites the association by annual agreement.
The individual community associations usually require some funding in the short
term fo enable it to function.
Individual user groups may over time, come to exert a high degree of influence
over fhe operation of the centre.
Some associations employ professional contract management groups, eg.

YMCA, Leisure Australia,

and

RLSS.

Contract Mana ement
This model is where a management
body is confracted to
undertake management responsibilities for the owner for a set period of time for an agreed
fee. It is a management model that is mainly used where fhe owner recognises that it does
not have fhe necessary recreation management skills to effectively operate the facilities.
~

The owner does not have involvement in the day to day running of the centre.
There is usually a licence agreement between the owner and the
management

~

The

~

agency.

~

management
agency negotiates wifh
performance objectives.
The owner retains control over strategic issues.
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and

Independent

Nlanagement

It is not uncommon
for public authorities fo provide land and buildings to serve a
community purpose and to lease the management responsibility to either a community
body or private operator.

For example, sporting clubs, community clubs or similar organisations are often vested with
the responsibility of public owned faciliTies to conduct activities for the benefit of the whole
community. This of course in some cases is an appropriate course of action and provides
the community with the opportunity to manage their own affairs at a local level.
It is usual

that

a lease

is in

Council.
Cofnmereial

Lease

In

manage and operate.

place between an incorporated

community

body and the

some instances, public facilities are leased to the private sector to

The basic elements of a lease agreement is that a legally binding document is prepared
between the owner of the building (the lessor) and the manager of the building (the

lessee).

~
~

~
~

~

lease is between two legal entities, ie. the parties must be incorporated
individuals.
The Lessee has rights over the facility for a specific time in return for a rent.
The owner has no control of policy and direction and forfeits all involvement
A

or

in

day to day management except in breach of terms.
The lease is usually for a long period with an option for renewal.
Most
commercial leases in Australia provide the lessee with right for a five year term.
It is difficult for the Lessor to withdraw from a lease without the approval of the
Lessee. Within the terms of the lease, the Lessee has the freedom to manage the
centre as he sees fit.
Once the lease has been signed, the terms cannot be changed without the
consent of both parties except where expressly stated in the terms.

The success of the Independent Management Model depends on fhe objectives of fhe
leasing body which more often than not are related to generating profits rather than
meeting broad community needs.
While facility management is recognised as a key issue by local authoriTies it is generally
swimming facilities are a highly specialised component of the leisure
industry and lacks widespread experienced and professionally trained operators to meet

conceded that

current demand.

This

combined

with

other issues already discussed has resulfed in increased levels of
and in particular the use of fhe indirect management model.

oufsourcing of management
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Selecting

a Model

It is important to recognise that every iocal government
unique set of circumstances in selecting a model.

authority has it's own agenda and

The figure below illustrates in diagrammatic form, a continuum on
which an authority
place a different emphasis on each key issue. The weighting of these key issues may
will
uitimately determine the most suitable management model.

High

10

Medivm

8

0

Low

2

8

jDegree of Importance)
CONTROL
~
~
~

~
~
~

SE1TING OF POLICY
STRUCTURE OF FEES
MEETING OF COMMUNITY NEEDS
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
SOCIAL EQUITY
DIRECTION
RESPONSlBILITY

~
~

~
~
~
~

J.A.NICHOLAS

IL

LEGAL
MORAL
STAFFING

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
PUBLIC LIABILITY
RISK MANAGEMENT
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10

To assist in this process there needs to be clarification of three
fundamental
should then be weighted in terms of priority.

questions which

Level of Confro(
What level of control does the Council want in terms of
~
Policy Decision Making
~
Fee Structures
~
Social Equity Issues and
~
Accountability
Level of Res onsibiT

What level of responsibility does the Council want fo
~
Day to Day Management
~
Employment of Staff
~
Public LiabiTity
~
Occupational Health and Safety and
~
Risk Management

accept

in

regards to

Level of Performance
What expecfations does the Council have in regard to
~
FInancial Performance
~
Usage of Facilities
~

Access of

Users

Summary
~

~

~

the Council operates under the direct managemenf
swimming pool
Currently

model

in terms

of

ifs

centre currently operating effectively and efficiently there are no obvious
reasons for this to change in the future. It is important however that
Council recognise
the management elements which contribute to a successful
operation and adopt
appropriate policies and procedures to faciiitate the management processes.
there is no evidence in the industry that suggests fhat one model
is more effective than
With fhe

another.
~

While management

and service delivery is an issue which will impact on the financial
outcomes of the centre, the Council should select a model which
best suits its needs
and which maximises overall benefit to the community.
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Funding
ln the past decade a wave of forces have swept across
the Australian Public Sector that
have produced changes in the role, funcfion and operation of government.

Key among these changes is the tight budgetary position of all levels of
and a
reappraisal of the public sectors responsible in the provision of funds government
for major sporting
developments.

a Federal

level a range of schemes previously available for the provision of
facilities have been dismantled.
Although assistance
have continued for fhe Olympic 2000 Games effort, by and large no formal programmes
grant schemes
exist for local or regional development of facilities. Some funds however
are available for
infrastructure development.
At

Government

sports and recreation

State Government Resources
The NSW Sfate Government has historically played a role in the
provision of funds for the
development of sporting and recreation facilifies. At the present time, however, there is
a
focus again on the Olympic facilities and the commitment to complete the various
venues

of the Games before the year 2000.

There are two schemes that are currently available for limited funding.
The Regional facilities programme and
The Capital Assistance Programme

Regional FacilNes Programme
At the present time approximately $2.5 Million has been allocated
for fhe development of
major facilities throughouf NSW. There are 73 pending applications for facility
development
which includes a backlog of projects for the past 2 '/~ years. In addition
a further $4.0 Million
has been allocated for the 1997 / 98 financial year. The maximum grant is
300,000 and has
to be matched on a dollar for dollar basis. Recenf approvals of funding $ tends to
favour
country and regional facilities rather than metropolifan areas.

Capital Assisfance Fund
The capital assisfance fund receives an annual allocation
specifically aimed at upgrading
or improving facilities. Approximafely $4.0 Million has been allocated for
the 1997 / 98
financial year which is to be spread equally across the 100 or so sfate
electorates. On this
basis the maximum grant available is $40,000 depending on the
number of

received per electorate and the nature and type of requests made.

applications

The state position of funding is expected to continue in to the
foreseeable future due to two
main factors:
continuing budgetary constraints
the continuing demand for funds for facilities associated with the
Olympic 2000 Games.
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In the Years beyond the Games there could
further funds could be available.

Local Government

be some easing of the present situation and

Sources

Local Government has traditionally funded the provision of community
projects from three
main sources; general rates received, loan borrowing and non rate
revenue. Pressures on
these sources is increasing making it more difficult for local government,
The following
profiles the older and newer methods of securing funding for
development.
Rate Revenue
Under the local government structure reform process, the
general rate base of a local
authority is restricted in real terms. Local government in NSW
now have to apply to
increase rates beyond annually assessed reviews by the State Government.
In this environment competition for general rate
revenue will intensify. Local authorities will
increasingly prioritise projects and recurrent spending needs.
Projects seeking capital
funding will need to demonstrate a business and political case
that indicates a high or
quick payback and / or evidence of strong community support.

Many projects wilt ultimately be decided on the revenue base
of the Council and the
capacity for discretionary spending.
Loan Borrowing
Loan Borrowing

an accepted method

is

projects.

for local government

to secure funding

for

The historical approach to borrowing involved accessing
funds from a local government
financing authority where interest rates were well below those of
the commercial market.
This position has changed
in recent years with commercial
lenders seeking local
government business and Council's responding with a reappraisal of
these new funding
sources. The ability of a Council to raise loans for project
development is limited by its
current level of debt (which is controlled by law) and the fiscaf
policies that have been self
imposed by each local government authority.

Asset Sales
The use of revenue generated by asset sales (land and
buildings)
number of local authorities use in funding capital works initiatives.

is

a method that a

In these circumstances funds gained from asset
sales are set aside in a capital fund for
discretionary use. Whether this fund is used in part for broader
recreations plan is subject of
consideration by the council and community.

Section 94 Funds
Monies raKed as a result of section 94 levies can and
have been used in the past for
recreation capital development.
It is now a requirement
to develop section 94 plans for
the expenditure of these monies which includes the upgrading and
/ or provision of new
recreation facilities.
The extent of funding available
new and developing regions

metropolitan

areas.
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Non Government Sources
The private sector has historically played a limited role in the provision of community
facilities in Australia.
Although Leagues Clubs, the RSL and other similar community
organisations have made a substantial contribution
towards facility development these
have been somewhat narrow in their community focus.

The attitude generally adopted by the private sector has been that the role of local
government is:
to provide what are generally perceived to be community services and facilities;
the provision of facilities for non economic reasons such as access to services, economic
development, social and community development;
the private sector view is that sports facilities, aquatic facilities and the like are on the whole
uneconomic ventures.

scenario has the potential to change significantly in the coming years due to policy
changes that are encouraging the role of the private sector in the funding and delivery of
community goods and services.

This

Summary

The present outlook for development funding of improved or new additional facilities for
the Manly Swimming Centre currently looks bleak. With only limited council resources there
is unlikely to be major funding available for several years. The traditional sources of grants
through Federal and State governments are currently limited and is likely to remain so until
after the Olympic Games in 2000. The period post the Olympic Games is not clear but
there is every possibility that increased level of funding will be available for significant sport

and recreation development.

at this point is to flag the major components of the project on the
council's capital development programme and prepare submissions to both the Federal
and State Governments should funding opportunities become available.

The best scenario
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The information ptuvided within this submission is subject to Geoif Ninnes Fang Partners Pty Ltd copyright and
shall NOT be used for any purpose other than intended, It is provided in good faith, specifically to assist the
understanding of our report. Such information shall not be used, communicated or discussed with or to any third
party without the written consent of Geoff Ninnes Fong k Partners Pty Ltd.
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The existing complex comprises the following;
Volume 1500m', T/0

8 lane, 50m x 21m
1m - 1.8m deep
5 lane, 25m
lm deep

Volume 300m', T/0

x 10.5m

= 6 hours,

built

1976

= 3 hours, Built 1978

7.5m x Sm children's Pool 8'.
Volume 8m', T/0 = 1.5 hours, Built 1978
7.1m diameter toddler's
All pools are hydrauhcaQy interconnected with electnc immersion type heating
to 24'C in winter. The heating at times struggles to maintain temperature.

of the pool

The pools are built of reinforced concrete with the 50m and 25m being deck level and the
children's pool being with multiple deck level drainers. The 25m is of sprayed concrete.
The site was originally a swamp that was filled with crushed rock.
The 25m pool and children's pool soiled water discharges into the 50m balance tank.
Filtration is by gravity sand filters and the 15HP pump generally moves between
340m'/hr.

Filter area is 30.5m giving a filter flow

The general treatment

of the

of about

270m'nd

10m'/m /hr which is satisfactory.

water comprises:

passing the soiled water through a hair and lint strainer

addition

of alum

(aluminium

sulphate) to remove its/oils and occasionally colour

filtration slow rate through deep bed sand filters by gravity
addition of chlorine (sodium hypochlorite) and Co~ (weak acid) to achieve break
point chlorination at the start of each days swimming and a pH of around /.6.
Free available chlorine
2ppm.
calcium hardness
150
total alkalinity
100
chemical control - chemical by Prominent
- C02 by Strantrol System 4
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GENERAL HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
The water after passing through the filters runs separately to the 50m pool and the 25m
pool. The 50m Qltered water enters the central return line in the pool Qoor near the centre
the pool and Qows to each end. Water then flows across to longitudinal gutters running
along each side of the 50m pool and then runs to a balance tank at the deep end of the
pool. Water runs by gravity &om the balance tank to the suction sump in the plant room.

'f

The water Qowing to the 25m pool is valved near the 25m pool to run to the children'
pool and toddler's pool as well. Water enters all pools through nozzles in the Qoor.
With the children's pools water Qows across to many menace mounted collection pipes
where it drops through and into a ring pipe and thence to a pit. It returns to the 50m pool
balance tank by gravity.

The 25m pool has water passing through a central return line (150 diameter) into the pool
floor flowing across to the gutters thence into pits at each end of the pool and then by
gravity feed also to the 50m balance tank.

We understand that despite long pipe runs to and Rom the pools that there is no water loss
evident &om the pools.
Generally the pools are emptied every 2 years. The T.D.S. of all pools is satisfactory.
Filters are backwashed every week and the filter sand was replaced 5 years ago. The
backwash holding tank is cleaned of sludge each year.

We also understand that the cast iron pipes have been checked and the cement lining
found to be satisfactory. The suction sump has been checked and is satisfactory. There is
no noticeable sand passing back to the pool and the filters are both air scoured and back
washed.

The switchboard in the plant room while working well requires major upgrade to AS3000.
The pool joints in the 50m pool have been sealed with Radjoint {neoprene) last year and
are good. The 25m pool joints have failed and require redoing.

GENERAL COAQCENTS
We consider that the general maintenance done each year by the pool superintendent
keeps the twenty year old system working well. General life expectancy of a gravity sand
system is

30 years.

Engineering Report by Geoff Ninnes Fong & Parnters Pty J.td
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24'C and we believe this is allowing the sand
Currently pool temperatures are kept below
filters to recover &om the dirt load imposed by pool heating.
temperature to avoid major
We consider it important that the 50m pool stay at this
filtration problems.

turnovers for new pools. while
The NSW Health Department recommends the following
current trends.
it is not mandatory to make old centres comply it is a guide to

50m

- 1/1.8m NSW 2 hour

Current

6 hour

25m - 1m

NSW 1 hour

Current 3 hours

Children's

NSW 0.5 hours

Current

1.5 hours

and
The NSW Health Department Standards do not differentiate between pool loadings
but the
indoorloutdoor use or whether the pool is heated nor are the Standards mandatory
the
Health Act states it is a defence against prosecution if there is compliance with
if
Standards. To this end swimming centres should tend towards the Standard especially

heated, heavily loaded and indoor.
excellent
The 50m pool is able to handle heating due to low loadings, low filter rates and
in
increase
an
chemical control by the pool operators. Any increase in loading should see
at
turnover &om 6 hours to 3 to 4 hours and this would require a new filtration system
cost about $ 180,000.

NSW standards also recommend that children's pools be put onto separate systems to
avoid contamination

of an

entire complex &om cryptosporidium

and other contaminants.

There is also consideration of protecting the 25m pool or enclosing it for learn to swim
30'C. As the
activities and we would expect temperatures for this of between 26'C and
should be
dirt load increases very substantially at this temperature we believe that this pool
that
consider
we
put on a separate circuit, Even if the pool is not to be heated separately
Health
due to the anticipated load in such a shallow pool requires bringing up to NSW
Department standards.

In summary we recommend the following:

Take the children's pools and 25m pool off the general circulation circuit.

2.

require
Separately filter and heat each of these two pools systems. Each pool will
a new balance tank of approximately 15% of the pool volume.

Engineering Report by Geoglinnes Fong
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Estimates

of filtration costs are as follows:

Children's pool

$ 15,000 to $20,000 (16m'/hr)

25m pool

$200,000 (300m'/hr)

Balance tank costs:
Children's pool

$7,000

25m pool

$35,000

Above costs do not include plant rooms.

POOL HEATING
We have analysed the heat loads on the various pools with the assistance of the Swimplex
prograxnme which we have found to be generally accurate and have enclosed the results.
In summary the results are as follows excluding electrical mains upgrade.
Outdoor 50m pool requires 2 - 200kw Carrier heat pumps at estimated cost $ 155,000.
Outdoor 25m pool requires 1 - 200kw Carrier heat pump at estimated cost $90,000.
Outdoor children's pool requires 1 - 50kw Carrier heat pump at estimated cost $24,000.
All the above pools require blankets when not in use and heat pumps need
and 1m clear at the ends.

to be 2m apart

sizm for the heat pumps. These would
require sighting away fi'om residential areas or have sound attenuators attached.

We have included a Carrier chart

of physical

Operating costs would approximate the following:

Outdoor 50m pool $ 16,000/annum
Outdoor 25m pool $ 10,800/annum
Children's pool $2,000/annum

Engineering Report by Geo+Ninnes Fong & Parnters Pty Ltd
Exrsting Manly Outdoor Aquatic Complex

PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO MANLY AQUATIC CENTRE
an indoor 25m x 10 lane pool and 400m of leisure be added to the
complex and we have costed the heating component for these pools as follows:

It is proposed that

Indoor 25m pool 1- 110kw Carrier heat pump at budget $60,000. Expected operating

cost $ 10,700/~~.
Indoor leisure pool 1 - 160kw Carrier heat pump at budget $82,000. Expected operating
cost $ 15,100/annum.
Filtration for the indoor pools using two stage ozone-chlorine would be:

Indoor 25m pool - $515,000 (350m'/hr)
Leisure pool

- $250,000 (180m'/hr)

GENERAL COMMENTS ON POOL STRUCIVRKS
The 50m pool surrounds have many structural cracks, differential movement with the
gutter on one side taking more water than the other side. There is some general
movement of this pool and a diagonal crack is evident at the deep end running through the
end corner of the deep end and across the Qoor. There is some concourse cracking
adjacent to light towers. Pool joints are satisfactory but tile joints show erosion and
should be regrouted. We would expect these repairs to be part of general maintenance.

The 25m pool has some corrosion of reinforcement evident in gutter pits and at the raised
ends of the pool. The pool is not dead level and thermal movement of the exposed ag
gutter is evident at the ends of the pool. The internal lining of the pool (fibreglass) is in
average to poor condition only. We consider that if it is anticipated to heat and extend
this pools use that the exposed Ag be removed together with the internal fibreglass, all
concrete derusted and rectified and the pool tiled using DIN standard tiles on Laticrete
base.
Anticipated cost of tiles would be $65,000 and rectification work $20,000 with removal
existing finishes $ 17,000.

Engineering Report by Geoff Ninnes Fong & Parnters Pty Ltd
Existt'ng Manly Outdoor Aquatic Comp/ex
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WASTE WATER TREATMENT
into the sewer at
Currently the backwash water passes into a holding tank before passing
looking at
2 litres per second. This system is satisfactory however with the E.P.A. now
Sydney%ater
pool efHuent individually there may need to be discussion with E.P.A. and
to establish approval.

It is possible to water treat the effluent so that it may be used to irrigate parkland. This
system is available in a container sized plant at a cost of approximately $ 150,000.

Engineering Report by Geoff Ninnes Fong
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Detail of deck level
return to 61ters
children's k toddler's
pools

Movement

of pool concoorse

opening up joints

Cra,cking and progressive failure at end

of 25m pool

Proximity

of children's

and toddler's pools

Joint er'osion 50m pool

View

of Grimwood

heaters

(180k' 3) with

general pool pluotbing

Chemical testing and dosing area with C02, Sodium Hypo and alum
dosing. Filters are at rear, heaters out of picture.

Heater to leR un(ter
switchboard with
suction sump RHS,
centre hair A
Ent pot with Scruttons
Pump 270m'/hour,

15HP

Main line to filters

E1eotflCRl C1I'Gusts With

Coz

View down suction sump
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By Fax

Dear Geofi.

RE: Manly Heating 9udgets Hest Pumps

With

Gas Back Up

Following are the heat load analyses using heat pumps for the base load for seven
rcl eight months of the year with gas bacic up. The base loads h&VP been set
against the nearest size of heat pump. In alt oass the gas heater has been given a
healthy safety faoto'r to cater lor any extremes in temperatures. h few hundred
megajMIes of gas heating does not increase the price of the boiler very much at aiL
OLttdoor Sorft

- 1 x 25OAV Heat
1

Outdoor RSm
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fk Rich
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1

X

input
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125kW )%eat Pump

x 658 MJ

input

gas heater

Outdoor ail pools 1 x 180kW 4 1 x 1406M Heat Pumps
1

x 148K MJ

input

gas heater

465,000

$ 18,500

$132,000
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Community

Consultation

The format of the meetings followed a story book approach. This involved asking
people
list their thoughts and responses to four very simple questions.
They were:

to

What are the positive aspects of the Manly Swimming Centre?
What are the negative aspects of the Manly Swimming Centre?

i)
ii)

What features

iii)

/

components would you like to see included

if

the council decided

to redevelop the existing centre?
If you were entering the new facility what would you see?

iv)

The purposes of this method was to gather as much information as possible in a short
period
of time with respondents recording their answers on four separate cards. These cards were
collected and responses were displayed on boards giving the opportunity for discussions
and feedback.
Confirmation
was sought on all points to establish a common
understanding amongst consultants and group members.
This

process was carried out with all four groups.

Analysis

Numerous

points were raised as a result of the process undertaken.
The next step was to
responses in order to reduce the large number of individual responses to a few
general categories in order to identify trends. Similar responses were placed in the same
general category.

',code'll

The respondents
answers in the four community
groups were analysed separately.
Respondents answers and coding are clearly displayed on the following pages.
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Brimming/

Sporting Clubs:

1'uesday 15~ April, 1997
5.30pm - 6.30pm

What.:are the posittve aspe'cts:of the:manly. swimintng. centre?

1. It is well used by the local community
2. Good supportive staff-

3.

Friendly atmosphere

4. Impression that it is well run
5. It is nearby - it is easy to have local schools make use of the pool
6. It has a longish season
7. It attempts to meet the locai community needs
8. It is a warm pleasant, tidy swimming environment with pleasant surrounds
9. Young developing area for sports
10. Training facilities for schoois
11. Open spaces
12. Opening times - early am. to pm - opportunity to book pool out of hours at reasonable
rates
13. Heated
14. Friendly staff
15. Use by many sporting groups
16. Accessibility for Manly synchronised swimming group
17. Area of deep water
18. Large pool
19. Water quality
20. Surroundings

2i. Vicinity
22. Community involvement

SWIMMING

SPORilNG

CLUBS

Other
23%

Locat
9%

Utilised by many

Supportive Staff
9%

sporting groups
23%

Well maint

18%

community

atmosphere
18%

1. Not heated all year
2. Lack of facilities eg water polo pool

3. Training hours
4. Car parking
5. 'Unable to access pool space at times beginners are interested
6. Water temperature - needs to be 26 c

in

attending

7. Winds particularly early am 8, evening

8. Would appreciate sharing space and costs if hirin'g full pool after normal hours
9. Need cover
10. Management as in co-operation - althoughit has improvedsince lastyear
11. Wind
12. Kiosk
13. Lack of useable facility storage space
14. No creche
15. No forward thinking
16. Lack of space ie pool water space
I 7. Not open all year
18. Not enough pools
19. More public facilities ie BBQ's
20. No indoor facility for colder months
21. No gym /health centre
22. It is incredibly busy during some parts of the year - swimming carnivals season
23. Different users having to compete for same pool space
24. Being squashed into two lanes 40 -70 people whilst about 15 swimmers use the laned
space of 6 lanes
25. Lack of adequate space for the sport of water polo
26. The total water unavailiblity of the pool for water polo games

C'I

Limited Water

Space Available
35 Fo

Lack of Protecti
/ Cover from

elements

12'peration
1&o

c'

l.

I

2.

I

would like the same open space feel
to be retained at the centre
would like to see the development of
another pool 25m x 25m f2m dept h
activities which are presently 'fringe
A new pool with adequate
depth for water polo
Keep the grassy nature of the place
5. Keep good staff and friendiy approach
6. Spectator facilities
7. Water polo and syncro pool
8. Meeting rooms
9. Gym area
10. Wind reduction shelter for bad
weather
11. Cafe for socialisation
12. Improved change room facilities

toe ater

activities'.

13. Creche
14. Deepen the 25m pool

l5. Open all year
16. Bit more flexibility with pool space ie lane share with different groups
17. Storage space
18. Offer pool programming
19. Offer vertical aquatic fitness classes 20. Have complete and variable pool aquafitness
21. Programming made available to all
aspects of the community not only the swimmers
22. Multi - use pool
23. Hydraulic floor to accommodate
shallow water activities if funds available
24. Increase water poio use - growth
and development of local clubs
25. Swimming squad for social fitness
26. Diving pool
27. All year pool available
28. An enclosed deep water pool specifically for water polo
29. Heated to at least 26'll year
30. A room for stretching and flexibility
exercises
31. Spectator area for displays and
competitions
32. Non slip floor

SWiMhAiNG

SPoRTING CLUBS

for

Other
38%

6'ncreased

Open all year

Water

space - Utility Pool
347o

Friendl

9'ry

Atrnosph

Facilities /

Storage Facilities
1370

SWIMMiNG

SPORTING CLUBS

A total leisure centre catering
to the whole
2. Something along the lines of the Sutherland community
aquatic centre
3. Many people using all the varied activity
areas
4. Recreational competition - fitness
5. 'any users of the new indoor
pool which could be opened in the
summer fwarm
weatherj - sliding roof —side walls folding to
open to green plant area
6. Warm welcoming staff

7. Social cafe

8. People spending time and money
9. Massage and therapeutic facilities

10. Warmer hydro-therapy pool
11. Rehab athietes and post operative
working in the water
12. Strong and consistent pool
programmes for everybody in the community
13. An oasis in the Warringah shire
14. Steam or sauna offered
15. Sirniiar vision to Homebush but
may not on such a large scale
16. Something that outside areas would
like to attend
17. Training area for Olympics
18. Eating areas
19. Playground for children
20. User friendly for all the community
21. Same staff
22. Grassy area
23. Same location
24. Long hours and long season
25. Maybe a bubble over 50m pool in
winter

Social Cafe
8'fo

Whole Community
Facility

8'a

Friendly Staff

3670

sWiNIMIhl0

SPORTiNG C

48. Caters for all age groups
49. Pleasant atmosphere
50. Excellent coaching

51. Friendly staff
52. informative coaching staff
53. 25m and 50m pool to provide all aspects of training
54. Wading pool with shade cloth
55. Clean pools
56. Excellent width of lanes
57. Location
58. Outdoors - garden parklike surroundings
59. Quality of water
60. Variety of pools
6 l. Friendly staff
62. Fresh air change rooms - sunshine
63. Availability of professional coaching
64. 50m+ 25m pool
65. Heated pool
66. Friendly staff
67. Sufficient coaching staff
68. Convenient kiosk
69. Toilet dressing facilities clean and sufficient
70. Pool chlorine levels always checked
71. Outdoor
72. Warm water
73. Good surroundings
74. Cleanliness
75. Two pools plus little kiddies pool
76. Good coaches
77. Friendly staff
78. Undercover areas
79. Transport is very convenient from home, school etc
80. Best coaches available in the area

81. Helpful

friendly staff

82. Being open throughout the warmer months is much fres her and makes training a great
deal more pleasant
83. Location at southern end of peninsula
84. Comfort for swimmers - open air during swimming season
85. Good quality water
86. Comfortable water temperature
87. Well kept surrounds and amenities
88. Number of lanes available over two pools which allows competitive swimmers to train
89. Reasonable parking area

90. Available staff

91. Reasonably acceptable opening

hours

92. The 50m outside heated pool and 25m pool
93. The high degree cf attention paid to the pool water and surrounds
94. Pool is always in excellent swimming state
95. Staff akways friendiy and helpful
96. Covered shade area for tiny tots

—toilets

etc

1. Closure during winter
2. Inadequate parking
3. Inadequate covered area
4. Lack of lanes for coaching / squad training
5. 'No diving pool
6. When school carnivals are on the use of the pool is severely restricted
7. Overcrowding lanes due to too many local swimmers from many different sports
8. No covered pool for year round swimming training
9. An extra training pool required to elite athletes
10. Lack of covered pool for wet weather carnivals
11. Lack of car parking - dangerous when children run across the road
12. No covering over learn to swim pool
13. No covering in change rooms
14. No gymnasium for elite athletes
15. Not enough pools to suit demands - water polo, aquarobics, water walking training etc
16. It is not a smoke free zone
17. Inadequate change room facilities especially during carnival times
18. Only one heavy thick lane divider
19. Fumes from cooking oil at kiosk
20. Lack of adequate parking spaces
21. Not enough hot showers
22. No door on change room to keep out draughts etc
23. Not enough pools
24. Could use an indoor pool toe
25. Not open all year
26. No indoor heated pool
27. Losing so many of our swimmers because we do not have enough water space and no
indoor facility

28. Have to pay even if not swimming - to visit / to watch
29. Concession tickets not carried over after ciosure
30. Chill factor —when wind blows - my competitive swimming is asthmatic, very lean and
trains up to 2hrs a session, 7 times a week
31. Definitely need some weather protection
32. Carpark - needs to be one way - wider entrance - no visibiTity into carpark from streetareal jam
33. Smoking at centre
34. Club room is very noisy
35. Notice board —need to pay before you can in to see what is on
36. Only two hot showers in mens change room
37. Rain coming into change room
38. The closing of the pool during winier forcing elite swimmers to go else where or cut back
their training

39. Cost of entry
40. Lack of policing realistic lanes regrading standard of swimmers in 50m pool
is very cold for the swimmers
42. Very crowded at peak times
43. Change rooms - definitely need revamping
44. The car park is totally inadequate - dangerous
45. Heaters not good enough —need to be upgraded
46. Not eqqpgh lane space for senior, national and triathletes
47. Not ag year round training

41. Winter

48. Not covered or enclosed
49. No separate heating for pools to allow for varying temperature for learn to swim, disable
and squad and mini squad swimmers
50. Pool isn't opened long enough eg closes at 7pm and 8pm
51. Not enough parking
52. Toilets are not enclosed
53. No wind breaks
54. Not enough room for learn to swim during peak periods
55; No extra space for squad and coach for extra facilities eg exercise room and video
room

56. Too cold during winter
57. Overcrowding makes it hard to focus
58. Seating can be uncomfortable and a problem
59. Starting blocks and walls for back stroke starts could be a lot better
60. Water is too warm at times
61. Overcrowding
62. When they put too much chlorine in the pool
63. The carpark in the afternoon
64. When people park in the drop off lane
65. Ciosure during winter
66. Inadequate parking at times —competes with oval
67. Needs more coaching lanes - too crowded and needs more lane space
68. Road outside pool too dangerous for children to cross
69. No lanes during peak carnival times
70. No facilities for winter training - no covered pool
71. 25m pool needs to be warmer for learn to swim swimmers
72. The change rooms needs to be covered over to keep out the weather
73. Paying to enter when you are waiting for your children

Lack of available pool space
during peak times

Lack of Indoor Facilities

Car Parking
Inadequate
Facilities

Seasonal
Heatin

Change

0

eration
of Pools

Other

¹3,¹4,¹6,¹7,¹9,'15,¹23,¹24, ¹27,
¹40,¹42,¹46.¹54,¹55,¹57,¹61,¹67,

24.7%

¹69
¹10,¹12,¹13,¹26,¹30,¹31,¹41,¹48, 13.7%o
¹56,¹70
¹2,¹11,¹20,¹32,¹44, ¹51,¹63,¹64, 12.3%o
¹66
¹17,¹21,¹22,¹36,¹37,¹43,¹52,¹72 11.0%o
¹1,¹25,¹38,¹47,¹65
6.8%o
¹45,¹49,¹60,¹71,
5.5%

¹5,¹14,¹16,¹'l8, ¹'l9, ¹28, ¹'29, ¹33, 26.0%
¹34,¹35,¹39,¹45,¹50,¹53,¹58,¹59,
¹62,¹68,¹73

Other
25%

Heating of Po
6%o

Seasonal
Operation

Lack of avaIlable
pool space during
peak times
25%

7%o

Inadequate
Change Facilities
11%

12%

SWIMMING

ack of Indoor
Facilities
14%

COACH = CROSS SECTION

More sun protection

2. Recreational could have more play facilities
3. 'erhaps small wave pool
4. More space for learn to swim
5. Water polo times to be extended
6. Coaches lease should be a minimum of five years with an extension after that
7. Small gym area would be great
8. Child minding facilities
9. More lane space
10. Pool to be operational all year
11. Like to see the pool developed in stages
12. 25 m pool enclosed with other lanes added to side — pool to have opening sides to
allow flow for summer

13. Toilets enclosed
14. Car park increased
15. Lane space increased for squad
16. Another 25m pool built for competition - water polo for example and this pool to be
deeper enough all over for synchronised swimming and fitness testing
17. Coaches lease to be extended to 5 years plus option
18. Pool specialising in disabled, learn to swim and baby classes
19. Gym facilities
20. Child minding facilities
21. Separate coaching area and entrance
22. Car parking facilities for coaches and other users
23. More covered areas for wet weather
24. Indoor centre
25. Closed in change rooms —more power points needs
26. More 50 metre lane space for squad training
27. More covered in space for school carnivals
28. Learn to swim must be in a warmer pool to the rest of the centre because they freezethey need a warm bath
29. More car parking space
30. Year round swimming facilities

31. Gym

facilities for

coach

32. Child minding facilities to give mum and dad a break
33. More undercover seating space for the very hot weather
34. Separate pool for water polo
35. All year round swimming faciTities
36. Build new 50 m covered pool upgrade change rooms
37. Enlarge car park
38. Build gymnasium - it would be the only gym i pool complex in district and would attract
new aerobics market
39. Child minding would attract more fitness gym swimmers
40. We definitely need indoor pool training facilities so that the centre can operate 12
months of the year
41. There are riot enough pooh in our area available for squad training and the result is
overcrowding at existing popes. This becomes a lot worse in winter when manly closes
down as pqr existing swlmmh have to look elsewhere to train. So in the long term an
extra poggould help

SWIMMING

COACH

=

CROSS SECTION

42. In the short term cover the 25m pool
43. Cover over change rooms
44. Heat 25m pool for learn to swim
45. More parking
46. An added indoor training / lap pool covered all year round
47. A cover for the 50m pool which canbe kept forsummer
48. An ideal addition would be to replace the existing 50m pool with a new covered one
with a movable boom for short and long course
49. More equipped club house and stretch and exercise room
50. Maybe a weights room
51. Updated and larger kiosk with food swimmers can eat
52. Larger car park
53. Better change rooms
54. All year round use
55. Covered pool like at North Sydney would suffice
56. Another 50 metre pool (maybe not so widej for use for training at lap swimming when
others have carnivals etc
57. If there were 2 - 50metre pools one could have an automatic boom jlike aquatic
centrej which means double coaching space
58. Diving pool / double use for water polo
59. Larger children's shallow pool - gets extremely crowded on hot days and shade
covered
60. Include gym facility for more attraction for fitness, like health club
61. Friday night swimming club expansion —bring greater revenue
62. Enclosed 25m pool —8 lanes to operate all year
63. Multi covered car park
64. Gym for top level swimmers and possibly aerobics club
65. Larger club house for swimmers

.

6$ Parking for all staff members
67. 3min showers for 20c
68. Bigger car park
69. Cover over 25m pool
70. The pools to be heated at a maximum of 23 c
7'I. Stretch and exercise room
72. Bigger club room
73. A 6 lane 25 metre pool
74. Bigger kiosk sitting area
75. More lane space for squads
76. Barbecue area
77. Some form of removable or opening building to allow all round use of the centre
78. A warm up / light weights are to allow athletes more of a complete training facility
79. Availability of 50 metre lanes for elite members during morning sessions —maybe training
off some 25m lanes
80. Complete roof over the change room
81. Fix the covered area so it is not like a waterfall when ever it rains - a poor job done by
council workers
82. More undercover seating and / or undercover areas to leave bags etc - not on the
ground
83. Deepening of the 25 m pool to allow for synchronised swimming, diving, w/polo
84. More car park space to cater for carnivais and safe entry and exit to car park - turning
bays
85. 25m pool needs to be covered in for winter training but a form which allows fresh air to
flow through as at Blacktown City Council pool —clear glass / folding up - an immediate

need
86. More covered seating

SWIMMiNG

COACH

= CROSS SECTION

87. Shower toilet facilities I change rooms upgraded
88. Possibly another pool for recreation as the number of pools in northern areas is
decreasing which makes it difficult for top performance swimmers - pool space is always
short I allow more teaching programmes to be introduced
89. Not to lose what swimmers like about Manly —the openness and fresh air
90. Heated indoor pool - jwith design to enable sides to be openedj available for coaches
—re serious swimmers
young or old - learn to swim - disabled persons
91. A gym for dry land training to go with swimming prograrnmes and general fitness
92. I would love this pool to be 50m and open all year
93. Another 50m pool - indoor
94. Outdoor 50m open all year available for lap swimmers
95. Improved changing facilities - including more, but avoiding indoor tiled "wet" floors as
per Warringah aquatic - terrible change rooms
96. Better facilities for training including more dedicated areas
97. More car parking
98. Electronic timing facilities
99. Child minding creche
100.More spectator (covered} areas
101JAore lanes for competitive squads
102.Additional pool to accommodate different demands simultaneously
ie water polo
school carnivals, elite squads. Lap swimmers, leisure swimmers
103.Car park —needs major review - very dangerous, frustrating at peak times
104.Competitive swimming has no off season
105.Short term - protection of at least the 25m pool to allow all weather effective training
106.Facility for all year training
107.Gym facility to supplement dry land training for swim squads
108.Massage faciiities etc for swimmers
109.25m pool - roof with opening sides similar to Biacktown
110.Sheltered areas for spectators to cope with swim carnivals

SWIMMING

COACH = CROSS SECTION

increased Water Space
Combination 50m/25m Pools

All

Year Operational Status

Combination

Dry facilities

Improved Car Park
Improved Change Facilities

Increased Shade 8 Cover

¹4,¹9,¹15,¹16,¹18,¹26,¹34,¹36, 21.7%o
¹41,¹46, ¹48, ¹56, ¹57, ¹58, ¹59,
¹73,¹75, ¹79,¹83,¹88, ¹93,¹101,
¹102
¹10,¹12.¹24, ¹3Q, ¹'35, ¹40, ¹42, 18.9/o
¹44, ¹47, ¹54, ¹55, ¹62, ¹69, ¹77,
¹85,¹90,¹92,¹94,¹1Q5,¹106,¹109
¹7,¹19,¹31,¹38,¹49,¹50,¹60,¹64, 12.6/o
¹71,¹72,¹?8,¹91,¹107,¹108
¹14,¹22. ¹29, ¹37, ¹45, ¹52, ¹63, 10.8%
¹66,¹68,¹84,¹97,¹103
¹13,¹25, ¹43, ¹53, ¹80, ¹81,¹8?, 8.1%
¹95,¹111
1, ¹23, ¹27, ¹33,¹82, ¹86, QQ, 7.2%
¹110
¹8,¹20,¹32.¹39,¹99
¹51.¹74,¹76
2.7/o
¹2,¹3,¹5,¹6,¹l1,¹17,¹21,¹28, 13.5%o
¹61,¹67,¹70,¹89,¹96,¹98,¹104
¹

Child Mindin Facilities
Improved Kiosk I Catering
Facilities

Other

¹

1

4.5%%uo

improved IQosk

l

Child Minding Facirities Catering Facirities

5%

3%
Other

Increased Shad
Cover
7/o

Improved Change

Increased Water

Facilities

Space - Combination

8%

50m!25m Pools
21/o

Improved Car Park

11%

Combina
facilities

All

SWIMMING

Year Operational
Status
18%

13%

COACH = CROSS

entrance that flows easily and does not become a bottleneck at the slightest
increase in numbers and with a more reasonable disabled / stroller access
Sunshine, turquoise blue and light colours / grassed area
Parents whoa re watching / waiting for children seated comfortably in an area not wet
'and tiled and too close to pool edge like WAC but with seating on horizontal backed
benches with hooks and shelf like at present
Curves and sailed roof with easy indoor outdoor view as well as access
5 Coming into manly pool should present itself as orderly, not chaotic always maintaining
its personal and friendly atmosphere
6 Not a closed in feeling
7 Always open, light, bright but simply clean look - not cluttered
An

8 Natural look
9 Green space important and trees
10. Non slip surfaces, safe
11. Clean, modern rest room facilities and showers
12. Shop facilities are good but would need to be upgraded for more people
13. To be a great place - loved by al and should only expand on the basis that locals
continue to enjoy it for what it iooks like and offers
14. Open, spacious
15. Clearly sign posted foyer
16. Bright, attractive - view of manly swim centre as a welcome, clean exciting place to be
17. Would like to see into training pool either from foyer or perimeter
18. Swim shop set out separate to food kiosk
19. Like the freshness of open air with the option of protection from the elements
2Q. Covered marshalling area for competitors
21. Staff in uniform —clearly labelled on shirt
22. Clean, efficient showers and change rooms

23. Lighting at night
24. Option to accommodate spectators in wet weather
25. Dry storage of swimmers gear while training / competing
26. Shelter for officials at carnivais
27. A relaxed atmosphere
28. Open space
29. Palm trees and an umbrella style cafe
30, The entry could be a hall of fame for many elite athletes who uses the facilities
31. Very clam as l walk through the gate because I'e had no problem parking
32. Open expanses
33. Very green
34. Lots of trees around grassed areas and covering up night fences
35. Big play ground jenclosed) with many children playing
36. Swimmers in the 50m pool
37. Many table and chairs under sheltered areas
38. A beautifully landscaped area of different pools catering for different types of swimmer
with plenty

39. A relaxed

of seating available for spectators

tranquil setting with plenty of vegetation with palms and ferns
40. Everything looking clean and fresh and inviting
41. A place you
you want to return to
42. A vision of 2
pools with inviting sun shades over the toddler pools

'ater

'een these pools and then the indoor heated pool that can have ail

43. Gpss areas
sides rolled

44. My hope

is

o

pn hot days or evenings
large squad training in 4 to 5 lanes of the 50 m pool

SWIMMING

COACH = CROSS SECTION

45. Friendly staff
46. 25m pool full with learn to swim 8 mini squads
47. 25 metre pool for leisure 8,2 small pools for wading and fun for little ones
48. A busy and friendly atmosphere fille with people enjoying themselves and learning
49. Hopefully i wouldn't see much difference with the exception of being able to swim ail
year round and enjoying the centre
50. Clean crisp lines - more organised desk and organised groups of swimmers

51. Not chaotic
52. Light and airy but friendly and user friendly
53. Relaxed
54. Northern beaches atmosphere
55. I would love to walk into an indoor centre that had the feeling of being outside
56. Light streaming in
57. Tress either indoor or outdoor
58. Lovely coloured grounds - green
59. Underwater viewing
60. Soft garden furniture
61. Palm trees minus birds
62. Music for relaxation
63. Large indoor pool being used for squad training
64. Leam to swim children laughing and having fun because the pool is enjoyable to swim
in

65. Feeling of warmth
66. Warm and cosy club room - with locker facilities for the squad kids
67. Gym facilities and happy children in the child minding facilities
68. Sun —light - natural
69. Outdoors aspect
70. Parklike surrounds
71. Swimming activity
?2. Plenty of shade ares for spectators
73. No palm trees

SVflMMING

COACH = CROSS SECT/ON

ke'~
Light/Open/Natural

8, Clean

Relaxed Community

Fee!

Grassy Areas 8 Surrounds

Stora

e 8, Covered

Areas

Cafe Facilities
Other

¹2,¹4,¹6,¹7,¹8,¹11,¹14,¹16,¹19,

¹23,¹28,¹32,¹40,¹42,¹52,¹55,¹56,
¹68,¹69
¹5,¹13,¹31,¹27,¹31,¹39,¹'4l,348,
¹51,¹53,¹54.¹62,¹64,¹65,¹66
¹9,¹33,¹34,¹38,¹43,¹57.¹58,¹60,
¹61,¹70
¹20,¹24,¹25,¹26,¹35,¹37
¹12,¹29
¹1,¹3,¹10,¹15,¹17,¹18,¹21,¹22,¹30,
¹36,¹44,¹45,¹46,¹47,349, 350, ¹59,
¹63,¹67,¹71,¹72,¹73

26.1/o

19.2%%uo

13.7/o
8.2%%uo

2.7/o

30.1/o

Other
30%%uo

Cafe Facilities
3%d

Storage L
Covered Areas

Light/Open/Natur
al 8, Clean

S%%uo

26/o

Grassy Are
Surround
14%d

Relaxed
Community Feel
19%%uo
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Schools:

Nednesday 14 April, 1997
4.00pm - 5.00pm

-

M%af::.aie:]he',pestle':::aspi;ch'::o'f the::maiiP:mlinmlirg':cerihel:...:;

Very helpful staff - will try to fit you into their programme
2. Good rates of hire
3. Outdoor atmosphere is healthy and upiifting
Good variety of pools to cater for differenf groups
5. Always clean and very well maintained
6. Good storage of equipmenf for lessons - eg. Water polo goals and kickboards
7. Excellent lifeguard attention
Good opening hours

9. Cheap enfry
10. Excellent standard of maintenance
11. Provide all necessary equipment and help for school swimming carnivals
12. Heated pools in winter is great
13. Good water quality
14. Plenty of space in cooler months for school 8 recreational swimming
15. Good rules and regulations enforced by lifeguards prevent injuries and problems with
public

16. Caters for variety of interest group ie. Squad training, schools, wafer polo, lifesaving
17. Provides for hair drying in women's change room
18. Good club room
19. Nice green environment
20. Well organised lanes for public, squads etc
21. Natural environment provides for clean air
22. No strong chlorine smell

MI'fed::::are.wie: klieg'aliene:::crspeeh:ef:::::~::riieiify,:..suJmrirrfiig.::.c'leijfiig-

-

'.

Toilets aren't always perfect but they are fairly clean
2. Need more shade areas / protection cover for extreme conditions
3. Closes in the rniddle of the year which isn't always necessary with the heated pool
4. Shame it must shut down during storms due to lack of protection from lightning
5. Sometimes too crowded because of its popularity - caters for so many interest
groups
that you must plan around, which is not always convenient
6. Not many lockers for storage
Bigger / more pools for small children need in summer due to congestion during holiday
learn to swim programme
8. Parking is very tricky in summer - can be dangerous with lots of small children running

through the

car park

scHooLs

1.

All

year round swimming

2. Cover

in winter

3. Maybe enclosed pool to prevent weather
'omplex

restrictions

- maybe enclose part of the

4. Small grandstand
5. Another pool —more water space - built on part of millers reserve
6. Extend car park
7. Enclose change rooms with more facilities eg. Showers
8. More pay pool areas as in Homebush
9. Diving pool
10. scoreboard and video screen
I:::yoii:;:itiei'e:::e'iit~g':Sie.':I'edevifope'if-::ciiihe':.:~:::woiikf::yaii':ie'i~

1. Larger foyer with memorabilia on show

2. Space
3. Light
4. Natural environment
5. Spectacular feel as per Homebush

6. Both strong competitive flavour and fun environment

SCHOOLS

Season Pass Holders: Thursday T7s'pril, 'I%97
6.00pm - 7.00pm

1. Outside pools
2. 'Clear pool and surrounds
3. Adequate staff
4. Good grass areas
5. Covered toddlers pool opening hours - early mornin g start probably the main reason for
my patronage
6. Heating
7. Well maintained

8. Pleasant location
9. Basically friendly staff
10. Only 50 m pool available

in district

11. Outdoor pools are great
12. Versatility with 50 m pool, 25m pool,
13. Grassed areas

kids pool

and wading

14. Convenient parking
15. Clean water
16. Clean surrounds - good management
17. No hooliganism
18. Pleasant staff
19. Ampler opening hours
20. Very co-operate staff
21. Swimming club relationships
22. Open air
23. Clean water
24. Clean surrounds
25. Very good staff
26. Clean amenities
27. Available to swimming club on Saturday mornings

SEASON PASS HOLDERS

pool

Other

Clean, well
maintained
environment and
facilities
30/o

OUtdoor Faciliti

11'leasant

co-

operative staff

19'EASOH

PASS HOLDERS

1.
2.

3.

Difficulty in running carnivals during inclement
Minimum shelter
Dressing sheds are drafty

weather

4. Too cold for competitions at night
5. No cover for officials during wet weather
6. Difficulty in getting to car park when it is raining
7. Not open all year
8. Lack of cover on rainy days
9. Lack of parking on busy days
10. Inadequate club room
11. Openness to the winds particularly early in season
12. At peak times lack of pool space for all groups wanting to train or swim
13. Change rooms while clean are open to weather - rain makes it very difficult to keep
clothes dry etc. - and to stay warm particularly early and late in the season
14. Pool not available 12 months of the year
15. Lack of sheiter when it rains
16. Not enough hot showers particularly at peak training times in early mornings
17. Inadequate parking during height of school swimming season
18. More covered required during hottest swimming months
19. Difficulty in getting in and out of pool if you have a bad back injury or problem
20. Pools are very crowded during summer —over holiday and school swimming season
21. Slow pool - shallow end should be deeper
22. Exposure to westerlies and north casters
23. Club room basic
24. Hot showers not always reliable
25. Parking can be unsatisfactory

SEASON PASS HOLDERS

Other
24%

Seasonal Operati
8%

Space
at peak times

Limited Pool

Lack of cover 8.
protection from the
elements

8%

44%

Parking Facili

16%

SEASON PASS KOLDERS

1. New club rooms
2. Upgrade change rooms
3. Enclosed 25 metre pool in winter
4. Install wind breaks on western end
5. Electronic timing equipment
6. New lane dividers
7. New starting blocks
8. Rebuild seating on southern side
9. Bbq and similar equipment
10. Another 25 metre poo
11. Cover over pools during winter
12. More parking
13. Better heating so you could swim most months of the year
14. Better club house for swimming clubs
15. Provide swimming all year round with perhaps 2-3 weeks close down for essential
maintenance
16. Improve change rooms
17. Have efficient water heating system to maintain pool temperature at 22 c through
winter months in 50m pool
18. Electronic timing equipment to be available for carnivals
19. Swimming club room to be larger perhaps a 2~d story above existing building
20. Provide wind breaks (si8mTtiar to what is available in WAC) around pool
21. Do not in any redevelopment turn poo into leisure centre with gym's, sauna's, spa's etc
- it should be maintained as a "swim" centre
22. Greater wind protection at western end and also side of 25m pool
23. Deeper at shallow end
24. If not indoor — a cover which could be used on a temporary basis allowing meets /
carnivals to

be

held

25. Efficient heating system
26. Upgrade club rooms, perhaps include a creche
27. Better notice board / advertise for clubs
28. 8 or 10 lane indoor heated pool —with a small pool for teaching swimming
29. Make the existing 50m pool an indoor pool jsee Blacktown)
30. Walls to be open up in good weather and closed down in bad weather

SEASON PASS HOLDERS

Improved Change
facilities
7%

Club rooms /

storage facilities
and swimming
equipment
2

Protection
from the elements

7'reater

10'perational

Status

23 Fo

sEp,soN PASS Ho/.DERs

1. No comment really

—I

am perfectly happy with the entrance and the impression

I

now

2.

Vision - state of
all abilities

the art Olympic pool with anti wave ropes accommodating

3.

swimmers

get
of

A facility that is will run, clean and almost in all weathers, inviting
4. Relaxed atmosphere
5. Pleasant staff
6. The feel of a community pool where people of all ages and abilities use the pool for
fitness and health in conjunction with the various swimming clubs, training and squads
and water polo teams

7. Bit more pool space
An open 50m pool available 12 months a year
9. Consumer friendly
10. Areas for family to have fun
11. Areas for serious swimmers
12. BBQ faciTities
13. Improved landscaping
14. Better play are for children maybe incorporated with

8.

a pool

SEASON PASS "OLDERS
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WTERlM GVlDEU

lgfERIM GUIDEUNEs.

Ganeiv8 Information
Purpose of the Program
The Regional Sports Facility Program is a Grant Program aimed at
enhancing the range, availability and quality of major sport and recreation
facilies throughout NSW.
The objective of the Program is to
progressively develop and enhance a network of regional sporting facilities
throughout NSW that meets the needs of both talented and elite athletes,
and the community generally.
WHAT LEVEL OF ASSlSTANGE lS AVAtLABLE
Normally, the maximum grant available for any project through this
..Program wiH be $300,000, but this may be varied in particular
circumstances, based on the recommendation of the Department of
Sport and Recreation.

Grants will normally be made on a $ (Dollar) for $(Dollar) basis, but this
may be varied in particular circumstances on the recommendation of
the Department of Sport and Recreation.
NMAT TYPE QF PROJECTS VNU.

SBCDNSlDEREO

Construction of new sporting and/or ancillary facilities.

Substantial upgrading
~-

of existing sporting and/or ancillary facilities.

Projects which can be commenced within 6 months of the grant
announcement
and which can be completed within 18 months, It
should be noted that the availability of grants will not normaliy be
extended beyond this time,

INTER!M GUIDELIMEs

iNrERIM QJIDELINEs

WHO CAN APPLY
~

?

Local Government Authorities.

Recognised State Sportirig organisations (please refer to the Department of Sport and
Recreation for further details).
Not-for-profit

sporting
organtsation,
Sporting

~

organisations

which

are affiliated to the appropriate

Abcriginal and TOrreS Strait lSiander COmrnunity

State

COunCilS.

ONer not&or-prorit organisatlons which are able to demonstrate that the provision or
upgrading of a major sports faciTity would improve access for the general community
to participate in sport anchor meet the needs of both talented and elite athletes.

NHAT TYPE OF PROJECTS

MALL NOT

BE CONSIDERED 7

Private commercial ventures.

Projects where the costs are associated with the maintenance
replacement of existing facilities,

or

~

Operating costs associated with an existing facility, including salaries.

~

Those projects that have already started or have been completed
not be considered,

CLO8lNG DATE
~

~

Date fo be confinried.

~

0'nly applications

meeting

the ahriie guidelines i@i'be cortsidered.

will

HQN TO APPLY
1.

Carefully consider the criteria for the program and decide if you are eligible for assistance under
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1 Introduction

1.1

Purpose and objectives

Manly Council has proposed an upgrade to the Manly Andrew “Boy” Charlton (ABC) Swim Centre in order to
provide the community with improved, year round access to additional indoor swimming, leisure and
recreation facilities. The upgrade to the Swim Centre has been signalled in Council’s capital works program for
over ten years. The ABC Swim Centre has received an offer of a low interest loan from the State Government
with funding conditional on the upgrade works commencing by December 2013.
Currently the ABC Swim Centre is operating at capacity. The upgrade would enable the Swim Centre’s use for
new activities, accommodating a wider range of groups. Ageing facilities are leading to rising energy and
maintenance costs - the current operation of the Manly ABC Swim Centre highly inefficient. Furthermore, new
facilities are required for the adjoining LM Graham Reserve. Sports storage, change rooms and general
purpose indoor space can be accommodated in the upgraded Swim Centre.
The redevelopment proposes transforming the Manly ABC Swim Centre into a major regional facility capable of
meeting contemporary community needs and interests relating to aquatic sports and leisure activities.
The upgraded Swim Centre will retain the existing outdoor 50 metre pool and proposes to replace the outdoor
25 metre pool with new indoor swimming facilities. Additionally, the Centre will provide public toilets and
change rooms that service the adjoining LM Graham Reserve.
Elton Consulting was engaged by Council to undertake consultation with the community and key stakeholders
of the Manly ABC Swim Centre. Engagement outcomes will be used to inform the planning, design, and
construction processes surrounding the Swim Centre upgrade.

1.2

Overview of engagement process

The engagement process involved the following activities:
 Workshop with Pool Users (held on Tuesday 23rd April 2013)
 Workshop with Clubs (held on Tuesday 23rd April 2013)
 Face-to-face intercept surveys with Pool Users (conducted on Tuesday 23rd April 2013)
 Feedback submitted via email before and after the workshops
 Phone interviews with schools (held between 6th and 17th May 2013).

1.3

Key findings

 The centre is perceived as a well-loved community asset.
 The outdoor low key community based character is what attracts existing users to the pool and there is a
view that built form shouldn’t dominate the centre.
 Improved and increased parking is viewed as the most desired outcome of any upgrade.
 While there are some voices against the indoor facility, 61% of survey respondents stated an indoor 25
metre pool should be a key feature of the upgrade. It would appear that some of the opposition may rest
upon assumption that an indoor facility:
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-

would be unattractive, dark and lack fresh air thereby resulting in increased use of the existing 50 metre
facility

-

could in the long term lead to the closure of the 50 metre outdoor pool over winter.

 It was also seen as important that:
-

any indoor facility should maximise light, airiness and ventilation

-

the upgrade should maximise availability of lane space and diversity of activities

-

consideration be given to providing an indoor facility with a minimum depth of 1.8 metres to allow for
water polo, scuba training etc.

-

access for disabled persons be improved

-

amenities such as toilets and changing facilities be improved including incorporation of family change
facilities.

-

staging and construction be managed to minimise disruption to access and operation of the existing
centre

-

a crèche and covered outdoor spaces be considered.

 The least desired features of any proposed upgrade were:
-

Multi-purpose wellness centre

-

Gym, spa and sauna.

 Schools generally viewed an upgrade as positive noting that improved access to and diversity of facilities
would be of benefit. Some noted that improved facilities could lead to increased demand by schools within
the area and from the wider region.
 A number of swimming groups/clubs also requested an opportunity to provide comment on emerging
designs.

1.4

Reflecting on the outcomes of previous consultation

An analysis of the outcomes of the 2013 consultation and earlier consultation process suggests
that overall, community values and aspirations for Manly Swim Centre remain consistent in 2013
to what they were in 1997.
The existing Manly Swim Centre continues to be highly valued within the community as an important
recreational facility, a hub for community activity and a local landmark. Aspirations for the proposed
redevelopment of the Centre emphasise the importance of retaining key aspects of the Centre including the 50
metre outdoor pool and local character, while improving its existing amenity. Some participants supported the
idea of an indoor 25 metre pool, while others expressed a preference for retaining / upgrading the existing 25
metre outdoor pool. Some participants see the upgraded Centre as a ‘spectacular’ facility, while others have a
preference for a more low key facility. Many believe it should be a place that is open and light, and which
retains its connection to the great outdoors.
A brief comparison of findings has been provided in Section 3 of this report to contextualise and validate the
outcomes of the recent consultations.
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2 Engagement Outcomes

2.1

Survey

The survey was conducted face to face as an intercept survey with pool users on Tuesday 23 April 2013.
It was also administered as part of the two workshops on the same day. A total of 59 respondents completed
the survey.

Respondent Profile

The mean age of survey respondents was between 36 and 55 years of age. Residents aged 36 and
over made up just less than three quarters of the survey respondents (74%), while 26% of respondents were
aged 35 or younger. One survey respondent declined to share their age.
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Over 80% of survey respondents identified themselves as general users of the swim centre. In
almost equal proportion were members of a swim club/training group (14%) and parents of children learning
how to swim (15%). No school sports officers took part in the survey. Other survey respondents identified
themselves as leaseholders, swim group instructors and business operators.

The majority of survey respondents (60%) use the pool several times a week. Together, survey
respondents who use the pool every day and survey respondents who use the pool several times a week make
up three quarters of all respondents. Interestingly, the number of surveyed pool users who use the pool every
day (15%) was in equal proportion to those who only used the pool once a week.
Furthermore, the number of surveyed everyday pool users was greater than survey respondents who used the
pool less frequently than once a week (10%). Survey data suggests that the average Andrew “Boy” Charlton
Pool user has a high visitation (i.e. a regular patron) and that once off visits to the pool are relatively rare.

6
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Over half (54%) of the survey respondents cited ‘individual swim’ as the main reason for visiting
the Andrew “Boy” Charlton Swim Centre. A fifth (22%) of survey respondents were visiting with family or
friends. Together the Learn to Swim Program and competitive swim training comprised 32% of surveyed pool
users.

Feedback on the existing Manly Andrew “Boy” Charlton Swim Centre

A total of 78% of surveyed pool users and stakeholders highlighted Manly ABC Swim Centre’s
outdoor facilities and open air environment as a positive characteristic of the pool. It is important
to recognise that the outdoor facilities and open air environment were cited more than twice as often as any
other positive characteristic of the Manly ABC Swim Centre. Clearly, outdoor swimming space is a highly valued
community asset.
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Unsurprisingly, the second and third most cited positive characteristics were environmental attributes of the
Manly ABC Swim Centre. The ‘friendly atmosphere and local character’ of the ABC Swim Centre was
the second most cited positive characteristic of the ABC Swim Centre (34%) identifying the pool
as a positive social environment and community hub. Water temperature and cleanliness were highly
valued (27%), the pool providing a high level of amenity to swimmers.
Friendly staff (24%), a variety of accessible facilities (25%), and the number of programs on offer (10%) were
also acknowledged as positive features of the existing ABC Swim Centre.
46% of survey participants identified a number of other positive characteristics of the Swim Centre including,
but not limited to:
 The great swim school
 The pool is quiet and not too busy
 The children’s pool is safe with a high presence of life guards
 Great set up for parents who wish to have a swim while their kids learn to swim
 Outdoor seating
 Cheap entrance fee.

Views on the upgrade of the Manly Andrew “Boy” Charlton Swim Centre

Improved parking was the identified by 73% of survey participants as the most required aspect
of any proposed upgrade. This was followed closely by the incorporation of a multi-lane 25 metre
indoor pool (61%)
Survey participants viewed covered outdoor spaces (42%) and improving changing facilities as quite important
with 41% of pool users in favour of family change facilities and 29% of the view that changing facilities need
to be improved for people with a disability.
Other supporting services valued by survey participants included a crèche with child minding services (37%)
and a café with an outdoor eating area (36%). Additionally, 29% of survey participants highlighted the need
for a general upgrade to amenities for the pool and adjoining LM Graham reserve.
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The proposed features of least importance to ABC Swim Centre pool users and stakeholders are an indoor
program pool (15%), indoor spa and sauna facilities (14%), a gym (12%), and a multi-purpose wellness
centre (5%).
When responses were weighted, the 25 metre indoor pool and improved and increased parking
remained the most important features for inclusion in the upgrade.

Survey respondents most frequently rated a multi-lane 25 metre indoor pool (37%), improved and
increased parking facilities (17%) and a crèche for child minding (12%) as the highest priority upgrades for
the ABC Swim Centre. When adjusting the feedback to consider the weighted importance of the proposed
upgrade, all three of the top rated responses dropped in relative importance. Additionally, covered outdoor
spaces superseded a crèche and child minding facilities as the third most important aspect of the upgrade as
considered by survey respondents.

Maintaining the Swim Centre’s outdoor emphasis was highlighted as the most important missing
feature of the proposed Swim Centre upgrade (19%) followed closely by upgraded and warmer
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changing facilities, and shade structures over the pool (17%). Additional proposed features for
inclusion in the Manly ABC Swim Centre upgrade included:
 Sliding doors and a glass, louvered roof as part of the new indoor pool to allow for light and the circulation
of fresh air (n=4)
 Increased accessibility to facilities for older patrons (n=3)
 Increased parking availability (n=3)
 Provision of aquatic play equipment (n=2)
 An outdoor spa (n=2)
 Maintaining a mix of open space and aquatic facilities
 Option of outdoor water aerobics
 Additional spectator stands
 Increased bus services to the ABC Swim Centre.

Minimising the timeframe of construction and potential disruption to the ABC centre was viewed
by 42% of survey participants as the most important issue in managing the redevelopment
process. This was closley followed with 35% of respondnts stating that ongoing access should be
ensured during the upgrade.
11% of survey respondents expressed concerns regading traffic congestion and parking problems during
constcrtion. Additional issues that survey participants thought the council needs to consider in the managing of
the redevelopment process included:
 Local character / scope of the project (n=3)
 Keeping the community informed / taking the opinion of the community on board (n=3)
 Consideration of the height of the new facility / ensuring outdoor facilities are not overshadowed (n=2)
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 Ensuring the centre does not become too enclosed / boxy (n=2)
 Sufficient ventilation of the new indoor centre (n=2)
 Employment of ecological sensitive architecture and energy saving infrastructure (n=2)
 Undertaking the works during the cooler months so as to minimise disruption (n=2)
 Providing facilities for water polo players
 Ensuring sufficient capacity for outdoor lap swimmers
 Ensuring facilities are accessible to disabled individuals
 Concerns about flooding of the car park.

2.2

Workshops with Pool Users and Clubs

On Tuesday 23 April 2013, a group of eighteen ‘pool users’ and ten club representatives attended two separate
workshops for consultation on the proposed upgrades to the Manly Andrew “Boy” Charlton (ABC) Swim Centre.
The Pool Users in attendance represented the core patronage of the ABC Swim Centre, all participants
possessing an adult season pass, adult half-season pass or a family season pass. Workshop participants were
regular swimmers who use the pool several times a week; 18% of which use the pool every day. The majority
of pool users were aged 56 and above (72%) with the remaining 28% of participants aged between 36 and 55
years of age.
Participants in the clubs workshop included representatives from the Aqua Café, Narelle Simpson Swim School,
Manly Amateur Swimming Club, Manly Diggers Swimming Club, Manly Life Saving Club, Manly Suburb District
Water Polo Club, and Sydney Northern Beaches Water Polo Club.
All workshop participants expressed great pride in their local Swim Centre, raising a number of issues for the
consideration in the design of the upgraded centre. Discussion at the two workshops with pool users and clubs
centred on:
Preserving the local low key character of the Andrew “Boy” Charlton Swim Centre:
During the workshop participants noted that the local character of the ABC Swim Centre is an important part of
what makes the pool a unique and highly valued facility. Preservation of the local character of the ABC Swim
Centre is essential. Emphasis on community and a family focus were identified as the core tenets behind the
pool’s friendly, personable atmosphere. Workshop participants voiced their concern that an increase in the size
of the Swim Centre may transform a “small, tight-knit community hub” into a “large, faceless recreation
centre”. The upgraded facility must consider the important role the ABC Swim Centre plays in fostering
community as part of its design.
Regular users of the Swim Centre stated that “an outdoors, active lifestyle focused around the water” was a
key aspect of life on the Northern Beaches. Pool users were concerned that under current plans the new ABC
Swim Centre would possess too much of an indoor emphasis. Ensuring that the ABC Swim Centre retains its

emphasis on the outdoors is crucial in adequately reflecting the water-sports culture of Manly LGA.

Concerns about overcrowding and the underutilisation of the proposed indoor pool:
Workshop attendees were concerned that preliminary plans for the ABC Swim Centre could see the proposed
indoor pool underutilised. In turn, the remaining outdoor facilities would operate at overcapacity. Participants

emphasised that the core patronage of the ABC Swim Centre possessed a strong preference for outdoor
swimming and that an enclosed pool may not be attractive to patrons. In the warmer months, the issue of

overcrowding may be further compounded. Pool users and clubs observed that at present very few people use
indoor facilities and that overcrowding of outdoor facilities is often an issue. Available water space is the ABC
Swim Centre’s greatest challenge. It was the view of some workshop participants that current plans may add
little extra capacity; “We are spending a lot of money for little gain in amenity”.
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The majority of Pool Users at the workshop voiced a desire for the outdoor 25 metre swimming pool to remain
– outdoor swimming space more valuable to the community than a new indoor facility. Club representatives
stressed that “it doesn’t make any sense to remove the outdoor 25 metre pool only to replace it with an indoor
25 metre pool” as the extra lane space gained would be minimal. Clubs representatives were adamant that an
indoor 25 metre pool would be used by only a few ‘unseasoned’ swimmers. Furthermore, clubs stated that the
feedback they were receiving from parents with children enrolled in Learn to Swim classes is that they don’t
want a “claustrophobic indoor pool”. The outdoor pool is popular with parents, children, clubs and pool users
alike. Workshop participants reiterated the ABC Swim Centre’s outdoor focus concerned that they did not want
to see a shift towards an indoor facility where the outdoor pools were not open year round.
Some attendees however noted that an indoor facility would open the centre to greater use by disabled
people, older and families with young children who were less inclined to use the pool in colder months.
Meeting the evolving requirements of the Northern Beaches community:
Workshop participants agreed that the ABC Swim Centre was servicing a growing number of people living on
the Northern Beaches. Clubs and pool users highlighted the need for a new facility that would meet the
shifting requirements of ABC Swim Centre patrons while improving its existing services. Attendees were quick
to dismiss suggestions of a spa, gym or wellness centre making the points that the Northern Beaches already
had such facilities, and that “the focus of the ABC Swim Centre should remain around swimming and water
sports”.
Two participants raised the issue that it was not only the needs of current pool users that should be
considered but also the needs of families with young children and older people who couldn’t swim outside
during the winter months.
Workshop participants envisaged an upgraded ABC Swim Centre that provided a diverse and balanced range of
services and activities to swim centre patrons. Both pool users and clubs requested that consideration be given
to a deep water (minimum depth of 1.8 metres) multipurpose pool. Club representatives identified a lack of
deep water facilities on the Northern beaches and the potential to reinforce the ABC Swim Centre as a
community sports hub. A deep water multipurpose pool would maximise available water space, increase lap

lane capacity and provide flexible use for swimming, diving, water polo, scuba diving, aqua aerobics and
synchronised swimming.

Minimising disruption during the construction period:
Workshop participants expressed concerns about potential losses in capacity and facility availability during the
construction phase. Disruption to club activities during the proposed upgrade must be minimised. This included
maintaining places for pool patrons to park.
Design considerations for the Andrew “Boy” Charlton Swim Centre Upgrade:
 Ensuring sufficient ventilation and air circulation – the smell of pool chemicals was cited as a major
deterrent to indoor pool use.
 Consideration of the natural beauty of the surrounding landscape. The new indoor pool must not be
removed from the surrounding environment; ABC Swim Centre patrons enjoy swimming in the open air and
among the gum trees. A sense of openness is a high priority for pool users; indoor facilities must be
installed with glass walls that can be retracted to open the pool up to the surrounding environment.
 The ABC Swim Centre is blessed with an attractive aspect. The new Swim Centre must capitalise on the
site’s unique setting.
 Sufficient natural light is essential for all indoor spaces.
 Wide lanes (2.5 metre wide) are desired by pool users.
 The new indoor pool must be at least 1.8 metres minimum (2.0 metres in depth being desirable) to allow
for scuba diving and to accommodate deep water activities.
 The orientation of the pool is a crucial design feature.
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 The installation of latest water treatment to reduce the need for pool chemicals.
 The scale of the building in relation to its immediate environment must be taken into consideration. The
pool site should not be dominated by buildings. Additionally, the ratio between open spaces and enclosed
buildings on the site must be considered.
 Wind tunnelling and overshadowing must be avoided.
 The new facility must provide improved access to people with a disability. Swimming is essential exercise
for many people with a disability; often the only exercise people of certain disabilities are capable of
undertaking. Access must be universal.
 The new facility should deliver increased parking capacity.
 Explore retrofitting options to extend the lifecycle of the existing outdoor 25 metre pool.
 Ensure the latest use of technology and design.
 Ensuring that the design of the new facility accommodates a diverse range of uses by multiple clubs and
stakeholders.
 Ensuring that the design is energy efficient and ecologically sensitive, reducing per capita electricity and gas
consumption and making use of passive and renewable energy technologies.

2.3

Comments from schools

A number of primary and high schools located in the Manly Local Government Area and surrounds were invited
to participate in a short phone interview to provide feedback on the proposed upgrade of the Manly Swim
Centre. Those who expressed an interest were then sent a copy of the Fact Sheet via email for their
information. Feedback was received from three schools.
Local schools use the pool for a variety of activities including carnivals, learn to swim classes and organised
sports such as water polo. However, some schools visit the Swim Centre infrequently, for instance for their
annual swimming carnival.
The key issues raised in feedback were:
 One school was generally supportive of any plans to upgrade the Swim Centre and provided brief
comments: We use the pool for four hours once a year. All we need is for the 50m pool to remain. We're a
small school with around 150-200 students using the pool, so it suits our needs, unlike some larger schools
which may require more seating. "I'm sure whatever Council does it will be fine".
 Another school reported: We would love to have a 25m indoor pool, especially if it was available for us to
book for small classes and water polo trainings, etc.
 Detailed comments were provided by another school:
– Current use of the Swim Centre: We have a swimming carnival once a year. Approximately 270 kids
go to Manly Swim Centre for the school carnival and the existing Centre was regarded as being large
enough to accommodate a group of this size. The Swim Centre staff were also highly regarded: “Water
safety was great. They put covers over outdoor area so kids could be undercover during the carnival.”
However, the pool was regarded as being expensive to use.
– Swimming classes are particularly important for kids living in Sydney’s Northern Beaches area. Children in
grades 2 and 3 (approximately 60 children) go to Warringah Aquatic Centre because it offers swim
scheme lessons (my understanding is that Manly Swim Centre doesn’t offer this scheme). Would prefer
to use Manly Swim Centre for lessons as it includes an outdoor pool. If swimming classes were held at
the centre in future, these would need to accommodate approximately 60 children.
– What do you like most about the Swim Centre as it is now? The 50m outdoor pool should be
retained as proposed.
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– Suggestions for the upgrade: Indoor pool / facilities would be perfect for the Swim Centre upgrade,
to provide all weather options. The proposed upgrade may help us to get the pool for the [carnival] date
we want it. It could accommodate larger groups, and would be nice to have indoor / outdoor options.
– Particular features of the upgraded Swim Centre: "Yes, do all of it" – with the exception of spa /
sauna and family change facilities, which were regarded as unnecessary for the new Centre. Other
features to include in the new Centre were: a good scoreboard and timing facilities for carnivals, good
change rooms, and meeting rooms where swim club committees can hold events. The facility should be
well lit and easily accessible.
– Particular issues for Council to consider in managing the redevelopment process: Keep the
general public and schools aware of the process. It was regarded as positive that the 50m pool will
remain operational, but if there is any change of plan, Council should communicate early so that schools
can book an alternative venue for planned carnivals, etc.
– In Summer 2014-15, what can you see, hear and feel as you enter newly upgraded Swim
Centre?: “A lot more people. When you walk in now it's splendid particularly on sunny days. We'll be
taking away the suburban / old fashioned pool but that's okay. There would probably be music going if
water aerobics is being held. With all the people going in and out it would be more vibrant. There would
be nice places to go and change and the café would have more space.”
– Other comments: It would be great not to have a problem getting a booking at swimming carnival
time. This is currently lacking on the Northern Beaches. It was very tricky trying to hire the pool for the
school's most recent swimming carnival. We rang weeks in advance and couldn't get a date for hire as
another ‘out of area' pool was being renovated, resulting in increased demand for the Manly Swim
Centre. Local schools need to be notified about issues such as this unexpected increase in demand for
the Swim Centre, to assist them in planning for school activities.

2.4

Email feedback

A total of ten email submissions were received in relation to the Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre
upgrade following the workshops. These submissions are summarised below. Respondents raised a wide range
of issues in relation to the proposed Swim Centre upgrades. These were:
 Desire to retain the outdoor 25 metre pool (n=6)
 Concern that the proposal, as it currently stands, will result in a loss of amenity for existing pool users. Lane
crowding, pool overshadowing, reduced accessibility and a loss of ABC Swim Centre’s open feel are of
concern (n=5)
 Concerns about a loss of local aesthetic under current plans (n=4)
 Desire for a multi-use deep water facility / Water Polo pool (n=4)
 Ensuring adequate parking facilities are made available to accommodate the new facility (n=4)
 A gym, sauna and spa are superfluous and not desired by the community (n=3)
 North Sydney Pool and Warringah Aquatic Centre cited as negative examples of pool redevelopment (n=2)
 Fears that the proposed upgrade would result in the loss of a Manly icon
 A proposal to upgrade the existing outdoor 25 m pool to have eight lanes and a movable floor that runs
north/south.
 Concern that the proposed upgrades will result in increased costs (represented in admittance fees and
parking charges)
 A need to improve the water flow in the shower facilities.
 Reserved parking for staff and lease holders
 No need for fun / splash pools indoors
 Ensuring the facility remains open 12 months of the year
 Desire for a new, larger staff room
 Office and storage space for lease holders and pool equipment
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 Retractable roof and opening sides over the indoor pool
 Increase the shaded areas around the pool
 Upgrading the café
 Providing and crèche and child minding facilities.

2.5

Imagining the future Manly Swim Centre

A vision exercise was used to engage participants in the face to face survey and workshops in imagining Manly
Swim Centre in the summer of 2014-15, following its proposed redevelopment. The outcomes of the vision
exercise are discussed below.
2.5.1

See

Forty one respondents (69% of all participants) who took part in a face-to-face survey or one of the
workshops completed the vision exercise titled ‘See’. This section of the vision exercises requires respondents
to envisage what the new Manly ABC Swim Centre would look like in use after the upgrades are complete. The
majority of feedback centred on qualifiers of the new facilities such as ‘modern’ and ‘open’. To a lesser extent,
respondents highlighted the type of facilities on offer and activities taking place during a typical day at the
Swim Centre.
The following word cloud is used to illustrate participant responses, with the words that appear largest being
the most commonly used words.

Coded responses from face-to-face survey
1

New facilities / new activities

2

New, low rise facilities

3

New aquatic play equipment

4

Mix of facilities

5

Child minding facilities

6

Modern facilities

7

Green space around the pool

8

Upgraded facilities

9

Light environment with a view of the sky

10

New indoor facilities

11

Modern facilities

12

Modern, light and well ventilated indoor facility

13

Easy access to outdoor pools, not overly enclosed
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14

New indoor facilities

15

Light, clean facilities

16

Open, outdoor areas

17

Children playing

18

Open, spacious facilities

19

21

Open, outdoor areas
Outdoor area with children playing, new indoor
facilities
A greater mix of facilities

22

New indoor and outdoor facilities

23

25

An accessible facility
New indoor facilities with a good connection to the
outdoor facilities
Improved changing facilities and crèche services

26

A new indoor pool

27

People enjoying the new indoor space

28

Children having swimming lessons

20

24

2.5.2

Feel

Twenty eight respondents (47% of all participants) who took part in a face-to-face survey or one of the
workshops completed the vision exercise titled ‘Feel’. This section of the vision exercises requires respondents
to imagine the both the tactile sensations of the new Manly ABC Swim Centre produces in addition to any
emotional response evoked using the new facilities. Respondents imagined feeling relaxed, healthy, and
welcomed. Responses to the natural elements of cool water, rushing wind, and warm sunshine were
emphasised over the physical materiality of the upgraded facilities.
The following word cloud is used to illustrate participant responses, with the words that appear largest being
the most commonly used words.

Coded responses from face-to-face survey
1

New indoor surfaces - tiling instead of concrete

3

New indoor surfaces

4

Healthy environment

5

Healthy environment

6

Happy, healthy environment

8

Ventilated environment

9

Pleasant water

10

Warm sunshine

11

Warm sunshine

12

Warm sunshine
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Warm water

14

Ventilated environment, soft surfaces

15

Ventilated environment

16

Healthy environment

17

Warm air

18

Ventilated environment

19

Warm sunshine

20

Warm water

21

Happy, healthy environment

22

Warm sunshine

23

Spacious, relaxed

24

Warm sunshine

2.5.3

Hear

Thirty six respondents (61% of all participants) who took part in a face-to-face survey or one of the workshops
completed the vision exercise titled ‘Hear’. This section of the vision exercises requires respondents to imagine
the sounds the new Manly ABC Swim Centre would produce after the upgrades are complete. Respondents
highlighted that sounds they heard reflected a new, broader mix of activities and pool users as well as the
ever-present sounds of playing children. Other responses highlighted the ABC Swim Centres unique connection
to the surrounding natural environment as well as its open, spacious quality. Sounds included bird song,
rushing wind and lapping water.
The following word cloud is used to illustrate participant responses, with the words that appear largest being
the most commonly used words.

Coded responses from face-to-face survey
1

People

2

Varied demographics

3

Children

4

Children

5

Pool Activity

6

Pool Activity - swimming

7

Pool Activity

8

Pool Activity

9

Pool Activity

10

Children

11

Outdoors (birds) and children

12

Varied demographics

13

Children

14

Varied pool activities
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15

Children

16

Pool Activity

17

Wind, Children

18

Pool Activity

19

Children

20

Children

21

23

People talking in the new café
Instructor running a program in the new program
pool
Varied pool activities

24

Pool Activity

25

Pool Activity - Swimming, Children

26

Children

22
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3 Reflecting on the outcomes of previous
consultation

This section of the report discusses the outcomes of the 2013 consultation activities conducted by Elton
Consulting, in relation to the earlier process of consultation undertaken as part of a feasibility study for Manly
Swim Centre in 1997. The earlier consultation was undertaken by recreation management consultants, JA
Nicholas and Associates, and documented in the Feasibility Study: Manly Swimming Centre Final Report. A
brief comparison of findings has been provided to contextualise and validate the outcomes of the recent
consultations.

3.1

Methodology

A wide range of pool users including season pass holders, swimming and sports clubs and schools were
involved in both consultation processes.
The 1997 consultation process involved a ‘blue sky’ approach focused on the potential redevelopment of Manly
Swim Centre. The 2013 consultations built on the earlier work to explore community aspirations for the
proposed upgrade of the Swim Centre and to test a series of specific proposals. As part of both the 1997
earlier and 2013 consultation processes, members of the community were invited to consider and provide
feedback on the following key questions:
 Aspects of the existing Manly Swim Centre that they like most (2013) AND Positive aspects of the Swim
Centre (1997)
 Aspects of the existing Swim Centre that they think should be improved as part of the proposed upgrade /
Negative aspects of the Swim Centre (1997) AND Particular features they think should be included in the
proposed upgraded Swim Centre
 What they can see, hear and feel on entering the newly upgraded Swim Centre (please note, in 1997
participants were asked about what they can ‘see’ only).

3.2

Consultation outcomes / feedback

An analysis of the consultation outcomes suggests that overall, community values and
aspirations for Manly Swim Centre remain consistent in 2013 to what they were in 1997. The
existing Manly Swim Centre continues to be highly valued within the community as an important recreational
facility, a hub for community activity and a local landmark. Aspirations for the proposed redevelopment of the
Centre emphasise the importance of retaining key aspects of the Centre including the 50 metre outdoor pool
and local character, while improving its existing amenity. Some participants supported the idea of an indoor 25
metre pool, while others expressed a preference for retaining / upgrading the existing 25 metre outdoor pool.
Some participants see the upgraded Centre as a ‘spectacular’ facility, while others have a preference for a
more low key facility. Many believe it should be a place that is open and light, and which retains its connection
to the great outdoors.
In the 2013 consultations it was noted that the 50m outdoor pool will remain as part of the proposed upgrade
of the Swim Centre. This is consistent with community views expressed in the previous consultations.
A summary of comparative questions and related results is provided below.
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3.2.1

Aspects of the existing Manly Swim Centre that participants like most /Positive aspects of
the Swim Centre

What we heard in 2013: In 2013, as many as 78% of survey respondents (n=46) identified the outdoor
facilities / environment as an aspect of the existing Swim Centre that they liked most. This response was
cited more than twice as often as any other positive characteristic of the Manly ABC Swim Centre, highlighting
the high value placed on this outdoor swimming space by the local community. Many also commented on the
need to retain the 50 metre outdoor pool, as proposed.
Other positive aspects of the existing Centre identified in the recent consultations (including the survey and
workshops) focused on: the ‘low key’ and local character of the Swim Centre, its important role as a hub for
the local community and family focus, its outdoors focus which reflects the sports culture of Manly, the water
quality and temperature, the variety of facilities available, the number of programs on offer, outdoor areas
including grassy areas, seating and shade, and friendly Swim Centre staff.
What people said in 1997: The earlier consultations identified the outdoor facilities / environment and 50
metre pool as key attributes of the Swim Centre. Other positive aspects of the Swim Centre identified in the
1997 consultations focused on: the clean environment and well maintained facilities, supportive staff, friendly,
community atmosphere, convenient location, suitability for diverse users including a range of swimming /
sporting groups, pleasant surrounds including grassy areas, good opening hours and hire/entry rates.
Summary: There was a high level of consistency in the positive aspects of the existing Swim Centre identified
by participants in the 2013 and 1997 consultations.
3.2.2

Aspects of the existing Swim Centre that participants think should be improved as part of
the proposed upgrade / Negative aspects of the Swim Centre / Particular features
participants think should be included in the proposed upgraded Swim Centre

What we heard in 2013: Participants were asked whether they would like specific features (see options
listed on the survey form) to be included in the proposed upgraded Swim Centre. These options were
developed by Council’s team with consideration for relevant information including outcomes of the earlier
consultations.
The features most commonly supported by survey respondents were: improved and increased parking facilities
(73%, n=43), a multi-lane 25m indoor pool (61%, n=36), covered outdoor spaces (42%, n=25), family
change facilities (41%, n=24%), a crèche for child minding (37%, n=22), and café with outdoor eating area
(36%, n=21). A range of other features were also supported including: improved change facilities for people
with a disability, upgraded amenities for the pool and adjoining reserve, indoor children’s play pool, community
meeting rooms, bike racks, indoor program pool, indoor spa and sauna facilities, a gym, multi-purpose
wellness centre and other features.
Of these specific features, the most important priorities identified by survey respondents were: a multi-lane
25m indoor pool (37%, n=17), improved and increased parking facilities (17%, n=8) and a
crèche for child minding (12%, n=5). Other priorities were an indoor children’s play pool (4%), family
change facilities (4%), covered outdoor areas (2%), café with an outdoor eating area (2%), upgraded
amenities for the pool and adjacent reserve (2%), indoor program pool (2%), a gym (2%), indoor spa and
sauna facilities (2%), and other initiatives (14%).
When invited to suggest any other features respondents think should be included in the Swim Centre, survey
respondents focused on: maintaining the Swim Centre’s outdoor environment (19%, n=10),
upgrading the change room facilities (17%, n=9), providing shade structures over the outdoor
pool (17%, n=9). More seating and tables (13%, n=7), a deep water multi-purpose pool (13%, n=7),
healthier food options at the kiosk (11%, n=6), retention of the outdoor 25m pool (11%, n=6), outdoor play
equipment (9%, n=5), additional lap lanes / swimming capacity (9%, n=5) and other improvements (32%,
n=18) were also suggested.
Among workshop participants, there was a strong preference for more outdoor swimming capacity – retaining
the outdoor 25m pool – rather than an indoor pool which some believed could be underutilised, while adding
little in terms of extra capacity for pool users. Workshop participants supported a continued focus on
swimming and water sports to meet the needs of the Northern Beaches community, rather than providing
facilities such as a spa, gym or wellness centre which are available in the region. Participants expressed a
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desire for a deep water multi-purpose pool to maximise available water space, increase lap capacity and
provide flexible use for swimming and a wide range of other water based activities.
What people said in 1997: Negative aspects of Manly Swim Centre identified by people who took part in the
1997 consultations focused on: the lack of weather protection (including from sun, wind and rain), the mid
year closure of the facility, the lack of availability / crowding of the facility at peak times of the week /during
summer, the inadequate change rooms and basic club room, the lack of parking, and the lack of related
facilities such as a crèche and gym.
Participants in the 1997 consultations identified a wide range of features / components of the Swim Centre
that they would like to see included if Council redeveloped the existing centre. Responses mainly focused
on: an all year round facility, weather protection (eg enclosed pool, wind breaks, shade), improved
swimming capacity (eg indoor 25m pool, multi-use pool, more lane space for training, deep pool for water
polo, diving pool), more parking, upgraded / enclosed change rooms, and related facilities (such as a
scoreboard and video screen). A range of other opportunities for improvement included: play facilities (eg
wave pool), child minding facilities, gym facilities, café, meeting rooms, efficient pool heating system, disability
facilities, improved seating, BBQ facilities and storage.
Summary: There was a high level of consistency among suggested improvements for the upgraded Swim
Centre made by participants in the 2013 and 1997 consultations.
3.2.3

What they can see, hear and feel on entering the newly upgraded Swim Centre (in 1997
participants were asked about what they can ‘see’ only)

What we heard in 2013: People who took part in the recent consultations were asked to imagine
themselves walking into the newly redeveloped Swim Centre in the summer of 2014-15 and to provide
feedback on what they might see, hear and feel. For the purposes of comparison with the earlier consultations,
this analysis focuses on what people might ‘see’, which was also asked in 1997.
Many participants imagined the redeveloped Swim Centre as a place where they might see ‘new’ or ‘modern’
facilities. The Swim Centre was seen as a place that is ‘open’, maximising ‘light’, connection to the ‘outdoors’
environment and that is ‘well ventilated’. The Centre was described as incorporating a ‘broader mix of facilities’
for a ‘range of activities’ and including numerous improvements from ‘child minding’ to spaces for ‘children’s
play’ and ‘improved changing rooms’. A summary of key words and phrases used by participants are shown
below.

What people said in 1997: The 2013 results are comparable with feedback obtained through the previous
consultations, where respondents reported they would like to see:
 The 50m pool open year round
 A wide range of users and mix of uses within the Swim Centre
 An open and spacious Swim Centre that is bright and attractive, not ‘closed in’
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 A Swim Centre that is light during the day and well lit at night
 A natural, indoor outdoor environment – where you can see out
 An oasis with plenty of green space
 A clean and modern Swim Centre that has a ‘spectacular feel’
 A place that is friendly, welcoming, accessible and clearly sign posted
 A space for training and competition, as well as a place for fun
 A total leisure centre catering to the whole community ie all ages and abilities.
Summary: Results of the 2013 and 1997 consultations demonstrate a high level of consistency in participant
aspirations for how the upgraded Swim Centre might look.
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Appendix A: Engagement tools
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Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton
Swim Centre Proposed Upgrade:
FACT SHEET
About the ABC
Swim Centre upgrade

Why is an
upgrade needed?

The Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre
was built in 1974 and over the years has become
increasingly well patronised by the local and
wider community.

The pool has been operating at capacity for several
years now, and an upgrade would enable its use for
new activities by a range of user groups. The new
facility will provide for all-year-round use, enabling the
Centre to be used by the community in all seasons and
weather conditions.

The facilities at the Swim Centre have aged and do not
provide adequate availability to the community year
round. Significant expenditure is required to keep the
Swim Centre operating in its present form.
Council is proposing to upgrade the Swim Centre – to
provide Manly’s community with improved year round
access to additional indoor and safe swimming, leisure
and recreational facilities. The upgrade has been
signalled in Council’s capital works program for over
ten years.
Recently, Council received significant funding from the
State Government, in the form of a low interest loan,
solely for the purpose of upgrading the Andrew ‘Boy’
Charlton Swim Centre. The funding is conditional upon
works commencing by December 2013.
This is a one off opportunity for the Manly
community to renew this critical piece of recreational
infrastructure on very favourable financial terms.
Pending finalisation of the detailed design over the
next few months, the upgrade is expected to take
place during 2014. With the exception of the usual
6 weeks annual closure period, the 50 m pool will
remain open throughout the works. Council will work
closely with pool users throughout the works.

Manly Golf
Course

Manly
Swim
Centre

The existing pool facilities are ageing and have high
maintenance costs. In particular the 25 m pool has
structural problems that have been only temporarily
rectified. However, its ongoing maintenance will
involve significant costs.
The master plan process for the LM Graham Reserve
(located next to the Swim Centre) has identified
a need for sports storage, change rooms and
general purpose indoor space. These needs can be
accommodated in the new Swim Centre.

What is proposed?
The proposal involves redevelopment of the Centre
into a high quality, major regional facility capable of
meeting contemporary community needs and interests
relating to aquatic sports and leisure activities.
The upgraded Swim Centre will retain the existing
outdoor 50 m pool.
The existing outdoor 25 m pool is proposed to be
replaced by new indoor swimming facilities (see
further details below).
The Centre will also provide much needed public
toilets and change rooms associated with the
adjoining LM Graham Reserve.

Manly
CBD

Image: Manly Council

Image: Google Earth

Manly
Beach

Images: Manly Council

Current facility and
Proposed new facilities
Your opinion is important in helping Council to understand community requirements in planning the new facility.
Now

Proposed upgraded facility

•• 50 m outdoor pool

•• 50 m outdoor pool remains

•• Baby and toddlers pools

•• Remain in place at upgraded Swim Centre

•• 25 m indoor pool

•• Indoor multipurpose facility operating 12 months of the year including:
–– A multi lane 25 m indoor pool

–– Covered outdoor spaces

–– An indoor children’s play pool

–– Community meeting rooms

–– An indoor program pool

–– A gym

–– Indoor spa and sauna facilities

–– A multipurpose wellness centre

–– A café with an outdoor eating area
•• Change room facilities

•• Upgraded amenities for pool and the adjoining LM Graham Reserve
•• Family change facilities
•• Improved change facilities for people with a disability

•• Parking at site

•• Additional parking
•• Underground car parking

Community feedback
Council has engaged Elton Consulting to undertake
surveys and workshops with pool users. These
engagement activities will inform the upgrade
planning and design process.

Where can I get
more information?
For more information about the proposed Swim
Centre upgrade please contact:
Ms Beth Lawsen – Deputy General Manager,
People, Place and Infrastructure at Manly Council:

Image: Manly Council

Email: records@manly.nsw.gov.au
Phone: 9976 1500

Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre Upgrade: Pool User Survey
(Face to face at Swim Centre)

Manly Council is proposing to upgrade the Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre and is seeking your
feedback as part of this process. Do you have 4-5 minutes to answer 10 questions about the proposal?
If no – Thank you for your time and enjoy your visit.
If yes – Council is interested in how you currently use the Swim Centre and your ideas for the future. All the
information you provide will be treated as strictly confidential and you won’t be identified in our report. Let’s
get started…

A) Your feedback on the existing Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre
1. In the last month how often have you visited the Swim Centre? (Interviewer to tick one only)





Every day
Several times a week
About once a week
Less frequently (Please describe)_____________________________________

2. What was the main reason for your visit to the Swim Centre today? (Interviewer to tick one only)










Individual swim
Family or friends visit
School visit
Swim Club / Group training / Squads
Spectator
Learn to Swim program
Water Polo training / competition
Event (Please describe) ____________________________________________
Other (Please describe) ____________________________________________

3. What do you like most about the Swim Centre as it is now?
i____________________________________________________________________________
ii___________________________________________________________________________
iii___________________________________________________________________________

B) Your views on the proposed upgrade
4. The 50 m outdoor pool will remain as part of the proposed upgrade of the Swim Centre. Are there any
particular features you think should be included in the proposed upgraded Swim Centre? (Interviewer to tick
all that apply)
 A multi lane 25 m indoor pool
 An indoor children's play pool
 A indoor program pool (wellbeing and
fitness programs)
 Indoor spa and sauna facilities
 A café with an outdoor eating area
 Covered outdoor spaces
 Community meeting rooms
 A gym
 A crèche for child minding

 A multipurpose wellness centre
 Upgraded amenities for pool and the
adjoining LM Graham Reserve
 Family change facilities
 Improved change facilities for people with
a disability
 Improved and increased Parking facilities
 Other (please
describe)________________________
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5. Which three aspects of the proposed upgraded Swim Centre are most important
to you? (Please nominate up to 3, where 1=Most important)
 A multi lane indoor pool
 An indoor children's play pool
 An indoor program pool (wellbeing and
fitness programs)
 Indoor spa and sauna facilities
 A café with an outdoor eating area
 Covered outdoor spaces
 Community meeting rooms
 A gym
 A crèche for child minding

 A multipurpose wellness centre
 Upgraded amenities for pool and the
adjoining LM Graham Reserve
 Family change facilities
 Improved change facilities for people with
a disability
 Improved and increased parking
 Other (please
describe)________________________

6. Are there any other particular features you think should be included in the proposed upgraded Swim
Centre?
i____________________________________________________________________________
ii___________________________________________________________________________
iii___________________________________________________________________________
7. Are there any particular issues you think Council needs to consider in managing the redevelopment
process (from design to construction)?
i____________________________________________________________________________
ii___________________________________________________________________________
iii___________________________________________________________________________

C) In 2014-2015 your visit is...?
8. It’s Summer 2014-2015. Imagine yourself walking into the newly upgraded Swim Centre. What can you
see, hear and feel?
See:____________________________________________
Hear: ___________________________________________
Feel:____________________________________________

D) About you:
9. What is your age group?






Under 18
19-25
26-35
36-55
56+

10. Which of the following best describes you?






General Swim Centre user
School sports officer
Member of swim club / training group
Parent of child learning to swim
Other (Please
specify)_______________________

11. Which suburb do you live in? ____________________________________

Thank you for your participation!
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Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre Upgrade: Pool User Survey
Manly Council is proposing to upgrade the Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre and is seeking
your feedback as part of this process. Council is interested in how you currently use the Swim Centre
and your ideas for the future. All the information you provide will be treated as strictly confidential
and you won’t be identified in our report. Thank you for participating in the workshop and survey!
A) Your feedback on the existing Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre
1. In the last month how often have you visited the Swim Centre?





Every day
Several times a week
About once a week
Less frequently (Please describe)_____________________________

2. What was the main reason for your most recent visit to the Swim Centre?










Individual swim
Family or friends visit
School visit
Swim Club / Group training / Squads
Spectator
Water Polo training / competition
Learn to Swim program
Event (Please describe) _____________ _______________________
Other (Please describe)_____________________________________

3. What do you like most about the Swim Centre as it is now?
i_______________________________________________________________
ii______________________________________________________________
iii______________________________________________________________
B) Your views on the proposed upgrade
4. Please describe any aspects of the Centre that you think should be improved as part of the
proposed upgrade?
i________________________________________________________________
ii________________________________________________________________
iii________________________________________________________________
5. Which of these is most important to you?
__________________________________________________________________
Please turn over…
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6. Aside from the 50m outdoor pool which will remain, are there any
particular features you think should be included in the proposed upgraded Swim Centre? (Please
tick all that apply)
 A multi lane 25m indoor pool
 An indoor children's play pool
 An indoor program pool (for wellbeing
programs)
 Indoor spa and sauna facilities
 A café with an outdoor eating area
 Covered outdoor spaces
 Community meeting rooms
 A gym
 A crèche for child minding
 A multipurpose wellness centre

 Upgraded amenities for pool and the
adjoining LM Graham Reserve
 Family change facilities
 Bicycle racks
 Improved change facilities for people
with a disability
 Improved and increased parking
facilities
 Other (please
describe)________________________

7. Which three aspects of the proposed upgraded Swim Centre are most important to you? (Please
nominate up to 3, where 1=Most important)
 A multi lane 25 m indoor pool
 An indoor children's play pool
 An indoor program pool (wellbeing
programs)
 Indoor spa and sauna facilities
 A café with an outdoor eating area
 Covered outdoor spaces
 Community meeting rooms
 A gym
 A crèche for child minding
 A multipurpose wellness centre

 Upgraded amenities for pool and the
adjoining LM Graham Reserve
 Family change facilities
 Bicycle racks
 Improved change facilities for people
with a disability
 Improved and increased parking
facilities
 Other (please
describe)________________________

8. Are there any particular issues you think Council needs to consider in managing the
redevelopment process (from design to construction)?
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
C) About you
9. What is your age group?






Under 18
19-25
26-35
36-55
56+

10. Which of the following best describes you?






General Swim Centre user
School sports officer
Member of swim club / training group
Parent of child learning to swim
Other (Please
specify)_______________________

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your feedback is appreciated!
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Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre Upgrade: Interview Guide
for use with schools (sports officers)
(By phone)

Hi. My name is Lucy Greig. I’m calling from research firm Elton Consulting on behalf of Manly Council to talk to
a representative of [NAME OF SCHOOL] about a proposal to upgrade the Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim
Centre.
Council is proposing to upgrade the Manly Swim Centre and is seeking feedback from a number of schools in
and around Manly as part of this process. Are you interested in taking part in a 15 minute interview about the
proposal?
If no – Thank you for your time.
If yes – Council is interested in how your school currently uses the Swim Centre and your ideas for the future.
All the information you provide will be treated as strictly confidential and you won’t be identified in our report.
Let’s get started…

A) Your feedback on the existing Manly Andrew ‘Boy’ Charlton Swim Centre
1. In the last year how often has your school visited the Swim Centre? (Interviewer to tick one only)





Not at all
1-5 times
6-10 times
More frequently (Please describe)_____________________________________

2. What are the main reasons your school visits the Swim Centre? (Interviewer to tick all that apply)







School sports carnivals
Swim Club / Group training / Squads
Learn to Swim program
Water Polo training / competition
Event (Please describe) ____________________________________________
Other (Please describe) ____________________________________________

3. What is the typical size of school groups (ie number of students) visiting the pool for… (Interviewer to read
relevant options only)







School sports carnivals
Swim Club / Group training / Squads
Learn to Swim program
Water Polo training / competition
Event (Please describe) _____________________
Other (Please describe) _____________________

________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

4. What do you like most about the Swim Centre as it is now?
i____________________________________________________________________________
ii___________________________________________________________________________
iii___________________________________________________________________________
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B) Your views on the proposed upgrade
5. The 50 m outdoor pool will remain as part of the proposed upgrade of the Swim Centre. Are there any
particular features you think should be included in the proposed upgraded Swim Centre? (Interviewer to ask
Yes/No for each, and tick all that apply)
 A multi lane 25 m indoor pool
 An indoor children's play pool
 A indoor program pool (wellbeing and
fitness programs)
 Indoor spa and sauna facilities
 A café with an outdoor eating area
 Covered outdoor spaces
 Community meeting rooms
 A gym
 A crèche for child minding

 A multipurpose wellness centre
 Upgraded amenities for pool and the
adjoining LM Graham Reserve
 Family change facilities
 Improved change facilities for people with
a disability
 Improved and increased Parking facilities
 Other (please
describe)________________________

6a. Which three aspects of the proposed upgraded Swim Centre are most important to you? (Please
nominate up to 3, where 1=Most important)
 A multi lane indoor pool
 An indoor children's play pool
 An indoor program pool (wellbeing and
fitness programs)
 Indoor spa and sauna facilities
 A café with an outdoor eating area
 Covered outdoor spaces
 Community meeting rooms
 A gym
 A crèche for child minding

 A multipurpose wellness centre
 Upgraded amenities for pool and the
adjoining LM Graham Reserve
 Family change facilities
 Improved change facilities for people with
a disability
 Improved and increased parking
 Other (please
describe)________________________

6b. Interviewer to record any comments on the top three aspects:
i____________________________________________________________________________
ii___________________________________________________________________________
iii___________________________________________________________________________
7. Are there any other particular features you think should be included in the proposed upgraded Swim
Centre?
i____________________________________________________________________________
ii___________________________________________________________________________
iii___________________________________________________________________________
8. Are there any particular issues you think Council needs to consider in managing the redevelopment
process (from design to construction)?
i____________________________________________________________________________
ii___________________________________________________________________________
iii___________________________________________________________________________
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C) In 2014-2015 your visit is...?
9. It’s Summer 2014-2015. Imagine yourself walking into the newly upgraded Swim Centre. What can you
see, hear and feel?
See:____________________________________________
Hear: ___________________________________________
Feel:____________________________________________

D) About your school:
10. What is the total number of students attending your school?______________________
11. Type of school






Primary - public
Primary - private
Secondary - private
Secondary - private
Other (Please
specify)_______________________

12. LGA:
 Manly LGA
 Other LGA (Please specify)
__________________________
13. Suburb: _______________________

Thanks for taking part in the interview! That’s all the questions I have for you today.
14. Do you have any other comments you’d like Council to consider in relation to the proposed upgrade of
the Manly Swim Centre?
i____________________________________________________________________________
ii___________________________________________________________________________
iii___________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix B: Detailed survey data
Data – Pool Users
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Data – Clubs
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Data – face-to-face intercept surveys
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From Treading Water

To Making A Splash

Business Plan for Andrew “Boy” Charlton Swim Centre – March 2014

1. Executive Summary
The Andrew Boyd Charlton, Swim Centre is an ageing public facility built in 1976 and
recognised as a regional outdoor aquatic venue servicing the community of Manly and
surrounding areas. Based on the ageing nature of the facility and equipment and the
important service the centre provides for the community, Council has $15 million to
upgrade and reshape the venue. The new facility will provide an indoor/outdoor aquatic
centre with gymnasium facilities and an Olympic standard water polo pool.
It is recognized that the Manly Swim Centre will not be sustainable in providing standard
aquatic services, and there is now a growing trend in aquatic facility design and provision
away from the traditional outdoor 50m pool towards a more dynamic environment. This
new trend encourages increased program and participation opportunities and supports
the venue as a community leisure centre, as modern facilities are increasingly providing
indoor water options, health and fitness and café services.
The recommended facility mix has been developed to achieve an aquatic facility that is:
1.
2.
3.

of a regional standard
a desirable family and community destination; and
capable of meeting multi-functional outcomes.

It is proposed that the Manly Swim Centre be developed over 2 stages with the indoor
facility as stage 1 and the water polo pool as stage 2.
Stage 1 facilities include:












revised car parking layout and enhancements
new entrance with disability access
new café
indoor learn to swim pool 25m and program pool and leisure pool all with disability
access
crèche – child minding room with play room
gymnasium
change rooms and toilets
offices and meeting rooms
spa and sauna
plant room
storage room

Stage 2 facility includes:



redevelopment of outdoor 25 m pool into a standard water polo pool
outdoor viewing deck for spectators

When Stage 1 facility is developed, it is recommended that Council provide “in house”
or direct facility management with the exception of the café, which can be leased to a
third party with specialist catering expertise.
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2. “In House” or Direct Council Management Model
Under the Direct Council Management model Council directly oversees the
management and operation of the venue.
Given the multi-million dollar nature of the capital investment and the significant
operations budget that is associated with such developments, Direct Council
Management would require:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

A highly experienced ‘Venue Management Team’
Extensive training of new and existing lifeguard staff;
Sufficient recruitment/retention of all supervisory, reception and program staff to fill
all the roles required for aquatic programs and health and fitness and leisure
programs
To increase hours of operation beyond what has been approved in the development
consent to in excess of 100 hours per week
The standards of service be developed, adopted and implemented

Advantages of Direct Council Management
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

Council has control of the operations and asset maintenance, including program
and product quality, pricing, promotions and marketing.
Operational costs can be minimised by using Council’s existing services (finance
services, payroll, HR, civic and urban services)
Flexible and responsible management systems which can be linked directly to
Council policies with emphasis on risk management, work health and safety,
customer service charter and Australian accounting standards and financial
management
Building a database for venue management and operational requirements that will
assist in any future management system to maximise service outputs and minimise
staffing costs
Council monitors performance and potential of the venue and engages with user
groups for future operational and development initiatives and assessment of
customer satisfaction
Council maintains the benefits of operational surpluses associated with the
management of the venue, including learn to swim and health and fitness revenue
to ensure service sustainability

Employment Creation Opportunities under Direct Management Requirements
1.
2.

3.

Key venue management staff are engaged as permanent salaried employees,
casual employees or contracted employees for specific programs.
The Aquatic Services Manager would need a higher level mix of management and
marketing skills, combined with the professional knowledge of aquatic, sport, leisure
and recreation services, and a capacity to develop health, lifestyle and sport based
policies and procedures for aquatic services.
A business and marketed oriented approach to the management and operation of
the aquatic centre is essential if usage and viability are to be maximized with
profitable outcomes. A strong emphasis on customer service should drive
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recruitment to meet the needs of the user groups including residents, visitors,
tourists and community and corporate organizations.

3. Core Business Units
Trends in Aquatic Facility Design and Management
The effective operations of the venue are paramount to the overall success of the
facility. The design and development of aquatic facilities has undertaken several major
changes over the past 15-20 years. The primary focus is now on indoor (sun smart, year
round), leisure orientated facilities.
Further, there is a noticeable trend since the early 1980s in Australian aquatic facility
design and operation towards the integration of a wider range of expanded leisure
facility services such as café, merchandising /retail, health and fitness centres, multipurpose program spaces and meeting rooms and increased emphasis on water leisure
activities.
The trend focuses on;











Maximum year round access for pool availability for competition, training and lap
swimming as well as play areas, programs and therapy
Developing leisure facilities as destinations, as longer visitation times can be
achieved compared with other leisure activities such as movies, retail shopping
and family based activities
Leisure water facility components such as leisure pool with water slide making the
venue attractive for children’s parties
Dry facility components such as gymnasium, fitness classes and sports therapy
Emphasis on the quality of new facilities being developed to provide additional
service such as café, child minding, spa and sauna
Importance of ecological design for sustainability including cogeneration of power,
water harvesting, solar heating and solar panels
Operational realities whereby a wet and dry leisure centre can operate at a
reduced cost to the community if designed well and offering a range of water
experiences and programs to their customers
The target group for a modern aquatic leisure centre being, mums and toddlers,
young children, teenagers, older adults, families, people with a disability and
lap/fitness swimmers, sporting clubs, schools, tourists and visitors, water polo
events. This enables a broader target market and higher attendances.
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Aquatic Programs
The extra facilities and water space open the way for Manly Council to offer a wide and
diverse range of programs. The main focus of these services relate to aquatic based
programs outlined below:

Parent/Baby
Parent/Baby
Toddler
Toddler
Toddler
Preschool
School Age

Swim School

Squads

Mini Squad
Junior Swim Fit
Swim Fit
Junior Squad
Bronze Squad
Silver Squad
Gold Squad

School Programs

6-12 months
12-18months
18 months -2 years
2-2.5 years
2.5-3 years
3+ years
5+ years

1 level
1 level
1 level
1 level
1 level
6 levels
6 levels

5-12 years
12+ years
12+ years
5-12 years
5-12 years
5+ years
5+ years

Term based
Term based
Term based
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing

10 day intensive programs
Once a week term program
Water safety awareness program
School sport days

Term based
Term based
Term based
Term based
Term based
Term based
Term based

Local Schools

The in-house operation of aquatic programs provides significant opportunity to improve
net revenues at the venue.
Learn to Swim Pool
The purpose built LTS pool will provide additional programmable wet space for new
programs, including vacation care learn to swim programs. As this enables classes to
operate all year round, it enables increased revenue opportunities over and above
school term periods.
Leisure Water
The introduction of interactive leisure water to the venue will encourage increased
visitation by families and simultaneously offer linkages from leisure to learn to swim
programs, squad training, lap swimming and therapy. New programs such as children’s
parties will enhance revenue and offer an in demand service for the community.
Water Polo
The purpose built water polo pool built to Olympic standards will achieve increased
visitation to the swim centre and may attract state and national and perhaps
international events.
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Health and Fitness
The health and fitness area will provide a new business focus, and with the gymnasium
area 708m2 including new area plus additional space in current building will enable a
gym membership (based on 708 x2.1) of 1486.
With additional space available in existing administration area, there is an opportunity to
provide spin classes and other fitness programs.
Identifying target groups for the services to be provided are a key focus for the Health
and Fitness team. These could include:







Cardio room (treadmills, cross trainers, rowers, bikes)
Gym floor (weight machines)
Personal training
Group fitness (aqua aerobics, pilates, basic training, boxing, yoga and zumba)
Active Ageing (government initiative for over 50s)
Massage and rehabilitation

Maximizing use of Health and Fitness programs through a detailed membership strategy
will enhance overall financial performance of the venue and attract a new group of
customers. To offer a 12 Month Gold Pass membership with full use of gym and pools
and child care can attract significant upfront fees to enhance revenue stream.
Other membership cards can be offered for gymnasium use only aiming at full single
membership, students/concessions and family passes.
Customer Service
Point of Sale
Incorporating a facility for Point of Sale System which can service all areas of the facility
through Radio Frequency Identification System (RFID), will encourage patrons to renew,
extend or purchase entry electronically online or via Facility kiosks reducing staff
establishment requirements for managing memberships and passes to the venue.
This technology is well utilized in the Aquatic and Recreation industry and integrates the
following functions:





General entries
Multi visit passes
Memberships
Enrolments for programs

Facility bookings and administration services are the other areas associated with
customer service. To optimise revenue, the venue can offer peak schedules which will
attract different user groups and this can also be supported within an RFID capable
system.
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Reception
Effective venue management requires an efficient reception area with space allocated
for the swim centre bookings. This can be achieved with an open plan reception area
where the swim centre office section can also be the retail point for swim wear and
equipment.
Facility Services and/or Venue Hire
Within multi-purpose venues the availability of training rooms enables increased variety
of services that Council can offer the community. Corporate meetings and seminars,
physiotherapy consultation rooms for lease, presentation rooms for local sporting clubs
along with Council operated services ranging from seniors health to child obesity can be
held in these available training rooms.
Royal Life Saving and Austswim offer a wide variety of community based educational
courses that Council can deliver to the local community.

4. Financial Modelling
Historical Performance
The 2012/13 financial statement for the Andrew Boyd Charlton Swim Centre is outlined
below:
Revenue
User Fees and Charges
Lease/Rental
Total

$1,019,971
$130,931
$1,150,901

Expenditure
Wages and Salaries
General Operating Expenses
Utilities
Contra Expenses
Other Structures – Fixed Assets
Baby and Toddlers Pool – Fixed Assets
Total

$871,589
$154,274
$165,496
$215,165
$16,138
$343,420
1,766,082

Operating Deficit

$615,181

The 2012/13 financial statement demonstrates that Council provided an annual
operating subsidy (before depreciation) of over $600,000 which represents a cost
recovery of 65%. To achieve a cost neutral outcome the cost recovery is 100% whilst to
achieve surplus the cost recovery is required to exceed 100%.
Based on the 2012/13 visitations recorded 231,000 and despite kiosk licence fees and
limited merchandising capability the swim centre secondary spend per visit achieved
$0.56, 3% less than CERM benchmarking at $0.59 per visit.
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On a receipt per visit basis, the swim centre total revenue was below the industry
benchmark ($6.58 per visit) and achieved $4.98 per visit. Alternatively, based on the
CERM Median Indicator for catchment multiplier for Group 6 Centres of 5.5, Manly lga
population should achieve 238,540 visits per annum at the swim centre. In 2012/13 it
achieved 231,000 visits achieving 97% of visitations, due to a less favourable summer
and closure in July for maintenance.
Projected Performance
With the development of a mixed facility, financial projections will be estimated in line
with equivalent 2013 CERM PI venue benchmarks (vol.22 No.1) for contemporary
aquatic facilities with outdoor and indoor pool facilities in Australia. As an outcome of
indoor and outdoor pools, a purpose built water polo pool and a health and fitness area,
Manly Swim Centre will realise a significant increase in net turnover and operating
performance.
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Population Analysis
The catchment area for people accessing the newly developed mixed facility will be
within a 10km radius of Manly. This is an expanded catchment in recognition that Manly
Swim Centre services the community as a “regional facility”.
Area
Manly LGA
Allambie Heights
Beacon Hill
Brookvale
Collaroy & Plateau
Cromer
Curl Curl, & Nth
Dee Why
Freshwater
Manly Vale
Narraweena
North Balgowlah
North Manly
TOTAL

Population
43, 371
6,742
6,900
2,589
14,388
7,161
3,371
19,838
8,252
5067
5470
3,458
2,736
129,343

Visitations for the new centre will be estimated as 129,343 x 5.5 = 711,386
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Proposed Venue Annual Budget Year 1:
Best Case Scenario with target population visits at 711,386

1

Revenues
Programs/Membership
Secondary Spend
Total Income

Expenditures

Comments

Total
$4,680,919

$6.58 per visit

$419,717

$0.59 per visit

$5,100,636

Total
$3,080,301

Labour cost per visit $4.33

$85,366

$0.12 per visit

Electricity and Gas
Repairs and
Maintenance
Marketing

$355,693

$0.50 per visit

$64,024

$0.09 per visit

Other Expenditure

$976,877

Cost recovery benchmark 104%

Wages
Water

Total Expenditure

Surplus:

Cost Recovery:

$334,350

$0.47 per visit

$4,896,611

$204,025

104% (as per CERM benchmark for mixed facility > 6000 m2)

1

UniSA, 2013 Operational Management Benchmarks for Australian Sport, Leisure and Aquatic Centres, 2013
CERM PI Vol 22 No 1 ISSN 1320 2359
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Proposed medium case scenario at 90% target visit population 640,247

Revenues
Programs/Membership
Secondary Spend
Total Income

Expenditures

Comments

Total
$4,212,825

$6.58 per visit

$377,745

$0.59 per visit

$4,590,570

Total
$2,772,269

Labour cost per visit $4.33

$76,829

$0.12 per visit

Electricity and Gas
Repairs and
Maintenance
Marketing

$320,123

$0.50 per visit

$57,622

$0.09 per visit

Other Expenditure

$879,108

Cost recovery benchmark104%

Wages
Water

Total Expenditure

$300,916

$0.47 per visit

$4,406,947

Surplus $183,623

Cost recovery @ 104% (as per CERM benchmark for mixed facility > 6000 m2)
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Proposed worst case scenario at 80% target visit population 569,108

Revenues
Programs/Membership
Secondary Spend
Total Income

Expenditures

Comments

Total
$3,744,735

$6.58 per visit

$335,773

$0.59 per visit

$4,080,508

Total
$2,464,237

Labour cost per visit $4.33

$68,292

$0.12 per visit

Electricity and Gas
Repairs and
Maintenance
Marketing

$284,554

$0.50 per visit

$51,219

$0.09 per visit

Other Expenditure

$781,505

Cost recovery benchmark 83%

Wages
Water

Total Expenditure

$267,480

$0.47 per visit

$3,917,287

Surplus $163,221

Cost recovery @ 104% (as per CERM benchmark for mixed facility > 6000 m2)
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Revenue Forecast Assumptions
Visitor numbers and revenues will be influenced by many variables (most importantly by
the proposed facility’s quality of management and staffing, ease of access, availability of
parking, marketing and customer service initiatives) and by the breadth and strength of
competition.
The key assumptions are as follows:
Centre Management
Council must ensure that the new centre has a strong focus on:











Providing programs relevant to demonstrated community needs
Customer service
Continually improving the quality of programming
Continually improving the range of programming
Revenue generation
Professional marketing
Staff training and development
Best practice and risk management approach
Ongoing market research, and
Benchmarking to assess performance and success against similar services

Marketing Assumptions
The main focus of centre management will be to identify, understand and meet the
needs of residents and attract sufficient visitation levels to deliver value for money,
quality programs and an accessible and affordable service.
The core markets for the proposed centre will be:







Recreation and Leisure: providing an attractive and welcoming environment for
social interaction and relaxation,
Sport: providing a venue for club and school based competitive swimming (and
other aquatic sport such as water polo) carnivals and competitions,
Education: including learn to swim, water safety, swimming competency training
and certificates, life saving, coaching courses,
Fitness: provision of programs and activities to improve levels of fitness for
participants, and
Wellness: complementary and alternative therapies (such as physiotherapy,
massage, nutrition and naturopathy), and
Health: provision of rehabilitation programs and opportunities for people requiring
the benefits of water therapy and movement. This includes people of all ages with
arthritis, asthma, injuries, surgery or any other disability that may be improved by
exercise in a warm water environment

The success of each “market’ will be dependent on offering appropriate and innovative
programs, the pricing structure, marketing and promotion strategies, and most
importantly, the skills and attitudes of staff.
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Revenue
The fee for membership and programs has been based on CERM benchmark of fees
per visit of $6.58 for a Group 6 centre of more than 6000m 2.
Secondary spend is calculated at $0.59 per visit, in line with industry benchmarks.
In benchmarking with other council operated services, the ‘learn to swim’ program
achieves the greatest income for all sport and leisure programs provided.

Opening Hours
Forecasts are based on typical operating hours for indoor/outdoor aquatic/leisure/
fitness centres of around 110 hours per week, for example 5.30 am to 9.30pm 7 days
per week. Current development application consent restricts operating hours and if
applied will limit revenue opportunities.
Visitation Levels
One of the Centre for Environmental and Recreation Management’s (CERM) key
indicators – catchment multiple – provides a basis for predicting the use of new centres.
Catchment multiple is a measure of the ‘number of visits a year divided by the estimated
population size within 5 kilometres of the centre’ with catchment multiple of 5.5.
This has been applied to the proposed catchment area within 10 kms of the centre, in
view of the regional nature of the swim centre for its current operation.
An example when achieving 100% of visits per population, 90% visits per population
and 80% of visits per population is identified utilising the CERM benchmark for a mixed
facility greater than 6000 m2.
Gym Membership
Membership can be gauged as 2.1 members per m 2. There is an opportunity to increase
the gym floor space with existing administration of 174 m 2 to further increase revenue
with fitness classes and spin classes.
There is also opportunity to market the service with membership deals to increase the
number of customers.
Utility Costs
Electricity and gas expenditure have been costed at $0.50 per visit which is a CERM
benchmark but does not identify if cogeneration power is used in this cost. Cogeneration
is the simultaneous production of electricity and the exploitation of waste heat from the
generation process to supply heating needs.
Cogeneration involves burning natural gas in an engine which in turn spins a generator
to create electricity. Because the engine is powered by gas, rather than coal, it produces
electricity that has approximately 40% less greenhouse gas emissions than coal fired
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electricity. It has been reported that gas and electricity costs are reduced when using
cogeneration for aquatic centres.
Proposed Staff Structure for Multipurpose Facility

Wages
The wages expenditure has been calculated as $4.33 per visit in line with the CERM
benchmark. The staff establishment industry benchmark for a mixed venue of more than
6000 m2 is 42.0 full time equivalent staff, which would be a mix of permanent and casual
staff.
Sensitivity Analysis
The estimated visitation of 711,386 represents best case scenario for the purpose of this
business case analysis. However, there could be uncertainties in forecasting due to
population area being the Manly local government area and part of the Warringah local
government area, where benchmark is determined on population per 5 km radius.
In accordance with the Traffic and Parking Assessment2, daily patronage for the new
facility can be calculated as current daily average x 1.4171. In December 2013 the
2

Marshall M., 2013 Traffic and Parking Assessment for Existing and Proposed Redevelopment of Andrew (Boy)
Charlton Swim Centre, Lyle Marshall & Associates Pty Ltd 34/13
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centre recorded daily visit as 1174, this would then average as visits per year as
607,241 or 85% of target visits as proposed which is comparable to medium case
scenario using CERM benchmarks.

5. Conclusion
The projected financial performance results with an “in house” management model and
leasing out the cafe to a third party operator demonstrates that full cost neutrality in
operation is achievable with a 4% operating surplus.
Council currently recovers 65% of its overall costs in providing an outdoor swim centre.
The new mixed facility with an in house management model is proposed to achieve
104% cost recovery and ensures council will have full control of the operations and
asset management.
The in house model provides economies of scale with utilising council resources such
as finance, human resources, administration, maintenance and
communications/marketing, that will reduce operating overheads.
The projected financial performance under all options and business scenarios indicate
that Council can achieve its objectives in delivering a new mixed facility for the
community which will achieve full cost recovery.
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